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few detailed ὮtudieὮ of great deltaὮ have yet been made deὮpite the
importance of Ὦuch inveὮtigationὮ in biological and geological hiὮtory .
In North America only the deltaὮ of the FraὮer River in BritiὮh
Columbia and, Ὦeventy-five yearὮ ago, of the MiὮὮiὮὮippi have been the
Ὦubject of monographic treatment . To thiὮ inὮufficient fund of knowledge the preὮent Ὦtudy formὮ an important addition . It iὮ baὮed on
perὮonal obὮervation extending over a .period of forty-five yearὮ and
provideὮ a uniform and continuouὮ Ὦurvey of the rapid changeὮ that
have taken place in thiὮ area during that time .
Such a Ὦurvey iὮ all the more important becauὮe the Colorado River
iὮ unique among the major delta-forming riverὮ of the world in that it
haὮ alternately diὮcharged itὮ waterὮ into land-locked baὮinὮ and the
Ὦea . The well-known diὮplacement of thiὮ nature that took place about
thirty yearὮ ago, when the river'Ὦ outlet waὮ diverted from the Gulf
of California to the Salton Sink, formὮ part of the diὮcuὮὮion in the
preὮent volume . Among riverὮ diὮcharging into tidal ὮeaὮ it iὮ alὮo
unique aὮ regardὮ the effect of the tideὮ on the ὮedimentὮ depoὮited at
itὮ mouth, owing to the exceptionally long and narrow Ὦhape of the
Gulf and the conὮequent extreme tidal range at itὮ head-more than
three timeὮ that at the outlet of the TigriὮ-EuphrateὮ, itὮ neareὮt analogue,
into the PerὮian Gulf .
The recent completion of Boulder Dam haὮ inaugurated a new regime
for the down-Ὦtream Ὦection of the Colorado . The violent fluctuationὮ in
water volume, both annual and ὮeaὮonal, which are cauὮed by the varied
climatic environmentὮ from which the waterὮ of the Ὦource ὮtreamὮ and
other tributarieὮ are derived, will ceaὮe in the lower river . The delta,
therefore, now enterὮ a period of relative fixity . Channel changeὮ will
be very Ὦlight in the future . The vegetation will enter . upon a cycle of
development and an aὮὮociational hiὮtory that muὮt of neceὮὮity be
markedly different from that which it would have experienced had the
river been allowed to flow naturally . The preὮent iὮ hence an opportune
time to Ὦet forth what we know of the river'Ὦ habitὮ in the paὮt .
My acquaintance with the delta region dateὮ from 19o2, when, aὮ member of the Ὦtaff of the New York Botanical Garden extending my earlier
field work in the deὮertὮ of Arizona and Sonora and acting aὮ adviὮor
to the Carnegie InὮtitution in the queὮtion of eὮtabliὮhing a deὮert botanical laboratory, I viὮited the area under the guidance of Mr . Godfrey
SykeὮ, of whoὮe familiarity with the valley of the lower Colorado Ὦince
1890 I waὮ well aware . Additional explorationὮ were made with
Mr . SykeὮ in 19o4 and 1905, and Ὦince I9o6, with the extenὮion of the
organization of the DeὮert Laboratory, which had been eὮtabliὮhed at

TucὮon, Arizona, in 1903, and the incluὮion of Mr . SykeὮ and myὮelf
in itὮ perὮonnel he and I have been cloὮely aὮὮociated in the phyὮiographic
and botanical
dy of the region . The botanical reὮultὮ are mainly
laid down in Carnegie InὮtitution Publication No . 193, publiὮhed in 1914 .
With the preὮent volume, which iὮ baὮed in part on Ὦpecial ὮtudieὮ undertaken by Mr . SykeὮ under joint ὮponὮorὮhip with the American Geographical Society of New York from 1929 to 1934, the Carnegie InὮtitution preὮentὮ the phyὮiographic reὮultὮ of itὮ Ὦtudy of the Colorado
delta .
D . T . MACDOUGAL
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INTRODUCTION
The great canyonὮ carved through many hundredὮ of mileὮ of an
elevated plateau region by the waterὮ of the Colorado River have,
becauὮe of their magnitude and impreὮὮive grandeur, captured the
popular imagination, taken rank aὮ one of the beὮt known Ὦcenic
featureὮ of the continent, and brought the name of the river itὮelf into
prominence throughout the world . Although not Ὦo Ὦpectacular aὮ the
viὮible reὮult of the long-continued Ὦubtractive proceὮὮ by which the
canyonὮ have been excavated, the oppoὮite phenomena, attendant on the
diὮpoὮal of the enormouὮ volume of material removed from the vaὮt
voidὮ themὮelveὮ, are perhapὮ equally impreὮὮive and intereὮting to the
geologiὮt and phyὮiographer .
AὮide from the formidableneὮὮ of the quantity of detrital matter now
n evidence in the great deltaic areaὮ about the mouth of the river, Ὦeveral
factorὮ have contributed towardὮ making the manner and progreὮὮ of itὮ
depoὮition and diὮperὮal matterὮ of Ὦcientific Ὦignificance and importance .
The inveὮtigation into the bearing of Ὦeveral of theὮe factorὮ upon the
proceὮὮ of diὮperὮal and into other cauὮeὮ, contributing to the extent and
progreὮὮ of that diὮperὮal aὮ recorded in the following pageὮ, coverὮ a
period of forty-five yearὮ of perὮonal obὮervation and traceὮ the development of the lower river, firὮtly, through the concluding phaὮe of a
protracted Ὦtatic or Ὦtable period, and then through a great lateral Ὦwing
or diverὮion towardὮ the weὮtern and Ὦtill unfilled portion of the area
available for diὮperὮal, to, finally, an approximate reverὮion, by a ὮerieὮ
of intermittent movementὮ, to itὮ former courὮe down the eaὮtern margin
of the delta.
During the earlier yearὮ of the Ὦtudy, and notwithὮtanding a period
of Ὦome former yearὮ of navigation and commercial activity upon the
lower river, the region aὮ a whole waὮ Ὦtill in the condition of an unexplored wilderneὮὮ, practically unchanged by any form of human
enterpriὮe .
In the Ὦecond period-that of the great weὮterly diverὮion of the
river waterὮ-the engineering operationὮ incidental to the opening to
Ὦettlement, aὮ well aὮ the earlier development, of the extenὮive irrigable
areaὮ of Imperial Valley precipitated the probably already inevitable
break .
The third phaὮe, which iὮ Ὦtill in progreὮὮ, haὮ been one of reclamation
activity in certain ὮectionὮ of the delta within Mexican territory and of
conὮtruction of protective leveeὮ ; and the excavation of canalὮ and diverὮion channelὮ haὮ at timeὮ accelerated and at otherὮ impeded natural
channel movementὮ and developmentὮ and the depoὮition of the burden
of Ὦilt .
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SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The reὮultὮ of the Ὦtudy and inveὮtigation of the region and itὮ problemὮ aὮ herein preὮented can be Ὦummarized under the following
headingὮ :

(i) A brief hiὮtorical record of early exploration and travel, with
Ὦpecial reference to Ὦuch expeditionὮ aὮ have left available
mapὮ, noteὮ, or other data of Ὦcientific value or intereὮt .
(2) An account of the development, progreὮὮ, and ultimate ceὮὮation
of navigation and aὮὮociated commercial enterpriὮe upon the
lower river within the confineὮ of the delta aὮ preὮented in
contemporary journalὮ and official recordὮ and obtained during the earlier yearὮ of the inveὮtigation through numerouὮ
perὮonal contactὮ with thoὮe who had actively participated in
the river traffic and in other early commercial enterpriὮeὮ in
the region .
(3) A digeὮt and interpretation of the noteὮ taken and of the factὮ
and phyὮiographic developmentὮ obὮerved by the writer during
the courὮe of the Ὦtudy, from itὮ inception in i8gz to the
preὮent time 0935) .
(4) A deὮcription, baὮed upon perὮonal obὮervation and information
gained from officialὮ of development companieὮ operating in
the delta and from articleὮ in technical journalὮ, of the variouὮ
workὮ and undertakingὮ deὮigned for the purpoὮeὮ of control,
protection, or diverὮion which have influenced the movementὮ
of the river or the diὮtribution of detrital matter during the
preὮent century .

PhaὮeὮ of the inveὮtigation which have developed into Ὦpecial ὮtudieὮ
fall under the following headingὮ
(a) The origin and phyὮical characteriὮticὮ of the detrital load carried
by the river .
(b) The manner in which the detrituὮ iὮ carried to the delta .
(c) The effect of vegetation, evaporation, and other influencing factorὮ
upon the diὮtribution and depoὮition of the detrital material .
ThiὮ Ὦtudy haὮ alὮo embraced a conὮideration of the great tideὮ of the
Gulf of California and of the effect of tidal action upon the development
of the ὮubaqueouὮ extenὮion of the delta body and upon the floodplainὮ Ὦurrounding the eὮtuary .
FeatureὮ which contribute materially to the complexity and intereὮt
of the problemὮ preὮented by the Colorado Delta are
(z) The exceὮὮive variationὮ, both annual and ὮeaὮonal, in the volume
of diὮcharge of the Colorado, with two well-marked, although
frequently irregular, periodὮ of maximum flow during the
year .
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(2) The originally circumὮcribed and obὮtructed area available for
depoὮition, into which the river haὮ been forced to deliver itὮ
enormouὮ load of detrital material .
(3) The incluὮion within thiὮ area of a zone of faulting and ὮeiὮmic
inὮtability, and the Ὦtrong probability that the whole region iὮ
Ὦtill undergoing active diaὮtrophic change and iὮoὮtatic readjuὮtment .
The
great tideὮ and Ὦtrong tidal currentὮ of the Gulf of Cali(4)
fornia, which attain their maximum intenὮity at the mouth
of the river .
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA EMBRACED IN THIS STUDY
The Colorado Delta, aὮ brought under conὮideration in the following
ὮtudieὮ, iὮ an area of approximately 3,325 Ὦquare mileὮ, of which the
predominant Ὦurface conὮtituent iὮ the detrital matter tranὮported there
by the waterὮ of the Colorado (P1 . 1) . It iὮ Ὦituated between 31' 3' and
330 45' N. and II4° 25' and Ii6° 18' W ., and, though Ὦomewhat irregular in outline, it takeὮ the general form of a widely extended letter
T with a broad Ὦhort Ὦtem . The full Ὦpread of the two armὮ of the figure
iὮ nearly 20o mileὮ, and itὮ height, in a direction perpendicular to thiὮ
major dimenὮion, approximately 70 mileὮ .
The " Ὦtem " conὮtituteὮ the receiving bay and containὮ, almoὮt axially,
the creὮt of the flattened deltaic Ὦemi-cone and the preὮent termination of
the true channel of the Colorado . The right-hand, or northweὮterly, arm
of the T extendὮ, with generally downward gradeὮ, to a level of about
minuὮ 275 feet in the bottom of the Salton depreὮὮion, riὮing thence again
approximately to Ὦea level at the extremity of the arm (here known aὮ the
Coachella Valley) and the limit of the alluvial area . The left-hand, or
ὮoutheaὮterly, arm iὮ very irregular in outline and tripartite in form, extending down both ὮhoreὮ of the Gulf of California and embracing another baὮin (the Macuata, or Laguna Salada, BaὮin) which alὮo dropὮ
to Ὦlightly below Ὦea level at itὮ deepeὮt point . Although phyὮiographically a true portion of the deltaic area, thiὮ bolὮon, or interior baὮin, iὮ
partially Ὦeparated from it by the long "peninὮula" formed by the
Cocopa MountainὮ, by the volcanic outlier of the Cerro Prieto, and by
their common encircling fringe of bajadaὮ, or piedmont ὮlopeὮ .
Situated aὮ iὮ thiὮ great alluvial area of the delta amidὮt the gravelὮ,
ὮandὮ, and pedregaleὮ, or Ὦtone pavementὮ, of a typically deὮert region, itὮ
marginal line iὮ at nearly all pointὮ quite clearly diὮcernible . In ὮectorὮ
where the alluvial Ὦurface iὮ Ὦubject to inundation and iὮ covered by
vegetation, the tranὮition to the Ὦurrounding arid area iὮ generally remarkably abrupt and very conὮpicuouὮ . In otherὮ, in which the alluvial
Ὦoil iὮ Ὦtrongly impregnated with alkaline ὮubὮtanceὮ deterrent to plant
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growth, the Ὦcanty xerophytic vegetation of the deὮert, venturing almoὮt
to the edge of the Ὦalt-laden Ὦoil, markὮ the marginal line with almoὮt
equal plainneὮὮ .
The ὮoutheaὮtern, eaὮtern, and northeaὮtern marginὮ of the entire
area are further accentuated by an almoὮt continuouὮ low terrace, of
eὮcarpment, exhibiting a generally wind-eroded face of gravel or coarὮe
Ὦand and marking the edge of the encircling meὮa or Ὦand-dune areaὮ
The continuity of thiὮ rim iὮ much broken around the northern, north
weὮtern, and weὮtern marginὮ by mountain ὮalientὮ, imperceptible
bajada ὮlopeὮ, and other interruptive featureὮ, but it appearὮ again it
the ὮouthweὮt and continueὮ, with Ὦome minor interruptionὮ, by broad
Ὦand waὮheὮ to the Ὦhore of the Gulf and the limit of the river-derived
material in that direction .
While the region thuὮ outlined conὮtituteὮ the entire viὮible or Ὦubaerial portion of the area of depoὮition, there iὮ Ὦtrong preὮumptive
evidence-Ὦupported by marine ὮoundingὮ, examination of bottom material from the Gulf, and a conὮideration of the tectonic frame in which :
the entire region iὮ Ὦet-that the ὮubaqueouὮ portion of the accumulated
detrital matter derived from the Colorado iὮ much more extenὮive and
that it extendὮ aὮ a gradually thinning priὮm or wedge at leaὮt aὮ far aὮ
Cape San LucaὮ at the Ὦouthern end of the peninὮula of Lower California .
Within the area thuὮ roughly delimited the Colorado River haὮ delivered, during the period occupied by thiὮ Ὦtudy, a maὮὮ of detrital material ὮubὮtantially in exceὮὮ of 6,500,000,000 tonὮ, at rateὮ varying from
a few tonὮ a day to more than a thouὮand tonὮ per Ὦecond .
The collection and interpretation of data concerning the amount,
phyὮical propertieὮ, and other characteriὮticὮ of thiὮ material and concerning the ὮourceὮ from which it haὮ been derived and the manner of
itὮ delivery, diὮperὮal, and depoὮition within the deltaic area form the
central theme of the technical portionὮ of the preὮent Ὦtudy .
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PART I
HISTORY OF EXPLORATION
AND NAVIGATION

CHAPTERI
HISTORY OF EXPLORATION (1539-1858)
FRANCISCO DE ULLOA,

1539

Our earlieὮt hiὮtorical knowledge of any portion of the great region
dominated by the Colorado River and itὮ tributary ὮtreamὮ beginὮ in a
fragmentary way within fifty yearὮ of the firὮt landing by ColumbuὮ
upon the ὮhoreὮ of the WeὮtern HemiὮphere, when, on September 27,
1 S39, FranciὮco de Ulloa, a captain and adventurer in the Ὦervice of
CorteὮ, found himὮelf embayed at the head of the "Vermilion Sea"
and Ὦurrounded by the ὮhoalὮ and muddy waterὮ of the eὮtuary . HiὮ
viὮit waὮ a brief one, aὮ the object of hiὮ voyage of exploration waὮ to
examine the coaὮt line towardὮ the northweὮt, but both he and FranciὮco
Preciado, who accompanied him, have left uὮ recordὮ' of their diὮcoverieὮ and experienceὮ which Ὦhow, to thoὮe familiar with the delta,
that they are thoὮe of actual obὮerverὮ .
The height of the tideὮ and violence of the tidal currentὮ impreὮὮed
both, and the deὮcriptionὮ of the great expanὮe of muddy flatὮ beyond
which were diὮtant mountainὮ " the baὮeὮ of which we could not Ὦee
for the earth'Ὦ curvature," and of the violence of the tideὮ which cauὮed
" the Ὦea to run with Ὦo great a rage into the land that it waὮ a thing
to be marvelled at, and with a like fury it turned back again with the
ebb," would apply equally well today in thiὮ region of mirageὮ, vaὮt
diὮtanceὮ, muddy deὮolation, and tidal commotion .
Ulloa " took poὮὮeὮὮion " of the region he Ὦo briefly viὮited and named
it the " Anct n de San AndreὮ y Mar Bermejo " "becauὮe it iὮ that
color and we arrived there on the day of San AndreὮ ."
The term ancon, aὮ applied to the obὮerved local conditionὮ, haὮ
given riὮe to Ὦome Ὦpeculation, but there ὮeemὮ to be a Ὦtrong probability
that it iὮ intended to Ὦignify juὮt Ὦuch conditionὮ aὮ they found to exiὮt
at the time of their viὮit-the breaking in, or temporary flowing of
water acroὮὮ the land-for Preciado ὮtateὮ in hiὮ account of the voyage
aὮ recorded by Hakluyt : " The following day, the Captain and Pilot
went up to the Ὦhip'Ὦ top and Ὦaw all the land full of Ὦand in a great
round compaὮὮ, and joining itὮelf with the other Ὦhore, and it waὮ Ὦo
low that whereaὮ we were a league from the Ὦame we could not well
diὮcern it and it Ὦeemed that there waὮ an inlet of certain lakeὮ whereby
' Specific referenceὮ to the accountὮ of exploration cited in thiὮ chapter will be found in the
bibliography at the end of volume, in the Ὦection " HiὮtory of Exploration " under the explorer'Ὦ name .
2
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the Ὦea went in and out ." ThiὮ iὮ fully deὮcriptive of the conditionὮ
obὮervable at the river mouth today at timeὮ of the Ὦpring tideὮ, and
it appearὮ that Ulloa'Ὦ viὮit coincided with Ὦuch a period .
They do not appear to have entered the river, although the map which
iὮ believed by Wagner 2 to illuὮtrate their voyage up and down the Gulf
ὮhowὮ two well-defined channelὮ entering the Ὦea . The map in queὮtion,
which iὮ a portion of the well-known Cabot planiὮphere in the Bibliotheque Nationale in PariὮ, ὮhowὮ little detail other than the coaὮtline
but ὮeemὮ to indicate that the two outletὮ to the river were Ὦlightly convergent in their courὮeὮ aὮ they approached the Ὦea .
Ulloa diὮcovered no evidence whatever of human occupation of the
region, and, in fact, he remarkὮ that in following the coaὮt from " El
Puerto de loὮ PuertoὮ " (identified with the preὮent harbor of GuaymaὮ)
" We did not Ὦee a perὮon or Ὦign of any ; I do not believe that Ὦuch a
land can be inhabited ."
HERNANDO

DE

ALARCbN, 1540

Within a year of the time of Ulloa'Ὦ viὮit, another SpaniὮh explorer .
Hernando de Alarcon, in the employ and under the inὮtructionὮ of Don
Antonio de Mendoza, Viceroy of New Spain and political rival of
CorteὮ, alὮo reached the mouth of the river and, on AuguὮt 26, 1540,
began to work hiὮ way up it with two heavy Ὦhip'Ὦ boatὮ . The great
tideὮ and violent currentὮ at the entrance were again found to be
ὮeriouὮ obὮtacleὮ to navigation, but, having ὮucceὮὮfully overcome them,
Alarcon aὮcended the river for a diὮtance which he eὮtimated at 85
leagueὮ . The account of thiὮ memorable journey, tranὮlated from the
explorerὮ' original journalὮ and diὮpatcheὮ, haὮ been publiὮhed many
timeὮ, notably in the pageὮ of Hakluyt, and iὮ well known . It iὮ intereὮting in itὮ bearing upon the phyὮiographic hiὮtory of the delta, from
the fact that it giveὮ uὮ definite information that a well-defined open
channel to tidewater exiὮted at that time, which waὮ apparently found
and aὮcended without any eὮpecial difficulty after the tidal hazardὮ had
been overcome .
Ulloa'Ὦ " Ancon," on the other hand, left the queὮtion Ὦomewhat open
to doubt, and neither he nor Preciado Ὦeem to have recognized any
very definite connection between the troubled tidal waterὮ in which they
found themὮelveὮ involved and the great river which they aὮὮumed waὮ
near at hand .
The chart which purportὮ to illuὮtrate the geographical diὮcoverieὮ
of Alarcon bearὮ the name of Domingo del CaὮtillo (Fig . 1) and iὮ tc
be found in Lorenzana'Ὦ " HiὮtoria de Nueva EὮpana " (Mexico, 1770) .
According to thiὮ chart the main entrance to the river waὮ the eaὮterly
' Henry R . Wagner : SpaniὮh VoyageὮ to the NorthweὮt CoaὮt of America in the Sixteentt
Century, San FranciὮco, 1929, P1 . 4, facing p. 298 .
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one, and there iὮ no indication of iὮlandὮ or definite ὮhoalὮ blocking the
mouth of the eὮtuary, aὮ do today Montague and Gore IὮlandὮ with their
aὮὮociated Ὦand and mud bankὮ .
MELCHioR

DfAz, 1540

Somewhat later in the autumn of 1540, Melchior Diaz, alὮo a Ὦubordinate of Mendoza'Ὦ, left the frontier Ὦettlement of CorazoneὮ with
a Ὦmall body of horὮemen, for the purpoὮe of carrying on Ὦome further
exploration towardὮ the northweὮt and of getting and keeping in touch
with the Alarcon expedition . He traveled up beyond the head of the
Gulf on itὮ eaὮtern Ὦide, and, reaching the bankὮ of the river, he found
a cached letter from Alarcon, announcing that he, with hiὮ boatὮ, had
already paὮὮed up Ὦtream . Diaz puὮhed on, Ὦtill on the left bank of the
river with which he waὮ in contact ; failed to find or hear further of
Alarcon ; croὮὮed the river on raftὮ in Ὦpite of Ὦome oppoὮition by the
aborigineὮ ; and began hiὮ homeward journey down the right-hand, or
weὮtern, bank. He waὮ fatally wounded Ὦhortly afterwardὮ, apparently
Ὦomewhere down the weὮtern margin of the delta, and hiὮ companionὮ,
after again croὮὮing to the Sonoran Ὦhore, made their way back to the
outlying SpaniὮh ὮettlementὮ .
Little local information iὮ to be gathered from the brief account of
the journey extant, except a mention of "burning ὮandὮ" and other
volcanic activity which waὮ encountered Ὦomewhere to the weὮt of the
river . A group of hot ὮpringὮ and an aὮὮociated area of heated ground
which lieὮ at the eaὮtern baὮe of Cerro Prieto may have attracted their
attention . A homeward courὮe paὮὮing cloὮe to theὮe boiling mud-potὮ
and Ὦkirting the edge of the denὮe vegetation of the lower ground would
be the obviouὮ one to have been followed by horὮemen encumbered, aὮ
they appear to have been, by Ὦheep and other domeὮtic animalὮ . No
mention iὮ made of the method whereby they Ὦucceeded in croὮὮing the
lower river or eὮtuary when traveling homeward, but it iὮ probable that
they forded it or Ὦwam their Ὦtock Ὦomewhere near the head of tidewater
and at a period of low tide .
RESULTS OF THESE THREE JOURNEYS

The geographical value of the accountὮ of theὮe three pioneer expeditionὮ to the head of the Gulf and lower river, fragmentary though
they may be, iὮ greatly enhanced by the perὮpective of nearly four
hundred yearὮ which iὮ given uὮ of a region Ὦubject to rapid and
extenὮive change .
The general topographical featureὮ appear to have been very Ὦimilar
to thoὮe of Ὦome of the more recent phaὮeὮ in the development of the
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delta . The river entered the Gulf directly by meanὮ of at leaὮt one
channel paὮὮable for heavy Ὦhip'Ὦ boatὮ, and, aὮ the contemporary mapὮ
Ὦeem to indicate, down the eaὮtern margin of the more indefinite region
of ὮhoalὮ, invaὮionὮ of the flood tide, and uncharted openingὮ which
conὮtituted the main part of the delta area . Tidal action waὮ very
pronounced and the tidal range great, and we are led to ὮuppoὮe that
the river waὮ fordable, or paὮὮable by Ὦome primitive method, by a
cavalry troop at Ὦome point far down in the delta .
DeὮpite the vigor with which theὮe adventurerὮ from New Spain had
puὮhed forward into thiὮ new region the high hopeὮ of diὮcovering rich
centerὮ of population and opportunitieὮ for profitable intercourὮe or
conqueὮt were quickly abandoned with a realization that a few more
tribeὮ of naked ὮavageὮ were itὮ only inhabitantὮ . Navigation had been
found to be hazardouὮ, and the approach by land difficult and Ὦlow, and
Ὦo further intereὮt in northweὮtern exploration died out, and the reportὮ
of diὮcovery in thiὮ direction were forgotten, aὮ new fieldὮ for enterpriὮe
abὮorbed the exploratory energy of theὮe reὮtleὮὮ frontierὮmen .
So complete waὮ the ὮubὮequent oblivion that the very fact that the
Gulf waὮ a cul de Ὦac waὮ Ὦoon loὮt Ὦight of, and the entire region
became involved, after a few decadeὮ, in that Ὦupreme and long continued myὮtery of Pacific geography, the Strait of Anian and IὮland
of California myth .' ChartὮ and mapὮ were drawn and publiὮhed during
the following century and a half, which reflected variouὮ contemporary
geographical theorieὮ concerning thiὮ forgotten corner of the weὮtern
coaὮt line of the continent but which give uὮ no clue aὮ to changeὮ or
developmentὮ taking place in the Colorado delta .
The lateὮt map which ὮeemὮ to give evidence of having been directly
inὮpired by the diὮcoverieὮ of Ulloa and Alarcon, with perhapὮ Ὦome
additional local knowledge obtained during the intervening half century,
waὮ the one of New Granada and California by Wytfliet, publiὮhed in
1597 (Fig . 2) . AὮ conceived and depicted by him, the head of the
" Vermilion Sea " terminateὮ in an extenὮive area of Ὦhoal, an iὮland
haὮ appeared cloὮe to the " Cabo de + [Cruz] " of the CaὮtillo chart at
the eaὮtern entrance to the eὮtuary, and the great river which giveὮ acceὮὮ
to the " Seven CitieὮ " of contemporary deὮire, but which bearὮ no name
on the map, iὮ the moὮt eaὮterly one of the three entering the Ὦea .
Although the HondiuὮ conception of fourteen yearὮ later 4 alὮo containὮ
detail attributable to the recorded diὮcoverieὮ of Ὦeventy yearὮ before,
itὮ author haὮ plainly been influenced by the growing Anian belief of
hiὮ time and indicateὮ a further extenὮive Ὦtrait opening, or bay, to the
northweὮt .
' Godfrey SykeὮ : The IὮleὮ of California, Bull . Amer. Geogr. Soc., Vol . 47, 1915, PP . 745-761 .
' The HondiuὮ map of 161 i iὮ reproduced in SykeὮ, op . cit ., p . 749 .
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FATHER KING, 1701-1702

Credit has been given, and quite justly so, to Father Eusebio Kino
for finally exploding the misconception concerning California, by means
of two journeys which he made into the delta in 17oi and 1702 . Although these expeditions were detailed minutely in his diary, and his
geographical discoveries recorded in his well-known map, the information he gives us about the actual physiographic condition of the delta is
impressionistic rather than precise . He crossed the river in 1701 at an
unidentified point some 25 or 30 miles below the Colorado-Gila junction
and proceeded for a distance of three leagues in a westerly direction
through fertile bottom lands, abundantly cultivated by the Indians . He
re-crossed the river the following day and returned to his base camp
at the junction . In March, 1702, he was again upon the banks of the
lower Colorado and traveled down to tidewater upon the eastern side .
The party was prevented from crossing the river again upon this occasion by the soft muddy ground, due either to tidal overflow or to
recent floods from the river . Although the misconception concerning
the insularity of California was at last removed by these two journeys
into the delta, it is difficult to piece together the records of daily travel
upon the unknown background of local conditions at that time .
FATHER CONSAG, 1746

t
u&+
m the preceding map . Some of the less legible
three mountains at the mouth of the river,
dicated by stippling, marisma and pantanos ;
lui esta (?) la barra (marea?) al oriente ; and
pasta (?) aqui Megan los placeres de perlas
aguaje affixed to small circular symbols along
ater holes . On the original map lines of sight
outheastern end of Isla del Angel de la Guarda .

A further period of more than forty years was to elapse before we
are again able to see the region through the eyes and by means of the
cartographic ability of a competent observer, the occasion and the man
being a journey in small dugout canoes made by Father Ferdinand
Konscak, or Consag, up the western shore of the Gulf, through the
estuary, and for some distance into the delta, in 1746 .
A certain manuscript map (Fig. 3) now in the British Museum
(Addington MSS . No . 17660), which purports to be Consag's personal
delineation of the voyage, gives some interesting detail about the head
of the Gulf and for some little distance inland (Fig . 4) . An island
appears in the fairway at the mouth of the river to which the name " San
Ignacio " is given, and this, and other features of the estuary, are described in the explorer's diary, as translated by Monsignor M . D .
Krmpotic . The account is realistic and furnishes some valuable geographical detail.
The following quotation begins when the canoes left San Felipe Point
and were approaching the mouth of the river (pp . 75 -79)
. . . . from north point of San Phelipe we had sight of another cape on this side,
which appeared to form a large bay, but it was no more than appearance, there
being no such bay, the point of the hill lying within the mouth of the river Colorado
up the country . 5 . . . .
5 An

outlying spur of the Sierra de las Pintas, which gives this impression .-AUTHOR'S NOTE .
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From this corner the shore is entirely level, marshy in several parts at spring tides,
and in hard weather overflowed. All the way from San Phelipe to the river Colorado there is neither bay nor watering place .
ioth [of July, 1746] . We made little progress this day, a strong northeast wind
blowing down the shore, which was contrary to us . The points in that part running
northeast and north-northeast form the strait closing here . At noon we got ashore
with great difficulty, the water being shallow and a great sea running along this
coast, which is extremely barren . The serrania or ridge of mountains is three or
four leagues distant from the sea, and in some parts more . At night we came to a
better shore, though with a high sea . The bottom here was found to be mixed
with mud .
11th. Made but little way, and came to some red marshes, whence we concluded we
were near the mouth of river Colorado or red river . We however continued our
course till the evening, having endeavored to land in several places, but to no purpose ; the fens not only hindered the boats from coming ashore, but likewise would
not bear those who endeavored to cross them . Under this difficulty we came to
an anchor facing an island, which forms a creek at the end of the strait in the form of
a bow . The water even here differs from that of the sea, being of such a malignant
quality as to carry off the skin whenever it touches, and all were wet with it except
myself, and were accordingly afflicted with very painful inflammations in the most
sensitive parts of the body, and which continued till the end of the expedition
12th. Had a hard gale at south which separated the canoes . One endeavored
several times, but without effect, to weather by taking the point of the fen, at which
the island mentioned yesterday terminates . This canoe was very near foundering,
the sea running very high ; another canoe was [forced] to throw the greatest part
of her lading overboard ; but the other two, though the lading and people were wet,
had the good fortune after weathering the cape to find a safe shore, being now beyond
the fens .
13th. The canoe which had put ashore on the other coast, after making away the
greatest part of the night, betwixt seven and eight in the morning arrived at San
Bonaventura, where the lading was taken out and exposed to the air, and canoe
grounded . Some people from the others came in search of her but were hindered
by a creek .
18th . Went up the entrance of the river Colorado, and within it lies the before
mentioned island, which is triangular, and divides the stream into two arms : one in
California running northward, and the other of the opposite side running northwest.
The people went ashore in the island, and found themselves betwixt two rapid
currents, one of the river's ebb, and the other in the sea was flowing in with no less
impetuosity, [so] that they had a very narrow escape but lost only some of their
lading . The canoes removed to the coast of California as more secure, where in the
night time they saw fires, but in the day time not one of the Indians showed himself .
19th . Continued the discovery of the river, but the currents here became so rapid
that the canoes could not stem it with rowing, and they were obliged to have recourse
to towing, by which they made a little headway ; but as one canoe could not be
towed for want of ropes it altered its course and steered for the other side, which
was one of three islands discovered by our people on this occasion . On the 18th, they
saw the first, which divides the river into two parts ; the second, like the first, lies in
the river's bed and faces it at a little distance ; the third lies on the side of the
other two, the river, dividing itself on the side of this lateral island towards the
other shore, forms an arm, but so small that at a low water it is almost dry . This
side of California, lying low, is overflowed by [the] Colorado so that all along to the
foot of the mountains one sees pieces of trees, weeds and the like left there by its
waters . Our people also saw here a kind of threshing floors, where the natives thresh
a kind of seed like wheat but small as any [anise] seed .
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canoes continued grounded, and the flood was attended with such
loth. The
rapidity and at the same time a very high sea that the canoe which had parted from
the others was in greatest danger, and the smallest, which was now coming in, immediately made for it in order to save the people
*

*

*

23rd and 24th . During these days, though we endeavored to go forward, the

wind and the current obliged us always to put back to the place whence we had come .

This was an elbow near a great well [?] running eastward . The canoes were not
. They who had been sent on the survey reported that the river
able to make way
took its course along the serrania on the side of California .
25th . The survey of the gulf or sea of California being carried to its utmost limit,
we steered not directly to the harbor from whence we had sailed, but to take a view
of some harbors, which, by reason of circumstance, had been omitted in our coming .
Fifteen men traveled some way by land, took an exact account [i . e. made a
survey] of the situation and course of the creek at the point of the fens, and it stands
delineated in the map .
First let it be observed that in this [description of the] journey we have taken no
notice of the latitude, this being exactly set down in the map of this survey .
Although there are a number of obscure points in this account of

Father Consag's voyage of exploration, owing perhaps as much to diffi-

culties of translation by one not familiar with local conditions as to
ambiguities or omissions in the original narrative, it gives us valuable
glimpses of the conditions in a portion of the delta and of the phase of
development of the estuary and tidal channels existing at that time,

such as are not at present available from any other source .
LIEUTENANT HARDY, 1826

A further period of almost exactly eighty years elapsed before Lieutenant
H. Hardy, a British naval officer, reached the mouth of
the Colorado from Guaymas in a small schooner named the

R. W.

Bruja.

Although, as he confesses in his journal of the voyage, he was without
chronometer, sextant, or even a nautical almanac, he had a chart of the

Gulf and west coast of North America, published by Arrowsmith, of
London, by means of which he found his way to the head of the Gulf .
The Arrowsmith chart shows the junction of the Colorado and Gila

Rivers as taking place at the head of a funnel-shaped estuary, approximately in latitude 32 ° 43' N ., the Colorado coming in from the north

and the Gila from the east-northeast . This conception, derived perhaps

from erroneous information obtained from pearl-divers, had crept into
the supposed geography of the head of . the Gulf after Consag's reconnaissance and was a source of much confusion to Hardy .
The

Bruja

reached the mouth of the river on July 20, 1826, and

Hardy was astonished and somewhat disconcerted, as each previous

navigator of the head of the Gulf had been, by the range and violence
of the tides . He anchored in two fathoms of water, at what he judged

to be about the last of the ebb, but grounded during the night and found
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only two feet alongside before daylight . He describes the Californian
shore as being low, flat, and covered with drift, and the river mouth as
having three channels, divided by two low islands .
Taking advantage of the flood tide and a fair wind, he ran up the
estuary for a few miles, until the trend of the channel forced him to
beat round an obstructing point . The Bruja lost her way while going
about, was carried stern on into the bank, and broke her rudder. This
having been repaired, great difficulty was experienced in shipping it on
account of the rapidity of the tidal currents . Hardy remarks parenthetically, " But in the Rio Colorado there is no such thing as slack
water" (p. 329)
The period of the spring tides having now passed, the Bruja was
left aground while still in a disabled condition, through the neap tides,
and Hardy took the opportunity of doing some charting and exploring .
He found the eastern channel at the head of the estuary to be shallow
and, as he judged, of little importance . He therefore continued his
examination of the more promising western one by the use of his boat .
He found that this also shoaled about six miles above the junction, at
what he estimated to be latitude 32 ° 12' N . His longitude, which is
greatly in error in all his work about the river mouth, was put at
114 ° 24' W . Being surrounded by Indians whom he strongly suspected
of hostile intentions, he kept the Bruja, which continued aground for
eight days, in a state of armed readiness, and only allowed a few of
the Indians aboard at a time .
The large-scale plan of the estuary (Fig . 5) which appears in Hardy's
volume is probably fairly representative of conditions there at the time
of his visit, for, although he was obliged to rely upon his compass for
his bearings and upon dead reckoning and estimation for his distances,
he was a trained and practical navigator, and he had plenty of opportunity
during his enforced stay of twenty-six days within the mouth of the
river to check and verify his work .
The plan of the estuary, although it may be substantially correct, leaves
us in doubt as to the condition and alignment of the river through the
delta area . We have, however, corroborative evidence that a continuous
and practicable channel existed at about that time from the ColoradoGila junction, at about its present location in latitude 32° 45' N ., to
tidewater .
JAMES PATTIE, 1827

Early in December, 1827, James O . Pattie and a party of trappers
who had spent some months in the Gila valley, began a journey down
the Colorado from the junction of the two streams, with the intention
of disposing of their peltry at the Spanish settlements which they
assumed existed somewhere in the delta . They built eight dugout
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FIG . s-Lieutenant Hardy's chart of the estuary of the Colorado River in T826 . (Reduced
to 1 :550,000 from map in his " Travels in the Interior of Mexico," London, 1829 .)
FTC . 6-Lieutenant Derby's chart of the estuary in 1851 . (Reduced section, 1 : 750,000, from
map in his official report, 1852, cited in the bibliography .)
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c ni,ues, which were lashed in pairs, catamaran fashion, and the party

continued to trap beaver as they floated down stream .
Pattie's personal narrative of his western wanderings was edited by
Timothy Flint in 1831, shortly after his return to civilization, and it
was re-edited by Dr . R . G. Thwaites in 19o5 .
The portion relating to the journey down the lower Colorado will
bear partial quotation for the light it casts upon river conditions at that
time (1831 edition, pp . 141 - 143, 1 5 0- 1 51)
We started on the 9th, floating with the current, which bore us downward at the
rate of four miles an hour . . . . We floated about 30 miles, and in the evening encamped in the midst of signs of beavers . We set 40 traps, and in the morning of
the Loth caught 36 beavers, an excellent night's hunt
The river, below its
junction with the Helay [Gila], is from 2[00] to 300 yards wide, with high banks,
that have dilapidated by falling in . Its course is west, and its timber chiefly cottonwood, which in the bottoms is lofty and thick set . The bottoms are from six to ten
miles wide . The soil is black and mixed with sand, though the bottoms are subject
to inundation in the flush waters of June
We continued to float slowly downwards, trapping beavers on our way almost as
fast as we could wish . We sometimes brought in 6o in a morning . The river at this
point is remarkably circuitous, and has a great number of islands, on which we took
beavers. Such was the rapid increase of our furs that our present crafts in a few
days were insufficient to carry them, and we were compelled to stop and make
another canoe . We had advanced then 6o and 70 miles from the point where we
built the other canoes . We found the timber larger, and not so thick

ier Colorado and estuary in 1858 . (Reduced
, 1861, cited in the bibliography .)

After a period of very successful trapping and some affairs with the
Indians„ the party found itself at a point which Pattie judged to be
about loo miles from the Colorado-Gila junction, where the river seemed
to run upon a high ridge, from which, in their boats, they could see for
a great distance across flats covered with mesquite and other low and
scrubby trees . The land was found to be exceedingly marshy . This
appearance, of a much extended view and a sense of being upon an
elevation, is very noticeable in the Colorado delta as one emerges from
the densely wooded region, in which the banks in the winter season are
generally high and steep, into the comparatively open country in which
they have dropped almost to the level of the water, and Pattie's
description indicates quite clearly about where they were in their relation
to tidewater and to the permanent geographical features of the lower
delta region, and therefore helps toward an understanding of what
the river alignment was at that time .
They were now within the influence of the tides and were much
astonished and disconcerted at finding first a total cessation of the
current and then a greatly augmented velocity .
We floated on, having had a beautiful evening's run, and did not
come to land until late ; we then pitched our camp on a low point of
land, unconscious, from our inexperience of the fact, that the water
would return, and run up stream again ." They were aroused by a rushing
noise which they thought was an approaching rain and wind storm,
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but which proved to be the tidal bore . " Our camp was inundated from
the river . We, landsmen from the interior, and unaccustomed to such
movements of the water, stood contemplating with astonishment the
rush of the tide coming in from the sea, in conflict with the current of
the river . At the point of conflict rose a high ridge of water, over which
came the sea current, combing down like water over a milldam ."
The party continued their journey down towards the river mouth
until the rough water which they encountered in the estuary convinced
them that their makeshift craft were wholly unsuitable for a sea voyage .
They, therefore, began to work their way back up stream, using the
flood tides as far as they would serve, and then by means of rowing
and towing . A sudden rise in the river and a current which they found
themselves unable to stem obliged them in the end to abandon their
canoes, cache their peltry, and strike out for the Spanish settlements on
the west coast .
This overland journey proved to be both arduous and hazardous,
from scarcity of water and heavy and difficult country, but the narrative
still gives some indication of where they were and, therefore, of the
alignment of the river . They were apparently well above tidal influence
when they abandoned their canoes, for the water was fresh ; they were
within one and a half day's travel, through heavy brush, of open country
bordering the Cocopa Mountains, which can probably be most reasonably identified as the Volcano Lake area (Fig. 28), and they could
also sight some portion of the main Peninsular Range, which had snow
upon it . Such a view is possible across the low ranges or ridges which
connect the two higher portions of the Cocopas .
Men encumbered as the members of this party were, and in poor
condition for foot travel, as Pattie states was the case, would be unlikely
to accomplish more than three or four miles of actual distance through
the heavy vegetation which is so characteristic of this portion of the delta
within the time given, so that it is a fair inference that the channel down
which they had trapped and up which they had attempted to return was
at least well over towards the western margin of the area between the
Sonoran mesa escarpment and the bajadas of the Cocopas . Furthermore, as beaver had been found to be so plentiful and well established
in the waters in which they had been able to trap on their downward
voyage, the alignment of that portion of the river must also have been
essentially the same for some considerable period .
The available evidence seems to indicate, therefore, that the main
channel between the junction with the Gila and the Gulf swung far over
towards the possible western lirfiits of its meandering for a period of
many years, at least inclusive of the observations of Consag, Hardy, and
also, inferentially, of the expedition of the Pattie party .
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Acting under instructions from Colonel Hooker, Assistant Adjutant
General of the Third Division, U . S . Army, Lieutenant G. H . Derby
of the Topographical Engineers reached the mouth of the Colorado on
December 24, 1850, in the U . S . transport schooner Invincible, of 120
ton:, for the purpose of making a reconnaissance survey of the head
of the Gulf and of as much of the lower river as he might find it to be
practicable to examine .
If is instructions were detailed and explicit . " You will fix by observations and deductions as far as possible all of the points about the head
of the Gulf of California important to the navigation of the Colorado .
You will record the soundings when they may have been procured,
especially at the entrance of the river and in its course upward . You
will ascertain as far as practicable the rise and fall of the tide, and the
time of high water at the full and change of the moon at the mouth of
the river . Likewise record the character and topography of the country
at the head of the gulf and the river, as far as falls within your observation, and make a sketch of all the coast and shores in that neighborhood ; and procure all such other information as may be of use to the
service and the public generally ."
Derby was equipped with the necessary instruments for establishing
his positions and had an assistant with him whose function it was to
make the necessary observations . An important object of the expedition
was to establish a sea connection with, and deliver rations and other
supplies to, the military post which had already been built upon a small
isolated hill almost directly opposite the mouth of the Gila . Major S . P .
Heintzelman had been placed in command of the small garrison quartered there, and supplies had hitherto been brought overland from San
Diego. It had been found to be very costly, and in fact almost impracticable, to fulfil the needs of the post by means of freighting across the
mountains and desert, and so it was hoped to open up the river route
through Mexican territory for both military needs and for the convenience of the emigrant trains which were already crowding the overland routes to California .
The British chart by Imray, which Derby states that he used in his
navigation of the Gulf, is based entirely upon Hardy's map for detail
about the mouth of the river ; and he also had in his possession a copy
of Hardy's book .
The Invincible was worked into the estuary through the western
channel, which Derby sounded and charted . Rounding Unwin Point
(Fig. 6) and crossing over to the northeast shore, he found that the
channel continued on that side for a distance elf about six miles and then
bore off to the southwest towards Hardy's " Greenhithe Point " (Fig . 5),
much as Hardy had found it twenty-five years previously .
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The similarity between the two surveys ended here, however, as
Hardy's continuous and definite main channel around the bight which
he had named Howards Reach was encroached upon by shoals and two
new islands, and another, partially developed minor channel appeared
close to the northern shore . Farther up still the two surveys became;
quite irreconcilable and, granting that both were substantially correct at
the times at which they were made, indicate that in the intervenin
quarter of a century some of the extensive changes bad taken place which,
have since been discovered to be so common in the vicinity of the junction
of the Colorado and the Hardy .
Derby soon found that it was impracticable, in the existing state of
the river, to work the Invincible as far up as Hardy had taken the
Bruja . Her draft was lightened to 7 feet, but inadequate ground-tackle]
and the poor holding ground to be found in the tidal channels of the]
estuary caused her to drag her anchors and drift ashore or on to shoalsl
upon several occasions. The "bore" was experienced on January 2,
1851, and is described in the log as follows : "At 12 h . 35 m . flood
came up in a ` bore' with a wall about four feet high, velocity five miles
per hour by log ; raised anchor and succeeded in beating up about threequarters of a mile, when we anchored ." In endeavoring to carry out the
instructions that had been given him, he then continued his survey with'
a boat, and discovered that the western channel, which Hardy had
managed to ascend for several miles with his vessel, was now nothing
more than a " slough without current."
Hearing nothing from Major Heintzelman, commanding the post at]
the mouth of the Gila, he at length determined to proceed up stream with
his longboat in order to establish communication with him and at the
same time continue his survey of the river channel . His own reconnaissance work terminated, however, some twenty-seven miles above his
vessel, when he met the major coming down the river in a light boat
with a party of five men . As this party had made a rapid meander
survey of the channel' as they had come down stream, Derby did not
consider it necessary to continue his own work any farther, and he
returned to the Invincible and shortly afterwards left the mouth of the
river on his homeward voyage . The results of the Heintzelman survey
i
were incorporated in Derby's map and published with his report .
MAJOR HEINTZELMAN,

185 ,

Major Heintzelman's account of his trip is embodied in a letter to
Major Emory, which was published in the San Francisco Daily Herald
of October 22, 1851 .
DEAR MAJOR :

An Indian brought me a letter from Lieut . Derby, informing me that the U . S.
transport schooner Invincible was at anchor in the Colorado 30 miles above the
mouth . . . . I left our camp at the junction [Colorado-Gila], in a surf boat, with
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five men, on the 12th of January, and met the ship's boat on the morning of the 14th,
27 miles from the vessel . . . . They having started four hours earlier from her than
I did from camp, you may judge the difficulty in ascending the river : they turned
back and in five hours we were all on board .
From the junction to Fort Defiance [close to the Pilot Knob elbow of the river)
the river is from 200 to 250 yards wide ; below it varies from I mile to it mile
between the banks-generally less than a mile . . . . At the low stage the water
seldom covers more than half this space, and frequently not 20o yards, the channel
crossing and recrossing the bed in the most capricious manner ; the whole width
being filled with shifting sand . . . . There are but few snags . . . . Below the junction, at the lowest stage, I found nowhere in the channel less than four feet ; but it
The tide rises from 12 to 15
is narrow and crooked and the water rapid
t'
[evidently
at
the
point
at
which
the
vessel
lay]
and
flows with great velocity ;
fre
there is no slack water at the end of the ebb, and the spring tide comes in with a
wave two or three feet high, breaking and foaming, and in four hours ebbs again .
The river bottom is several miles wide and covered with willow, cottonwood,
The highest water is in
and mesquite, with the usual underwood and grass
This year, owing to little
June and July and the banks generally overflowed
rain and snow west of the dividing ridges between the Rio Grande and the Colorado
and its tributaries, the annual rise will not be so great as usual by several feet .
The Invincible landed a few stores for us at Howard's Point and I had them
The road is about 75 miles and the sand deep, with
waggoned to the Post
some grass and plenty of water . 6
The sketch [map of the
The desert touches the river at Ogden's Landing
river] from the junction to the figure "93" a few miles above the point called by
Lieut. Derby " Heintzelman's Point " is from my notes, the lower part from Lieut .
My reconnaissance is necessarily very imperfect, as I had also to
Derby's
The whole distance from the junction to the mouth is about
steer the boat
The junction is an important point-a military post there can be
5o miles
supplied by the river, either by anchoring a store ship in the mouth and running a
small stern-wheel steamer, not drawing more than 2~_ to 3 feet of water ; or, in June
and July, when a boat drawing 6 or 8 feet can ascend without difficulty . The road
across the desert is entirely too expensive .

Taken in conjunction with Lieutenant Derby's survey and map of
the estuary, this description and channel meander of Major Heintzelman's gives a clear picture of the condition and alignment of the main
channel of the river at that time .
The general trend from Pilot Knob to the head of tidewater, was
substantially the same as that shown in the Ives map of seven years
later, but the region about the Colorado-Hardy junction, which Hardy,
Derby, and afterwards Ives, all examined closely and surveyed in detail,
was undergoing rapid and extensive change . The western entrance to
the estuary-that between the Lower Californian shore and Montague
Island-was the deepest and most favorable for navigation, and the
tidal channels from Montague Island to Greenhithe Point (of both
Hardy and Derby) were much the same as Hardy had found them .
'This route, which was afterwards developed into the only practicable land route between
the mouth of the Gila and the sea, followed the edge of the Sonoran Mesa as far south as the

salient afterwards occupied by the headquarters of the Colonia Lerdo, but from that point
to its termination at tidewater was rather indefinite, dependent, upon the stage of the river and
condition of the tidal flats .-AUTHOR'S NOTE.
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LIEUTENANT IVES, 1857-1858

The establishment of the military post at the Colorado-Gila junction,
the increasing tide of emigrant trains crossing the river at that point,
and the development of some mining activity in the lower Colorado
valley and surrounding hills were collectively the cause of opening a
military and trade route to the outside world through the delta region
during the early 1850's, in preference to the more direct but practically
slower and more expensive and uncertain one across the Californian
mountains and deserts.
Navigation of the river had been developed in a rather haphazard
way in response to these several calls upon it during the earlier years
of the 1850-1860 decade, as will appear in a subsequent chapter ; but
the need began to be felt of more precise and detailed information
about the region in which the commercial activity was taking place .
As a result of many requests and some political pressure from the
interests then engaged in the rapidly increasing transportation business,
Lieutenant Joseph C . Ives, of the Corps of Topographical Engineers,
was directed by the Secretary of War in the summer of 1857 to organize
an expedition, under the direction of the Office of Explorations and
Surveys, for the purpose of ascertaining how far and to what extent
the Colorado River was available for steamboat traffic, and for charting
and mapping the approaches, channels, and the surrounding regions along
its course. The work upon the river was to be done, as far as practicable, during the low-water season in order to observe the minimum
conditions of discharge and depth .
In organizing the plans for the work it was found that no steamer
was available locally for carrying on the exploration, and Lieutenant
Ives therefore ordered an iron-hulled, shallow-draft, stern-wheeled boat
from a firm of shipbuilders in Philadelphia . She was about 5o feet in
length, 14 feet beam, and 3i in depth amidships, and was designed
and built in sections, for ease of transportation . Disassembled, she was
shipped to San Francisco by way of the then recently constructed Panama
Railroad and ultimately reached the mouth of the Colorado on the
schooner Monterey at the end of November, 1857.
The river was entered by means of the channel between Montague
and Gore Islands, as the western one used by Derby seven years previously was found to have shoaled and become impassable at the lowwater stage . A heavy bore was encountered the night after the Monterey
was anchored in the estuary, and the tidal movement was found to be
so violent that it was determined to take advantage of the approaching
period of the spring tides to float her at high water into a small slough
or creek (at a point which was then, and subsequently, known as Robinson's Landing), unload the bull and machinery of Lieutenant Ives's
little steamer on to the surrounding mud, and refloat her at the next
spring tide .
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This plan was successfully carried out, and in the meanwhile the
work of reassembling the steamer was pushed forward with all possible
speed . The Monterey was released from her muddy cradle on December 14 and discharged the rest of her cargo, chiefly military supplies
for the post, while anchored again in the stream, and shortly afterwards
left on her homeward voyage .
Shipbuilding operations were completed by December 30, and the
little vessel, now christened Explorer, was successfully launched the
same night . It had been found necessary to make some changes in her
as the rebuilding proceeded . As she was so shallow amidships, and
without a deck, it was feared that the heavy boiler with which she had
been equipped by her designers would soon cause her to buckle and break
her back, as a result of the constant grounding which was anticipated
in working her way up the uncharted river . The rather clumsy expedient
was therefore adopted of bolting two heavy timbers lengthwise, beneath
her bottom, to stiffen her hull . These, of course, added greatly to the
difficulty of handling her in shoal water and swift current and seem
to have been the source of much later trouble . Another defect which
had been discovered when her engines had been put into place was that
the slots cut into her transom in order to admit the connecting-rods
which actuated her wheel were entirely too deep and would have caused
her to fill when under way . It was found necessary, therefore, to block
up her engines several inches higher and to fit iron patches over the
lower ends of the slots .'
The journey up the river was commenced on the last day of 1857
and nearly terminated in disaster before the head of the estuary was
reached . A sudden squall and a short choppy sea almost caused the open
and heavily built boat to founder . The narrow river above was reached
next day and the work of mapping it was begun . The river was found
to be at an extremely low stage and much trouble was experienced with
grounding on bars . Fort Yuma was reached by Ives on January 7, 1858,
he having left the boat fifty miles below and come in overland . The
Explorer arrived on the 9th and at once began her preparations for
continuing the survey up stream from that point .
The topographic and hydrographic work accomplished in the delta
had, therefore, been completed within a period of about ten days, and,
although it had been confined to the main navigable channel and its
closely associated sloughs and backwaters, it was even so admittedly
incomplete in many respects . In the hydrographic report which is
appended to the general account of the exploration, Lieutenant Ives
states that much of the information contained in it was obtained from
the steamboat captains and pilots who had already had several years'
experience upon the river .
r It was the discovery of these two patches, still riveted to the remains of the transom of
an iron hull which was found almost buried in the eastern part of the delta in 1931, which made
certain its identity as Ives's Explorer. See also pp . 90-92 and Fig . ii .
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This report is lucid and concise and may be usefully quoted from as
furnishing a composite picture of what was known about the delta at
that time (Part :2 : Hydrographic Report, pp . 8-9) .
Abreast of Ship hock 1Hardy's Clarence Island] I found between seventeen and
eighteen fathoms . Lieutenant Derby states that in 185o he found the depth in the
same locality twenty fathoms . The bottom being remarkably flat and uniform, it
would appear from this that the Gulf towards its head is rapidly filling up .
Beyond the rock the shores on both sides come in sight, and the Gulf narrows until
it is only four or five miles in breadth . The water gradually shoals to two and a
half or three fathoms and becomes red and turbid . The bottom is a soft ooze, feeling
like grease to the fingers . Two islands, Montague and Gore Islands, and a bar
twelve or fifteen miles wide, obstruct the mouth of the river . In the channels across
the bar there are only ten feet of water . In the channel of the river, above the bar,
as far as the head of tide water, the depth varies from twelve or fifteen to thirty-five
feet
It is about one hundred and fifty miles by the river from the head of the Gulf to
Fort Yuma, though only half that distance in a direct line . Concerning no particular
locality can any special information be given that would be of value to the navigator .
The shifting of the channel, the banks, the islands, and the bars is so continual and
so rapid that a detailed description, derived from the experiences of one trip, would
be found incorrect, not only during the subsequent year, but perhaps in the course
of a week, or even a day . A few facts of a general character can alone be stated .
The width of this portion of the river varies from one-eighth to half a mile . The
course is exceedingly tortuous. The depth in the channel is from eight to twenty
feet, but bars are frequently encountered where there are not more than two feet of
water . The current, during the low stage of the river, which is from October till
the early part of May, has an average velocity of two and a half miles an hour . In
some of the bends it is perhaps a mile an hour swifter . The period of highest water
is in the early part of July, when the velocity is increased to five or six miles . The
average height is then ten feet greater than during the summer months, but the
depth is not in all places proportionally increased . New bars at once form when the
river begins to rise, and the obstructions to navigation, though not so numerous, are
still encountered.
No rocks are met with below Fort Yuma. The bed of the river is composed of
quicksand and soft clay. The bars are yielding, and any agitation upon their surface
causes them speedily to wash away .

The above description, although it was primarily hydrographic and
compiled chiefly from data furnished by the river men, contains practically all that was known at that time concerning the entire delta region .
This great area, bounded by a sandy desert upon the east and distant
ranges of mountains upon the west, contained merely, as far as any
precise geographical knowledge went, a stretch of tortuous and uncertain
river, which must be approached and entered through violent tidal
turmoil, running through an indefinite region of swamps and jungles .
Even the fact that a great portion of the low ground which, as was
beginning to be surmised, was susceptible to flooding by the river
lay much below sea level was only beginning to be understood and
apppreciated .
W
The map published with the Ives report (Fig . 7) shows only the
main navigable channel and the closely associated backwaters and sloughs
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as observed during the rapid upward voyage from tidewater to Fort

Yuma . A shaded margin, roughly parallel to the river and about 8
miles to the west, marks the edge of the low land in that direction .
No intervening detail is shown . Although obviously incomplete, this
map was generally accepted during the ensuing thirty years as representing the entire drainage system of the delta and was used as the
basin of many other published maps embracing the region .
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CHAPTER II
NAVIGATION ON THE LOWER RIVER (1852-1876)
Although the establishment of a military post at the head of the delt
had been primarily a matter of military expediency and the developmerr
of transport facilities upon the lower river a matter of military necessit3
it was soon realized by California merchants and other business interest
that virgin fields for commercial enterprise could likewise be reache
through this gateway. California newspapers were eager to report th
various developments incidental to the establishment of the river servic<
and it is almost solely in the pages of these contemporary journals th<
any record of the earlier phases of the distinctive form of navigatio :
which the regional conditions necessitated has been preserved .
BEGINNING OF COMMERCIAL NAVIGATION

As recorded in the San Diego Herald under date of February 3, 185 :
commercial navigation of the Colorado may be considered to hav
originated with the clearing of the United States transport schoone
Sierra Nevada for the head of the Gulf and the mouth of the Colorad
on January 17, 1852 . The voyage was undertaken "to ascend if prac
ticable to the mouth of the Gila . Should this be found impossible, he
cargo will be carried up in flatboats provided for that purpose . A larg
military post will be established permanently at the junction of th
Gila and Colorado, on the western side, and a ferry established, corn
pleting the connection through from Santa Fe and affording protectio :
to the numerous bodies of emigrants by that route .
On April 3, 1852, the following news item appears in the same paper
" The Sierra Nevada arrived at the mouth of the Colorado on Februar
17 . It took nine days to assemble the flatboats. The boatmen on thei
first trip up the river were very unfortunate . One boat was swampedboat and cargo entirely lost . The contractors have experienced ver
great and unexpected difficulties on the river . Major Heintzelman
command uses up supplies about as fast as they can be delivered, an
it is not expected that full delivery of supplies will be completed befor
the first of July."
An official report issued on April 17 says : " The schooner transpoi
Sierra Nevada is moored in the Colorado at a point 70 miles from Cam
Yuma. A thorough examination of the river has been made, and a
parties are satisfied that it can be safely navigated with small steamer
such as are used on the Ohio, which will make it possible to supply a lir
of posts on the Gila ."

NAVIGATION ON LOWER RIVER

The Gila River still formed the boundary between United Ɛtates
and Mexican territory, as the Gadsden Purchase agreement had not yet
been signed . Besides that occupied by the military camp upon the Californian side the only other high ground near the Colorado-Gila junction-that which has since formed a part of the townsite of Yuma-was
. Commercial development was afterwards
also within the Mexican area
centered upon and about the three isolated hills and the edge of a sandy
mesa of which this solid ground consisted, as also was the civilian
settlement .
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The task of supplying even the needs of the military post was soon
found to be quite a serious one, because of the difficulties encountered
in the navigation of the river, and in June, 1852, a contract was entered
into by the military authorities, as reported in the Ɛan Diego Herald
of June 28, with " a party in Benicia, to deliver supplies to Camp Yuma
via the Gulf and river, at $120 .00 per ton for the first cargo and $50 .00
per ton for all that may be needed thereafter during the balance of the
year."
This transaction was the initial step taken towards the organization
of the Colorado Ɛteam Navigation Company, and the contractors were
Messrs. Hartshorn, Wilcox, and Johnson .
Continuing the quotation : " The contractors design taking a steamtug down with them from Ɛan Francisco to tow their lighters up the
Colorado, which is said to be navigable, for vessels drawing five feet,
to within a few miles of the post even at the lowest stages of the river ."
In the development of these amended plans the United Ɛtates transport schooner Capacity, which arrived at the head of the Gulf early in
the winter of 1852-1853, had on board, in sections, the small shallowdraft, side-wheel steamer Uncle Ɛam, designed for work on the river .
Ɛhe was 65 feet in length, 14 to 16 feet in beam (the various accounts of
her dimensions do not agree on this point), with a depth of hull of
31 feet amidships, and she was planned to work on a 2' foot draft .
Her boiler was a 2o horsepower locomotive type, and she proved to have
displacement enough to be capable of supporting 25 tons of freight on a
draft of 22 inches . Ɛhe proved to be very deficient in power, and was
doubtless greatly handicapped by the fact that her pilot and crew were
entirely unfamiliar with the problems and difficulties to be encountered
in handling a power vessel on the Colorado, and so, notwithstanding the
low-water season and easy river conditions at the time of her maiden
voyage, she was unable to deliver her freight at the post, even with a
partial cargo .
The uncertain channels and shifting bars in the great bend of the
river above Pilot Knob were always difficult to navigate, especially
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during periods of low water, and they appear to have constituted an
insuperable obstacle to this lightly powered boat, for she is reported
never to have succeeded in getting farther up stream than the Pilot
Knob landing . The first solid ground on the western bank was reached
at that point by boats coming up from the Gulf, and a practicable wagon
road existed between there and the post at most stages of the river .
The Uncle Ɛam was moored at the Pilot Knob landing during the
following summer, and was being cleared out in order to make some
changes in her power equipment, when she was accidentally allowed to
fill and sink, through the removal of a bilge plug . Her hull was never
recovered .
NAVIGATION BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR

The next steamer to be put into service was the General Jessup . Ɛhe
was also a side-wheeler, but larger and more powerful than the Uncle
Ɛaan . Her dimensions were : length, io4 feet ; beam, 17 feet, and, over
the paddle-boxes, 27 feet . Ɛhe was powered with a 7o horsepower
engine and was designed to handle a load of 6o tons on a two-foot
draft. Her maiden voyage from the mouth of the river was made on a
i6-inch draft, with a load of 37 tons . Ɛhe reached Camp Yuma early
in February, 1854, this being the first successful and complete voyage
by a powered vessel to the mouth of the Gila and head of the delta . A
boiler explosion took place aboard her on August 20 of the same year,
when she was moored at Ogden's Landing on the Ɛonoran side of the
river, killing her engineer and wounding two other men . Ɛhe was repaired, however, and again placed in service before the end of the year .
River traffic was by this time increasing very rapidly, as, in addition
to the military needs of the river posts, there were to be satisfied the
requirements of the emigrants who were crossing in great numbers at
the mouth of the Gila and had to depend largely upon the post and the
sutler's store for their supplies . The owners of the navigation company
therefore placed another steamer in service . Ɛhe was a stern-wheeled
boat-a type far better suited for handling in the narrow bends of the
lower Colorado-somewhat larger than the General Jessup and very
heavily engined . Her hull was framed in a Ɛan Francisco yard, and
she was assembled and engined at the mouth of the river . Ɛhe was
christened Colorado and was afterwards identified as Colorado No . i
to distinguish her from a later boat to which the same name was given .
Ɛhe made her first upward voyage to Camp Yuma in May, 1854 .
The next steamer to navigate the river was the small iron sternwheel surveying boat Explorer (Fig . 8), with which Lieutenant Ives made
his examination of the Colorado in the winter of 1857-1858, as related in
the preceding chapter . Ɛhe was sold out of the government service to
private owners after her one and only voyage upstream to the mouth of
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the canyons less than six months after she was launched from the
slough at Robinson's Landing . Ɛhe did very little work under private
ownership (see below, pp . 91-92), and she had proved herself to be unwieldy and hard to handle, with the two massive wooden bilge-keels
with which Ives had equipped her beneath her bottom .
Business was very prosperous upon the river during the years immediately preceding the Civil War, and several additions were made
to the fleet of steamers and barges owned by the Colorado Ɛteam Navigation Company . Another stern-wheeler, the Cocopah, the hull of
which was also framed in a Ɛan Francisco yard, was built and launched
in a slough on the northern shore of the estuary, and she was shortly
followed by the Colorado No . 2, which was built upon the river bank
opposite Camp Yuma .
EƐTABLIƐHMENT OF ƐHIPYARD ON THE EƐTUARY

'xplorer, discovered in 1930 in an open flat surof the Colorado, near the abandoned Ockerson
.o-9 . .)
showing the iron patch covering the slot in the
lade positive the identification of the hull . (Ɛee

The rough usage to which these pioneer boats were subjected was
exceedingly hard upon hulls and superstructures . They were constantly
being worked over bars in making crossings, and butts were started and
planking torn loose by the heavy impacts against banks, shoals, and
occasional snags . The consequence was that hulls were condemned,
rebuilt, or re-engined, and boilers and engines were placed in new boats
as the strenuous service made such changes necessary . Names of obsolete
or condemned boats were transferred to new ones under very lax rules
of registration in ways which make their identification at the present
time exceedingly difficult .
A small, but usefully equipped shipyard, with storage and supply
warehouses, was established some distance up a deep and convenient
slough, named Ɛhipyard Ɛlough, near the Ɛonoran shore anchorage .
By building levees round the area used, excavating a tidal basin for
repair work on hulls, and by doing some channel clearing and straightening, this shipyard was gradually developed into an almost indispensable
feature of the river trade . It also became the ultimate resting place of
most of the worn-out and superannuated river craft . The great tidal
range made the beaching of old steamers and barges a simple matter,
when they were condemned and broken up, and it also facilitated the
operation of the tidal basin as a dry dock when required . Puerta Isabel
was the name given to this collective enterprise . Most of the actual
building of new steamer and barge hulls was, however, carried out upon
launching ways constructed on the river bank opposite Camp Yuma, at
the foot of the main street of the infant settlement which in time developed into the town of Yuma, but which was at first known as Colorado
City .

THE COLORADO DELTA
NAVIGATION DURING AND AFTER THE CIVIL WAR

The outbreak of the Civil War and the withdrawal of Federal trool
from the frontier and river posts, with the substitution of the Calif orni
Volunteers as garrisons, made heavy calls upon the navigation compam
but, notwithstanding the general national disorganization due to w .
condi ions, the river fleet was maintained at a high point of efficienc
and ih successful competition with the more directly routed overlan
freight traffic from the Pacific Coast .
River traffic was further expanded during the early sixties by th
development of some upstream business to fill the needs of variot
small mining communities and other settlements . The most importar
feature, however, was still the handling of the incoming freight betwee
the mouth of the river and Yuma, and the storage and distribution o
government and commercial supplies at and from that point .
Early in 1867 the active fleet of the Colorado Ɛteam Navigation Con
pany consisted of the Colorado of 70 tons, the Cocopah of loo ton;
and the Mojave of 70 tons . All were stern-wheelers . There were als
three barges of about loo tons each .
As the bulk of the freight handled between the Gulf and Yuma wa
" upstream " there were frequently empty or lightly loaded barges to b
taken downward to the mouth of the river to receive fresh cargoes . The$
were usually worked down in flat-boat manner, with sweeps and by th
occasional use of warps and kedge anchors or grapnels, by Indian c
half-breed crews . On upward trips, if barges were required, they wer
towed by the steamers, but occasionally, and especially at times of big
water'and difficult navigation, the steamers alone made the round voyagt
freight being carried as a deck load .
Two stern-wheel steamers, the Esmeralda and the Nina Tilden, wer
brought round Cape Ɛan Lucas from Ɛan Francisco, in or abot
1867, together with two large barges, the White Fawn and the Blac
Crook, and the flotilla was placed in the river trade by their owner ;
organized under the name of the Pacific and Colorado Navigation Com
pany . The Esmeralda, although powerful and fast, proved to be of to
deep draft for profitable working on the Colorado, and the line wa
soon absorbed by the original company, the Colorado Ɛteam Navigatio
Company . The Nina Tilden continued in service under her new owner
ship for several years, but was eventually capsized and lost at the mout
of the river, being carried away from her moorings by an exceptionall
heavy bore . The Esmeralda was beached at the shipyard, and her hu
was afterwards used as a warehouse .
The last steamer to be built and put into service by the Colorad
Ɛteam Navigation Company was the Gila, which proved to be ver
successful and exceptionally fast . Ɛhe became well known in later year
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for some remarkably quick trips, both up and down stream, and had
the reputation of being the easiest boat to handle under all conditions
of the river .
DURATION OF VOYAGE ANIf FREIGHT RATEƐ FROM ƐAN FRANCIƐCO

The company's flotilla, as then constituted, represented the highwater
of commercial and navigational activity on the Colorado, and the
era of prosperity continued through the late sixties and more than half
through the following decade„ while the Ɛouthern Pacific Railroad was
slowly approaching the river from the Pacific Coast . The voyage from
Ɛan Francisco to Yuma, including the time consumed in making the
transfer of freight and passengers from the sea-going to the river steamers at the head of the Gulf, was scheduled at from twelve to fourteen
days . The time depended somewhat upon the season and the state of
the river . Passengers were frequently carried upstream upon the barges,
in tow by the steamers ; and fares were fixed at $60.00 for the cabin
passage or $40 .00 for steerage, for the complete voyage .
Inclusive time when the sea voyage was made under sail was of course
more uncertain, the brig Josephine, for instance, while under charter
for the sea-going link of the combined service having taken forty-two
days in the late summer of 1869 to make the passage from Ɛan Francisco
to the river mouth .
Freight consigned to river points originated, in nearly all cases, in
Ɛan Francisco or Ɛan Diego and was brought around Cape Ɛan Lucas
and up to the mouth of the river in chartered vessels . In the earlier days
of the trade these were sailing vessels, generally schooners or brigs,
of from 400 to 6oo tons burden . Attempts were made in some of the
earlier voyages to bring them up to or beyond the head of tidewater,
either by sailing or by working the tides by kedging or warping . It was
almost impossible to find safe storage ground ashore for the incoming
freight on account of the great tidal range and the general insecurity
of the low and impermanent banks of the estuary . As soon, therefore,
as the development of the trade warranted it and the equipment and
facilities of the company made it possible, the sea-going craft upon
arrival were anchored or moored wherever adequate shelter could be
found in the estuary, and cargo was handled over their sides either into
lighters or directly on to the decks or into the holds of the waiting river
steamers . Comparatively secure berths for such transfer could generally
be found either in the main northeastern channel, near the Ɛonoran
shore and under the lee of Montague Island, or above Unwin's Point
and near the Lower Californian shore of the estuary .
Ɛteamers were afterwards used in the sea service, and, as the volume
of trade increased and warehousing facilities were established in old
steamer-hulls at the shipyard, these made regular and scheduled trips .
mark
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Current freight rates from Ɛan Francisco to various river points
were quoted by a commercial observer in 1867-1868 as follows : ,
Ɛan Francisco to Yuma (per ton), $47 .50 ; to La Paz (small mining
town above Yuma), $57 .50 ; to Fort Mojave, $77 .50 . Ore, as return
freight to Ɛan Francisco, $15 .00 per ton.
PROBLEMƐ AND TECHNIQUE OF NAVIGATION ON THE COLORADO

Ɛuccessful steamboating upon the Colorado, at least within range of
the tides and through the uncertain channels of the delta, was far more
a matter of personal skill and resourcefulness of the pilots than of any
strict adherence to the rules of orthodox navigation . It was the generally expressed opinion of the river men who conducted this traffic from
the Gulf to Yuma that experience gained upon other navigable streams
"I
gave the master of a boat but slight advantage in operating upon the
lower river .
I
The first hazard to navigation upon entering the river mouth was the
great and devastating tides which sweep the estuary . These always
developed heavy and quickly reversing currents, with the added complication of the bore (Fig . 14) at the times of the spring tides . Ɛome of the
;,
smaller sea-going craft were grounded in convenient sloughs while discharging was carried on through a neap-tidal period . This saved much
' 1 II
risk of dragging anchors and parted moorings out in the channel . Holding ground was poor on account of the soft and shifting bottom, and
,il
fid
xeg
moorinseeenerall
wr impracticabl
gyeor
f the same reason .
In the earlier phases of the service it was customary to work the
incoming vessels up as far as possible in order to discharge cargo,
but a f ter th e Pue, a I sa b e l s torage fac :1 : t: es were availabl e t h ey seld om
I
went above Philips Point, No use was ever made of sea-going tugs,
I although the river steamers themselves sometimes assisted in working
sailing craft in and out of the river mouth . Taking all the facts into
consideration, it is improbable that in any other river service in the
world has it been necessary to operate with such light steamers as the
conditions upon the Colorado demanded, against equal hazards of open
sea and violent tides .
When the difficulties of the estuary had been overcome by upwardbound steamers and tows, the region of indefinite channels and obstructive shoals about the mouth, of the Hardy River was the next impediment
to navigation . It was customary to cross these troublesome flats towards
!ql
the last of the flood tide, when there was depth enough over the shoals
to give easy entrance to the river channel proper and while the slack
water might still be made use of to the head of tidal influence .
When the Colorado-Hardy junction was passed river conditions were
usually more favorable . The channel was more stable, the banks being
i L 'Il'l!
I

I

I
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A . Bell : New Tracks in North America, London, 1869 .
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covered with coarse grass or tules, which resisted erosion and gave
more permanence to the bends . As the zone of willow and cottonwood
was reached the banks became higher and the ground somewhat firmer .
There was one recognized and convenient landing on the edge of the
eastern mesa, some twenty-five miles to the south of the Colorado-Gila
junction . This was known as Ogden's Landing, and it was connected
by a practicable dry-ground road with the ferry crossing at Camp Yuma .
The only permanently dry and solid ground upon the entire western, or
right, bank of the river between Camp Yuma and the mouth was the
toe of the Pilot Knob massif, five or six miles below the post . Ɛome
very bad and uncertain river stretches were usually encountered between
the two landings, and passengers frequently used Ogden's Landing as
a point of debarkation .
Yuma was made a port of entry in 1867, and thereafter clearances
had to be taken out by steamers and barges going down river to receive
cargo, and manifests were required for all incoming freight, although,
as practically everything imported was of domestic origin, no duties
had to be paid . Mexico was always lenient in its attitude towards the
trade and never established a custom house at the mouth of the river
or at any other point south of the boundary, simply ignoring, as far as
official action of any kind was concerned, all goods passing through
her territory and all movements therein of vessels under United Ɛtates
registry .
As no systematic logs or records of channel changes appear ever to
have been kept by the masters and pilots of the steamers engaged in
the river trade and as no permanent channel marks were ever established,
little can now be learned except indirectly concerning actual physiographic conditions in the lower river during this interesting navigational
period . It is obvious, however, that in an unmarked and rapidly changing
channel situated in a practically unknown region, and upon a river which
was subject to great and oftentimes sudden rises, any particular voyage
might reasonably be anticipated to develop into an adventure or an
exploration rather than into a mere commercial undertaking . It is not
surprising, therefore, to learn of steamers and barges, especially when
dropping down stream, occasionally blundering or being helplessly carried
into openings in the always treacherous western bank in times of high
water, and having funnels, pilot-houses, hog-posts, or other superstructures wrecked or carried away by falling or leaning trees, in swift
narrow channels, before they could be brought under control or could
work their way back into known parts of the main river.
It was found to be possible, with some of the larger and more powerful
steamers which were used in the service, to accomplish the distance
between the estuary and Camp Yuma within a single working day,
either up-stream or down, if the stage of the river and condition of the
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channel were favorable. Under unfavorable conditions two weeks o
more were often required for the single trip . No attempt was ever mad
to move boats upon the river by artificial light .
During periods of high river a certain amount of water was alway
escaping to the westward in the upper part of the delta, re-uniting with
the main stream at the mouth of the Hardy ; and it was, therefore, los
for navigational purposes in the intermediate reaches . At times this leak
age became quite serious and caused much trouble to the pilots in workin
through the sections below the diversion . It was amidst such surroundings that the skillful pilot was at his best and ability to "read th
river " most essential .
The barge, or barges, in tow were nearly always astern, far enoug
from the wheel to be free of the backwash, although necessarily short
ened up at times in making the frequent short and awkward bend
The tow was occasionally cast off while the steamer " backed-up " t
an obstructing bar, to dig its way across by the use of the wheel . Th
wheel was also frequently used to throw water under the tow when i
took the ,ground . Kedging or warping by means of trees and stump
ashore was at times necessary in making bends and crossings with
strong beam wind, as the barges generally exposed a high freeboard on
shallow draft and readily drifted to leeward . "Ɛounding" in difficult
river stretches was usually done by an Indian stationed at the bow, by,
means of a long peeled willow pole which he alternately thrust down
to the bottom and pulled up again in sight of the pilot .
Ɛnags were never very much of a menace or impediment to navigation
The heavier pine, cedar, or mountain-oak trunks which come down
stream from the upper basins of the river system at every period of
high water, are generally smoothed and waterworn into mere floating
fragments by their long journey through the canyons and do not lodge
readily . The lower basins furnish very little vegetal debris of any size,
and the willow and cottonwood saplings which grow so profusely upon
certain portions of the floodplains are light and decay quickly .
VEƐƐELƐ EMPLOYED IN THE RIVER AND ƐEA ƐERVICE

The key service through the delta lasted for less than twenty-five
years and terminated as soon as it became possible to deliver freight at
Yuma by rail from the Pacific coast . The " upstream " business from
this supply point gradually languished as the small mining camps in the
river valley and adjacent hills were abandoned or developed other lines
of communication with the outside world and steamers were broken up
as their usefulness ended . No complete and authentic list of those
engaged in the service appears to be available, although the following,
based upon information furnished in 1893 by Captain J . A . Mellen,
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one of the most famous of the old river pilots and commanders, is
believed to be substantially correct.
WHERE BUILT

APPROXIMATE
DATE

Explorer (Lieut . Ives)
Cocopah (No . I)
Colorado (No . 2)
Cocopah (No .2)
Mojave (No . r)
Mojave (No . 2)

Ɛan Francisco
Ɛan Francisco
Estuary
Estuary
Estuary
Yuma
Yuma
Yuma
Rebuilt from

1851
1853
1854
1858
1858
1868 (?)
1865
1866

Esmeralda
Nina Tilden

Colorado Pacific
Line

NAME OF
ƐTEAMER

Uncle Ɛam
General Jessup
Colorado (No . z)

Mojave (No . 1)

Date not
ascertained
Arrived from
Ɛan Francisco 1867

Gila
Cochan

(see Figs .

9

and

12)

Yuma
Rebuilt from
at Yuma

Gila,

1868
1893

Later boats working in restricted service on the river were the following
Ɛearchlight, Ɛt . Vallier, and Retta made occasional trips to
Ɛearchlight
the mouth of the river as long as the old navigable channel
Ɛt. Vallier
continued to be passable, with supplies to certain mining
Electra
Recta (see Fig . 14) camps in Lower California . Cochan and Ɛearchlight were
also used in engineering services incidental to closing the
breach into the Imperial Valley and to the development of
the Yum a project .
The following barges were used in the river trade at various times :
Colorado Ɛteam Navigation Co .
Colorado Pacific Line
Various owners . (Ultimately converted
into improvised suction-dredge (see Fig .
13), in service of California Development Co .)

Barges Nos. r, 2, and 3
Black Crook, White Fawn
Ɛilas J . Lewis (see Fig . 12)
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The following vessels were engaged at various times in the sea service,
in connection with the river traffic

Ɛloop
Top-sail

Ɛchooner
Capacity
Ɛierra Nevada
General Patterson

Ɛchooner
Ɛchooner
Ɛchooner

schooner

(Hardy, 1827)
(Derby, 1850)
(Ives, 1857, and subsequent voyages)
1852
1852
1853, 1854

(lost in estuary)
several voyages

34
Clara Bell
Laura
Josephine
Victoria
Ɛanta Cruz
Uncle Ɛam
Centennial
Newbern

THE COLORADO DELTA
Barque
Brig
Brig
Ɛailing barge, converted into auxiliary steam-schoone
lost in estuary on maiden voyage, 1867
Ɛteamer
1859
Ɛea-going steamer
1859
Ɛteamer
Ɛteamer
1870-1876
END OF RIVER NAVIGATION
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Profitable transportation business between the sea and Yuma ceaser
in 1877., when the Ɛouthern Pacific track reached the Colorado . I
order to avoid possible disastrous competition between the two services
the railroad company quickly acquired the rights, property, and good
will of the river company, retaining the boats for such up-river business
as might continue to be profitable . The shipyard at Puerta Isabel wa
dismantled early in 1878.
Ɛince the diversion of the river in 1909, no practicable navigab
channel even for the smallest craft has existed through the delta .
Through communication above Yuma was also severed in 1909 11 11,
the construction of the Laguna diversion weir by the U . Ɛ . ReclamationƐervice . The periodical erection of temporary diversion weirs at th,^
intake of the Imperial Canal in extreme southern California has le
the bed of the, international section of the river dry for longer or shortei4
intervals, according to the stages of the river and the water requirementg
of the Imperi-l Valley This barrier is placed across the channel under a ;
permit from the U Ɛ.~I War Department
The erection of Boulder Dam has been declared in a famous decision
of the Ɛupreme Court of the United Ɛtates to be primarily for th
im F .,of
vement'
the Colorado as a navigable river, and so it may b
presumed that the construction of the impounding and diversion dam
at the mouth of Bill Williams Fork will have a further beneficial effect
upon navigation, the passing of which, with its many picturesque features
and marked influence upon local prosperity, many of the older residents
of the river valley and surrounding region still deplore .
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PART II
PHYƐIOGRAPHIC HIƐTORY

CHAPTER III
THE PERIOD OF RELATIVE ƐTABILITY (1890-1900)
By the beginning of the last decade of the nineteenth century the
delta south of the international boundary had once more become almost
terra incagnita . River traffic had ceased entirely, and a few semil3
nomadic family groups of Cocopa Indians, who ranged from the bajadas
of the Cocopa Mountains to the banks of the Colorado, were practically
the only inhabitants of the region .
The shipyard which had been developed and maintained by the
Colorado Ɛteam Navigation Company at Ɛhipyard Ɛlough on the
Ɛonoran shore had been abandoned, the stores and equipment removed
to Y'uma, and the crews withdrawn . The two remaining river steamers
rarely made trips down stream, and then only for the purpose of obtaining soft-wood fuel for their boilers from the abundant willow and cottonwood thickets . Knowledge of the lower river and of the extensive
regions subject to tidal '*influences and overflow was rapidly slipping
away, and channel changes in both the river and estuary were generally
unnoticed and unrecorded .
Ɛeveral small ranches Were operated, principally upon the more stable
Ɛonoran side of the river, and a few hundred head of stock-cattle and
horses-were run upon the more accessible parts of the bottom lands ;
but agriculture generally, and also such development schemes as had
originated during the steamboat days, had been allowed to lapse . The
Colonia Lerdo which had been planned near the southwesternmost
projection of the Ɛonorain mesa as one of the more ambitious of such
schemes was occupied by !!a family of Mexicans engaged in stock raising,
and the tule_lands about the head of tidewater were overrun by numbers
of hogs, the wild descendants of some domesticated swine that had been
brought into the region years before as a commercial enterprise ; and
these were hunted at times by parties from north of the border .
RUNNING ƐURVEY FROM YUMA TO THE GULF

Under these circumstances it was realized that important geographical
information might be obtained by journeys of observation and exploration in this little visited region, and the writer 1 hence undertook to
visit the area whenever occasion offered . His first voyage for this
purpose was made from Yuma to the Gulf of California in the winter
of 1890-1891 .
1 Most of these earlier jour eys were undertaken in partnership with companions whose
names and whereabouts are no onger known to the writer . They are not forgotten, however,
and he here wishes to pay tribut to their cooperation and good fellowship.
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It was determined upon this initial passage down the river to make a
rapid, although reasonably accurate, running survey of the navigable
channel in order to compare the then existing alignment with the only
available chart covering the region through 'Mexican territory, namely
Chart No . 61g of the
YU . Ɛ . Hydrographic Ofuma
fice, which was based on
Yu.,*
Ives's survey of 185 8 ,
supplemented by the Na,.
ragansett reconnaissanc e
of 1873 .
It was quickly discovered that the channel then
under observation bore
little resemblance to the
Ives traverse (Fig . 15) ;
so the work was extended
to cover a portion of the
lower Hardy, the tidal
channels in the estuary,
and the entrances to the
river at the times of both
high and low water . The
western shore of the Gulf
was also followed and
examined, both from the
sea and shore, as far
south as Ɛan Felipe
Point .
Changes in channel
alignment appeared to
have been most extensive
along the lower portion
of the river, from the
Colonia Lerdo to the estuary, in the estuary itFIG . i5-Map of comparative courses of main Colorado
self, and especially about
channel betw~en Yuma and the estuary according to Ives's
map of 1858 (see Fig . ;) and the writer's running survey
the junction of the Colocf i8gi . Ɛcare I : ;5o,ooo .
rado and Hardy . The
notes and other data obtained upon this initial voyage were therefore
placed before steamer captains and others who had possessed intimate
knowledge of the navigable channels a few years previously, and the
extent of the change which had taken place was confirmed .
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PERIOD OF ƐTABILITY
OVERFLOW OF RIVER TOWARD ƐALTON ƐINK,

39
1891

]qo discharge measurements of the Colorado were taken at Yuma in
891,
nor in fact until eleven years later, but gauge readings had been
1
by the Ɛouthern Pacific Railroad Company at their bridge crossing
made
since 1878, 2 and these indicated that, following upon the years of rather
moderate discharge, the summer flood of 1890 had peaked up slightly
above the average and that the river had remained somewhat above the
wean summer level for almost two months . The gauge height at the
beginning of the year (1891) and during January had hovered between
17 and 18 feet, with a slight final tendency to rise . Precipitation during
the latter part of the winter had been unusually heavy throughout
the Ɛouthwest, and swollen streams had been responsible f or several
disasters, notably for the failure of the Walnut Grove dam on the
Hassayampa River in central Arizona, with the resultant loss of many
lives and much property . As the Yuma gauging station was situated
below the mouth of the Gila the inflow of water from this source was
also recorded.
A violent flood from the Gila itself, and from its various tributaries
then or recently in flood, entered the Colorado early in February, carrying out the frail levees Which had been designed to protect Yuma from
such back-door invasions, virtually wrecked the then existing,town, and
raised the Colorado level at the gauging station to the unprecedented
height of 33 .5 feet . Passing downwards into the delta, it overtopped
the banks for a distance of many miles, opening breaches at several
vulnerable points along the western bank into the heads of the drainage
systems of the Alamo and Paredones (Fig . 28) .
A great volume of water passed through these openings, which remained partially open as the river level fell, and the result was a steady
although gradually decreasing flow through the cleared channels during
the spring and early sunnmer of 1891 .
Much of this water found its way through the Paredones into Volcano
Lake and so ultimately into the Gulf through the Hardy, but the greater
portion, diverted by vegetation and secondary fans and other obstructions
left by previous floodings, passed on towards the northwest through
the plexus of sloughs and interlacing channels which then connected
the Paredones, the Alamo, and the more westerly distributary known
as New River. Extensive sheet flooding also took place down the
slopes towards the north and west .
The region was practically uninhabited at that time and the ramifications of its drainage but little understood, so that, when water in apparently great volume began to appear to the southward of the Ɛouthern
° A graph showing daily gauge heights, 1878-1915, and one showing daily discharge in
second-feet, 1902-1915, of the Colorado River at Yuma are published in U . Ɛ . Geol . Ɛurvey
Water-Ɛupply Paper 395. 1916, Pls . 23 and 24 . Discharge figures for subsequent years through

1934 will be found in the publications listed in Water-Ɛupply Paper 764 . 1936, p . 9, column 9 .
4
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icific Railroad fully io miles northwest of Yuma, much speculation took
ace as to its origin .
BOAT JOURNEYƐ TOWARD ƐALTON ƐINK, 1891

It was determined to attempt to solve the riddle . The writer hence
left the river in mid-Alarch, I89I, in a small light boat through an
opening which was shortly found to connect with the Alamo drainage
system and which appeared to offer a feasible route towards the
northwest .
Passage through the tortuous channels afforded few opportunities for
obtaining satisfactory cross-bearings or for taking other means for
establishing positions, and so the intention of mapping the course of the
water had to be abandoned . In the inundated and heavily brushed region
afterwards encountered it was even more difficult to maintain a sense
of distance or direction . The boat was at length abandoned, after a
strenuous and somewhat hazardous voyage, on a soft and muddy flat,
at a point which was probably a few miles to the northwest of the
present toWn of Holtville . From here the smoke of the Ɛouthern Pacific
trains could be seen far to the north, and the journey was finished on
foot to the little railroad siding of Volcano.
Although the attempt to map the course of the flood water had been
unsuccessful, it was felt that at least some information of value had
been gained by actually following it from the point at which it escaped
from the river to the bed of the Ɛalton Ɛink . Ɛo far as is known, this
voyage was the first one to be successfully accomplished from the
Colorado to the basin .
Other expeditions, seeking for a solution of the origin of the water
and information as to the extent of the inundation, were organized
(luring the spring and summer of I89I, notably one led by H . W . Patton,
under the auspices of the Ɛan Francisco Examiner . The party left the
river on July 9, shortly after the crest of the rather moderate summer
flood had passed, and made a landing at Ɛalton five days later . By
this time the water had opened somewhat more definite channels
through the inundated region, and the lake which had formed in the
lower part of the depression had filled to a firmer shore line . An account
of this journey was written by Mr . B . A . Cecil-Ɛtephens and published
in the Bulletin of the American Geographical Ɛociety for Ɛeptember
I89I .' WV . Convers and Charles Thiesen also worked boats through the
Alai-no channel during the same season .
ƐTABILITY OF RIVER AND CHANGEƐ IN EƐTUARY, 1891-1893

Predictions were freely made in Puma during the summer and
autumn, by persons claiming to have late and intimate knowledge of the
.1 \ol . 23 . 1891, PP . 367 - 377 ; reference on pp . 374 . 375
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Ɛtate and prospective developments of the lower river, that it would
thenceforth abandon i4 channel and continue to flow into the Ɛalton
in, Another journey for the investigation of conditions between
Yuma and the Gulf was therefore undertaken by the writer during the
. The western banks of the river were at
succeeding winter, 189-1892
time carefully observed, but it was seen that no material changes,
other tlian some realign#nents of the channel such as always occur during
high-water periods, had taken place during the intervening months .
There way every evidence that the sudden and extremely high flood of the
previous winter had opened the breaches which were still to be seen in
places along the right bank of the river but that these had been abandoned as the water fell and the old channels became once more competent to pass the flow . Much drift and wreckage was piled in some
of these openings, some of it plainly representing the destruction in and
.tout Yuma, and all of it striking evidence to the violence of the flood .
Continuing the journey down stream and noting various changes in
bends, cut-offs, and shoals, great alterations were seen to have taken
place about the mouth of the Hardy River and in the upper part of the
estuary. The Hardy had cut through into the main river from the
concave side of a bend some distance above its former debouchure, and a
great expanse of tidal flats now occupied the former site . In the estuary
a long, narrow, lenticular-shaped island, which had only been separated
from the southwestern shore by a narrow channel during the previous
winter, was now divided from it by a wide and deep low-water passage
through which there was much tidal movement . Other islets had appeared
or disappeared as erosion had taken place along the shores, and the
wide channel along the Ɛonoran shore and to the east and northeast of
14i[ontague and Gore Islands was again clearly the main entrance to the
river, as shown in U . ~ . Hydrographic Office Chart No . 619, although
during the previous winter most of the tidal water, both at the flood
and e' )b tides, was clearly passing to the westward of Montague Island
and a :-ound Unwin's Point.
Th return journey up to Yuma was made early in 1892, against a
rising river and with some difficulty . Water was passing in some
volume through nearly all cut-offs and backwaters, and the main channel
was almost bank-full, although upon reaching Yuma it was found that
the gauge height of the river was only about 20 feet . The condition was
doubtless due to the lessened capacity of the channel through partial
and temporary silting by the heavy load of detrital material which had
entered the river from the Gila during the flood of the previous winter .
The channels between Yuma and the sea were again traversed and
examined later in the spring of the same year (1892), the voyage being
extended as far south s the Ɛan Luis group of islets, close to the Lower
Calif rnia shore of the Gulf in latitude 30° N . The downward and
retur-i journeys were, however, both accomplished before the main
bas
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spring rise took place in the river, and no material changes
noticed in channel alignment, although it was evident that much scot
and clearing of the bed had taken place, allowing the current to
more freely and lessening the complexities of navigation . In the est
much cutting had taken place along the northeast shore, with deepe
of the channels upon that side, but exit from and entrance to the
were both made through the channel to the southwest of Mont
Island .
In the late summer of 1893 another voyage was made by the w
from the Mojave Valley to the sea and back again to Yuma, durin€
height of the summer flood, which was recorded at the Yuma gau
station at slightly above 25 feet . The sloughs and backwaters a
both sides of the lower river were examined for navigable oper.
or the efflux of any large volume of water, without anything more b
discovered than a gentle transriparian flow along certain stretch(
the crest of the flood, the larger openings made in 1891 having
sealed themselves and become unrecognizable .
It thus became evident that at that time the lower river was
fairly stable condition, occupying a meander zone which was in pl
several miles in width, from which farther wandering was genes
restricted by higher margins or dense growths of vegetation, ex
during periods of very exceptional high water.
CHANGEƐ OBƐERVED IN
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1893 -1 894

An interesting series o occurrences
rrences was no ted in making a 1
trip upstream from the mouth of the river to Yuma during the s
year (1893) . The passage from Yuma, with the boats and facilities ,
available, consumed anywhere from seven to ten days, the boat ha
to be towed almost the entire distance by manpower . A rapid rise in
river took place during the night of October 1-2, soon after the upstr
journey had begun, and the water, from its color, was recognize
having come from the Gila . The following morning, upon resuming
work of towing the boat, thousands of dead fish were noticed in
shallow back-waters, and many more were observed, plainly in distt
swimming close to the surface . The river began to fall again in a
hours, and it was then seen that literally hundreds of tons of dead
were piled upon all the bars and shoals, showing that some whov
poisoning had taken place . Decay began to set in very quickly in
masses of exposed bodies, and the river water, the only available sul
became quite undrinkable from the floating oil and animal refus
the result of several exceptionally warm days .
It was not until October 5-6, when another rise took place,
tolerable potable water was again obtained . The water in this instl
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, er, a1 no material changes were

being from the Colorado, quickly freshened the stream and carried the
putrifying masses of fish towards the sea .
It was learned later, upon reaching Yuma, that a defectively built
diversion dam on the Gila in the vicinity of Gila Bend, which had
been constructed principally of tarred pine plank and creosoted paper,
had been swept away during a sudden freshet, allowing the strongly
impregnated water behind the dam to escape, with the effect of killing
a very large percentage of the fish between that point and tidewater, a
river distance of about 400 miles .
Further changes were observed to have taken place about the mouth
of..the Hardy, the junction with the Colorado now being made through
some rather indefinite channels across a tidal flat instead of through
deeply cut openings as seen in the two previous years . The lower part
of this open expanse, where the junction had existed in the winter of
1890-I89I, was again being cut into by the main channel of the estuary .
Later observations have shown that changes of this description have
constantly taken place at the junction of the two waterways, where
the tidal scour, the fluctuating amounts of water passing through them,
and the paucity of vegetative cover or binder upon the readily eroded
banks all combine to make such readjustments possible and to bring
them about .
The years 1894 . 1895, and 1896, were entirely normal ones as regards
Colorado River discharge, except for a short sharp freshet in the beginning of 1895, which again brought some water into the Ɛalton basin,
although not in any great volume .
Two journeys for the investigation of conditions along the lower
river were made between Yuma and the sea in 1894, and the Hardy was
followed up beyond the base of the Ɛierra Mayor to the apparent head
of tidal influence . 'Volcano Lake was not reached at that time, but
reports were received from reliable informants that at its highest seasonal
stage during the summer it covered an area of some 12 to 15 square miles .
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CONTEMPORARY ƐTATUƐ OF KNOWLEDGE OF CENTRAL DELTA REGION

The bajada slopes of the Cocopa Mountains, the adjacent lowlands,
and the western portion of the great basin region farther to the north
were at that time beginning to attract cattlemen, who were establishing
camps at various points, but the central region of the delta was still
practically unoccupied and unknown . The Cocopa Indians alone had
any detailed knowledge of its intricate system of waterways and flood
channels or of the extent of the occasional inundations . Under the
expert guidance of one of these men a journey was made, during the
summer high-water season (1894), through the long tortuous series
of channels which were later shown collectively upon the maps as Boat
Ɛlough (Fig . 18), between a backwater of the river almost opposite the
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Colonia Lerdo mesa and a small channel which joined the Hardy a fe,
miles below the Ɛierra Mayor . This connecting slough, which cut acro ;
the line of river discharge and paludal drainage as its exists at presen
has since disappeared or survives as portions of other systems .
No maps or comprehensive surveys had been made in the delta a
that time, except some preliminary work to establish the boundaries o
certain grants and concessions and a reconnaissance survey which ha ,
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FIG. ,8-Ɛketch map of Boat Ɛlough and Rio Hardy in 1894,
in relation to various alignments of the lower Colorado from 1891
to 1933 . Ɛcale 1 : 300,000 .

been carried along the western bank of the Colorado and through th
Alamo system of channels to the margin of the Ɛalton depression it
1892 and 1893, on behalf of the Colorado River Irrigation Company
The project contingent upon this work had, however, been allowed tI
lapse, and the survey itself was merely a marginal one so far as th
geography of the delta was concerned . Ɛurveying parties working unde
the United Ɛtates and Mexican Boundary Commission relocated th
terminal points of the Arizona-Ɛonora and California-Lower Californi
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sections of the international boundary line and made two detailed surveys
of the intervening stretch of river in 1893 and 1894, the latter portion
of the work being carried out iii March, 1893, and February and March,
i894, by United Ɛtates and Mexican parties respectively . The work
of these expeditions was not carried beyond the limitations imposed
by the treaty and agreement between the two Governments, and so the
surveys were not extended down stream towards the Gulf .
Below the termination of the Arizona-Ɛonora line, and extending into
and embracing the estuary, the running surveys of the navigable channels
made by the writer in the interests of this investigation, with the cooperation of his brother and two associates, still constituted the only available
data for estimating changes in alignment or for making seasonal or
annual comparisons of river volume or navigable conditions . Although
no pretensions to great accuracy were made in mapping the minutiae of
the channels, it was found in practice that the notes so obtained were
sufficiently precise for all practical purposes .
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The winter and spring months of 1897-1898 were again devoted
to work upon the lower river and estuary, camps being maintained for
more than a month at various points below the mouth of the Hardy
for the purpose of observing the tidal intervals and range and the
development and varying phases of the tidal currents . The main
navigable channel below the mouth of the Hardy was found at this
time to follow close to the concave side of a deep bight in the Californian shore, then to make a diagonal crossing, somewhat obstructed
by shoals, over to the Ɛonoran shore, but shortly thereafter to cross
back again to the Californian side, which it followed almost to the point
designated as Robinson's Landing on the earlier maps . It then made a
final clear crossing to the Ɛonoran shore, which was reached just below
the old Philips Point beacon, which was at that time still in place, and
followed down towards the bar .
The western channel, between Montague Island and the Californian
shore, had again shoaled and was obstructed and practically impassable
even with very light draft, at any stage lower than about half-tide .
On April 28, 1898, a heavy southwesterly gale was experienced whilst
in temporary camp upon the Ɛonoran shore, where it was washed by
the rain channel . The incoming tide was strongly deflected against the
high clay bank under which the boats of the expedition were moored,
placing them in some peril . The rapidity with which such a shore will
disintegrate under the combined attack of a heavy current and violent
wave action is almost incredible . It was found that the shoreline in the
vicinity of the boats was receding at a rate of more than two feet a
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minute, in spite of the fact that it stood fully ten feet above the hal
level and had a depth of water alongside of about two fathoms . Ɛo I
was the scour that an examination of the foreshore at the succe
low-water stage showed that practically all the eroded materia
already disappeared .
The estuary was quite thoroughly examined at this time, an
impression was gained that it was in general shallower, with less df
banks and more obstructive shoals, than had been observed three
previously.
There appeared to be two possible explanations for this cond
either that it was merely a temporary one and the effect perhaps
protracted series of such storms as had just been experienced, of
more probably, that it was to be understood as a continuing, rather
a transitory, state and the effect of an overloading of the estuary
excess of detrital matter from the river .
Ɛubsequent events have practically proved that this was the a
hypothesis and that the final years of the nineteenth and the firs
years of the twentieth century marked the culmination of a phz
the geomorphic development of the delta during which the river cr
above the head of tidewater was gradually reaching the limit (
carrying capacity for suspended and saltatory material, prior t
inevitable serious breaching of one or both banks and the initiati
the phase of deposition and development of top-set beds throughoi
delta in place of a continued rapid advance of the fore-set and bottc
beds such as was then in progress .
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CHAPTER IV
THE DECADE OF THE GREAT DIVERƐION

(1900-1910)

The opening decade of the twentieth century ultimately developed
into the most important one in the recent history of the delta and especially of the Ɛalton depression, although during its first quinquennium
there was little apparent change in the river . The bed of the channel was
undoubtedly steadily rising, and the building up of local accumulations
of sedimentary matter became obvious from the increasing tendency of
th4 river to enter and develop cut-offs and break across its banks at each
period of high water .
Attempts were being made at this time to develop rating-curves based
upon the gauge readings at Yuma and in accordance with the accepted
practice of the U . Ɛ . Geological Ɛurvey,' in order to work out reliable
discharge data for the lower Colorado River. The plan was abandoned,
however, owing to the great and generally rapid fluctuations in depth
which were found to exist there in consequence of the loose and shifting
nature of the river bed . The trouble is increased locally by the close
proximity of the mouth of the Gila, with its widely varying volume of
discharge and percentage of suspended matter . Beginning in 1902, current-meter observations were therefore made, first at intervals of three
or four days, and these have since been maintained and gradually developed into the complete and accurate system employed at the present time .
During the earlier part of the period under discussion, however,
reliance had to be placed entirely upon exploration and visual observation
in estimating the trend of channel changes and developments, and expeditions were organized from time to time with this end in view .
CONDITION OF LOWER RIVER AND EƐTUARY IN 1901-1902

A protracted and profitable expedition covering the lower river and
estuary was carried out by the writer during the winter and early spring
months of 1901-1902, during a period of unusually low river . The gauge
readings at Yuma, as obtained upon returning there, had varied between
17 .5 and 18 .5 feet, corresponding perhaps to a discharge of from 2,500
to 3,500 second feet . This followed a low river during the previous
autumn, with a minimum reading of 16.8 feet in Ɛeptember . Conditions
might, therefore, be considered as representative of normal low water
'Ɛee : Methods of Ɛtream Measurement, U. Ɛ . Geol . Ɛurvey Water-Ɛupply Paper 56, 1901 .
This was later expanded into : Hydrographic Manual of the United Ɛtates Geological Ɛurvey,
Water-Ɛupply Paper 94, 1904 . Other numbers in the same series dealing with methods of
stream measurement are Nos . 375E, 375F and, with their accuracy, Nos . 64, 95, 4ooD . On the
measurement of silt-laden streams see No . 4ooC.
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and channel stability, and observation confirmed this hypothesis . Tj
channels remained unaltered in general alignment ; bars, shoals, at
crossings changed very little from week to week ; and bank-cutting j
bends appeared to be reduced to a minimum, although local shoaling, d
to deposition of suspended matter in the slackened current, was causin
diversions here and there into minor cut-off s . The eastern bank appeare'
to be particularly subject to attack at this time, in contradistinction t
the more general tendency to escape towards the west which had bee ;
observed during several of the previous years . The change was attributes
at the time to the fact that local showings and breaking up of th
channel had plainly occurred at several points immediately below then
major diversions to the west, carrying the current over to the othe
shore and towards available openings upon that side . This is plainl
one of the processes by which an aggrading stream maintains its genera]
direction across open lowlands, supplementing the more obvious process
of attacking its banks alternately through a scouring action along coma
cave shores and a deposition of the overburden of detrital matter imp
mediately below, with subsequent short-cutting across the deepened
bends.
During the course of the downward voyage a breakaway channel to'
the east was encountered and entered on March
through a
swiftly flowing shoot, almost at right angles to the general course of
the river at that point, which was quite representative of this tendency .'The passage through this channel is thus described in the field notes :'
" Entering a well-defined opening in the eastern bank some three miles
below the last-observed, although now dry, breach on the western side,
the water was found, for the first two or three miles, to be passing
very swiftly through a dense thicket of willow trees . It was evidently
flowing in part through rather deeply depressed areas, from the appearance of the surrounding trees, which seemed to be standing in eight
or ten feet of water . As their roots were loosened they whipped and
thrashed in the swift current, placing the boat at times in considerable
danger, as the passage between the trees was so narrow and tortuous
that it was difficult to handle or control it. Following through what
appeared to be a series of submerged lagoons or backwaters, margined
or obstructed by occasional large poplars or cottonwoods, the main sweep
of the water carried us past a deserted Mexican cattle-ranch . Then an
area of carrizo (cane, Calaragrostis gigantea) was encountered, and soon
afterwards the main river channel was re-entered at a point which was
estimated to be about 15 river miles below the point of divergence . The
re-entry was made over a series of miniature rapids and falls, the drop
being estimated as about 3 feet in a distance of ioo feet . The distance
through the cut was estimated as about 7 miles ."
Ɛeveral more small cut-offs and diversion channels were seen and
examined upon the eastern side of the main river before reaching the
,
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head of tidewater . Ɛome water was found to be passing into a series
channels which were known to connect with Ɛanta Clara Ɛlough,
ginall
of
which, heading near the main river channel a short distance above
the Colonia Lerdo had at times of high water generally carried a certain
of the overflow directly to the head of the Gulf .
amount
Further changes were found to have taken place about the mouth of
the Hardy, through which very little river water was passing . This
made the actual junction of the two waterways very indefinite and
difficult to identify at periods of low tide .
FORMATION OF A TIDAL BORE

A camp was maintained for ten days upon the Ɛonoran shore, almost
abreast of Montague Island, in order to observe the "birth" and development of the bore (Fig . I9) . The observations were made on two occasions when the absence of wind and stage of the tidal period made conditions almost ideal . The phenomenon was described in the field notes as
follows : "The birth of the bore is a curious sight as witnessed from a
favorable point on shore . Following on the long period of ebb, one
sees small uneasy wavelets forming in the slackening current, and these
gradually develop into patches of broken water, moving to and fro
without any apparent purpose or method . Gradually, out of the gathering
uneasiness, a gentle stationary roller is formed in the channel and at
right angles to the current . It quickly extends, until in a few minutes
it stretches from shore to shore . As it becomes more pronounced and
steep-fronted from the gathering pressure behind it, the front edge forms
into a comber and it begins to move up-stream, quickly increasing in
size and speed as it goes and being followed by a further series of
rollers and a rapid rise in the water level ."
The height of the breaking edge of the front wave was estimated, upon
the occasion of this detailed observation, at from 22 to 3 feet in midchannel, about a mile above the region of genesis .
There, concentrated upon itself by irregularities in the shoreline or
constrictions in the channel, it would swell up to 6 or 7 feet, with a
broken tumbling front and much turmoil and confusion . The roar of
the rushing and falling water is very striking and almost awe-inspiring
when heard from a stranded boat in the face of a night-time bore . This
predicament was experienced upon one occasion, in a small boat, but
fortunately with a rather moderate bore and no damage other than
partial swamping .
The rapidity of the rise in water level after the passage of the first
breaking wave and the following rollers is remarkable and seems to
take place with a surging movement . An observation made by means
of some previously driven and calibrated stakes on the face of a precipitous hard clay bank, during one of the same series of spring tides,

showed a vertical movement of approximately 1o feet within a pF
of five minutes. This measurement was made, however, at a sell
point at which a rapid rise had previously been observed, and
represent the combined effect of several extreme conditions .
LATERAL CHANNELƐ

;1
1

1
11
1

The Boat Ɛlough, connecting the lower Colorado with the Ha
which had been examined in 1894 was again passed through i
westerly direction . No material changes either in the channel or vol
of flow at corresponding stages of river and tide were noticed (see
18' for map of 1894 stage) .
The upward journey to Yuma was made in April (19o2), while
river was still at a low stage, and the entire flow was then found ti
passing through the new eastern channel which had been examined on
way down . The small rapids at the lower end had already been cut
the local drop having evidently been distributed in the general gradi
A definite but shallow channel had appeared in the section through
carrizo brakes, with bars showing in places at sides or center . In
upper portion many more trees had loosened and had either been car
away or had lodged in mid-stream and formed the nuclei of accumulat :
of drift piles or shoals . This scavenging process had increased
width of the waterway and eliminated many of the abrupt turns, but
current was found to be still swift, and some difficulty was experien
in working the boat up through it .
During the upward voyage to Yuma in April the river still remai
at or about the 18-foot stage . The summer rise of that year was
moderate, both in volume and duration, scarcely reaching 24 feet
falling off again very rapidly during July .
Another down-stream journey was made in Ɛeptember (1902)
order to observe the seasonal developments . No appreciable amoun
water had escaped to the westward, and the channel appeared to 1been scoured out and somewhat cleared and straightened as the re
of the very moderate flood conditions and the absence of a high
content during the initial rise . The flow into Ɛanta Clara Ɛlough
ceased although the river was at approximately the same heigh
Yuma, but probably with a somewhat greater volume of discha
owing to changed channel conditions, during the period of this autun
expedition than it had been during the spring .
THE EƐTUARY IN 1902

No material changes were observed in the estuary . The journey
continued to Montague Island, and a camp was maintained there
several days, and the island and the adjacent Gore Island were t
oughly examined . Both are entirely alluvial and are frequently
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merged at periods of high tide and river . They are added to and suotracted from, and the long and extensive fore-set beds and shoals into
which they almost insensibly merge at their southern extremities are
washed and deflected from side to side by transient changes in wind
and tide .
Where subjected to the direct erosive action of the river and tidal
currents the shore line is generally a hard and tenacious clay bluff from
I s to 20 feet high, as seen at periods of low water, while at high tide
a semi-submerged fringe of salt grass is all that is visible .
A broad shallow depression was found to cross Montague Island from
east to west about a mile below its northern headland, dividing it into
two separate islands above the half-tidal level . Quantities of recent
drift matter, principally young willow and poplar trees which had
stranded along the sides of this hollow, were thought to represent the
uprooted trees from the Noche Bueno cut . The deposit was of interest
as an illustration of the manner in which drift may be carried to sea
o:r distributed about the tidal flats (Fig . 20) or islands at the river mouth .
From the fact that so much material of one kind, and identified with
reasonable certainty as coming from one source, should be found deposited practically in a body, it appeared probable that tidal action in the
estuary was the collecting and segregating agency . Ɛome investigation
followed, in development of this theory, and several small " rafts " of
drift matter-wood refuse, brush, tules, and the like-which were found
stranded upon the flats about the mouth of the Hardy, were followed
down the estuary upon the first of the ebb tide at the " pre-spring" tidal
period and were found to maintain their identity as units to the river
mouth .
BEGINNINGƐ OF IRgIGATION CANAL ƐYƐTEM, 1901-1902

T upward journey to Yuma was again uneventful, but upon
approaching Pilot Knob it was noticed that a new entrance had been
cut into the canal which had been excavated during the previous year
close and parallel to the western bank of the river, for a distance of
about 3 miles below the Pilot Knob bluff . The operations then in
progress in this immediate vicinity were destined to have a profound
influence upon the future development of the delta and the extensive
valley areas to the northwest .
Ɛettlers were already beginning to occupy the region henceforth to
be known as the Imperial Valley, and reconnaissance surveys were being
carried out by various development interests in the western part of the
delta . Cattlemen were pushing their herds on to such feed as could be
found along the slopes of the Cocopa Mountains and the banks of the
Hardy, and the channel of the Alamo was being cleared, straightened,
and diked where necessary, to serve as a main feeder for the canal
system which was being rapidly developed to the northwest . The central
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and lower portions of the delta, and the still navigable channel o
river, remained practically untraveled and unknown, and the int
system of feeder, distribution, and overflow channels existing bet
the western bank of the river and the Cocopa Mountains was sti
unsolved riddle .
OVERFLOW CONDITIONƐ IN ƐUMMER OF 1903
The river remained at a low stage during the first three montl
1903 but thereafter began to rise steadily and quite rapidly, rear
ill a summer peak of nearly 28 feet on the gauge and a discharge fi
of', nearly 73,000 second-feet in June at Yuma . This was higher
any previous stage recorded since the great winter flood of 7897 .
downstream journey was undertaken in the latter part of July,
the river discharge still at about 50,000 second-feet although grade
falling, in order to observe conditions along the western banks . It
found that a good deal of over-bank flow had taken place in the re
which was known to be within the drainage influence of the Pared
and the Rio Abejas, although without having caused any definite br
ing of the banks . It was not possible, therefore, to work a boat
either of these channels, and unfortunately no other effective mean
exploring the region in this direction were at hand .
~' Jill
Water was found to have overtopped banks and escaped tow ;
i
I I'
they eastern margin of the delta in many places south of the internatil
boundary, filling lagoons and backwaters . All surplus upon this
dip
of the river above the influence of the Ɛanta Clara drainage
returned to the main channel by the salients of the Ɛonoran mesa .
Upon reaching Colonia Lerdo it was found that a series of se
;;i ,
earthquake shocks had occurred there in February (7903), throe
down and wrecking several of the massively built adobe buildings of
hamlet, breaking trees, fissuring the ground, and causing other dan
and much consternation .
As the whole region is subject to frequent seismic disturbance 2
shocks may have been widespread but have escaped notice in the a
of soft alluvium and scanty settlement . The little group of build
that were damaged were the only ones located upon unquestionably
ground in the lower delta at that time, and would undoubtedly be
jected to the full amplitude of vibration .
There was evidence that unusual flood conditions had recently exi
along the Hardy, and a definite channel across the tidal flats and st
again connected it with the Colorado channel . A stream of consider
volume, estimated at about i,ooo second-feet, was found to be iss
from it at dead low water . This was doubtless overflow water w
2 F . B . Kniffen (The Natural Landscape of the Colorado Delta, Univ. of California Pul
Geogr., Vol . 5, No. 4, p. xoo and map) extends the Ɛan Jacinto fault southeast to pass
the eastern front of the Colonia Lerdo mesa and thence the western front of the Ɛonoran Me
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had escaped to the westward through the Paredones and Rio Abejas
during the previous weeks .
The journey was continued to Montague Island, and the return pull
up stream to Yuma was accomplished without much trouble or incident .
The general impression gained upon the upward trip, which was accomFpllslied as usual by towing from the banks or edges of bars or shoals and
therefore from a favorable situation for examining the channel in detail,
as that shoaling and the breaking up of the river in the more open
v,,
reaches were again taking place very rapidly .
ƐILT AND BOTANICAL INVEƐTIGATIONƐ OF

1903-1 904

AIi important series of investigations covering the character and
„ .Iantity of suspended matter in the Colorado water and the seasonal
fluctuations of the detrital burden in the Colorado and Gila were begun
fit Yuma in Ɛeptember, 1903, and continued until the end of August,
1904, the work being done jointly by the U . Ɛ . Geological Ɛurvey and
the Agricultural Experiment Ɛtation of the University of Arizona . The
s have been accepted as the basis of
data obtained as a result of this work
nearly all subsequent studies, although the investigation was admittedly
incomplete, both in scope and duration .
During January and February of 1904 the writer participated in an
expedition through the delta and as far as Ɛan Felipe, which was
sponsored by the New, York Botanical Garden . In addition to the hydrological and geographical work accomplished, Dr . D . T . MacDougal, at
that time Assistant Director of the botanical garden, was able to make a
comprehensive botanical reconnaissance of the region and obtain a valuable series of photographs . Professor R . H . Forbes, who had charge
of the silt investigations mentioned above, was also a member of the
expedition down to Colonia Lerdo, leaving it at that point and completing
his-tour of inspection of the delta region by returning overland on horseback to the infant settlement of Mexicali, under the guidance of a Mexican cowman who had some knowledge of the route through the intervening thickets .
"1'l e river remained at a very low stage during the time the expedition
was in the field, the discharge, as measured at the newly reorganized
Yun :a station, standing at about 4,500 second-feet until March I, rising
to al out 9,000 second-feet by the 15th, and then rapidly falling again to
abou _ 6,ooo. In spite of this prevailing low water the current was found
to be vigorously attacking the escarpment of the Ɛonoran Mesa (Figs . 21,
23) around a great bend a mile or more in length . Upon the initiative of
'rufessor Forbes a line of stout stakes was driven into the undisturbed
, ,Irface of the mesa, at an approximate distance of I5 feet from the

'

1T . 11 . Forbes : The River Irrigation Waters of Arizona, Arizona Agric . Exper . Ɛta. Bull . 44,
Icson, 1902 ; idem, Irrigating Ɛediments and Their Effects upon Crops, ibid ., No. 53, 19o6 .
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edge and at intervals of loo yards . The intention was to measure thei
position relatively to the eroding face of the escarpment when the nex
downstream expedition would be made . As events proved, howeve
the estimate of erosion at this time and place was entirely too small
for the whole line had disappeared before the following winter, whe
the mesa edge was again examined .
Much change had, as was anticipated, taken place in the Colorad
Hardy junction region, some difficulty being experienced in even dis
covering the mouth of the tributary stream . The estuary had als
greatly changed within a few months, the channel now making a bol
sweep down the Sonoran shore for a distance of several miles, a well
defined branch channel then cutting across towards Unwin's Point an
again allowing exit from and entrance to the river at any stage of th
tide by means of the channel between Montague Island and the Cali
fornian shore. This western channel was in fact used by the expeditio
both in leaving and re-entering the estuary .
The botanical reconnaissance was continued down to San Felipe Poin
and Bay, embracing the arid slopes and foothills to the westward . Tida
observations, especially upon current velocities and reversals, were ma(`,
in the estuary and entrance channels . The upward journey to Yuma w< ,;
upon this occasion made overland from Colonia Lerdo, the boat used
the expedition being worked up stream from the head of tidewater by a
crew of Cocopa Indians .
tv

N

FLOOD CONDITIONS DURING FURTHER BOTANICAL EXPEDITION, 190

i
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Another expedition, underta en for the purpose of extending the area
covered by the botanical reconnaissance of the previous year to includ
the valley of the Colorado from the vicinity of Needles and to embrace
the western margin of the delta, was sponsored by the New Yor
Botanical Garden in the early spring of 1905 . Dr . MacDougal again
too charge of this phase of the investigation, and, after he had made
his examination from Needles to Yuma, the main expedition to cover
the delta region was organized at that point . Mr . E . A . Goldman, of
the U . S . Biological Survey, oined the party for the purpose of ma ing
collections of mammals, birds, and reptiles, in the hitherto unwor ed
regions to the west of the lower Colorado .
The combined party left Yuma on March 26, river conditions being,
found to be radically different from those encountered during the previous season . The discharge at Yuma of the combined Colorado-Gila
flow had exceeded 82,000 second-feet in February, rising to over I Io,000
second-feet by the time the expedition cast off .
Although it was scarcely realized at the time, the end of the long era
of peaceful meandering of the Colorado down the eastern margin of the
delta had already arrived and the series of great sweeps towards the
west had begun .
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The whole region between Pilot Knob and the head of tidewater was
now practically under water, with but three possible landing places accessible to , the navigable channel at which dry ground might be found . These
were the three exposures of the escarpment of the Sonoran Mesa
which were touched by the river south of the international boundary .
At the second one, the great sweep into the gravel tableland which had
been examined the previous year, search was made for the line of
sta es which had been set by Professor Forbes for the purpose of measuring erosion . All had disappeared, and a rough estimate, based upon
other range mar s and conspicuous ob ects, seemed to indicate that
during the intervening months not only 15 feet but approximately 50
yards of solid cliff had been washed towards the sea . This had ta en
place although the highest discharge during the previous summer had
hardly exceeded 50,000 second-feet . The wastage at the time of the
second observation was found to be very rapid, volumes of the dry
material continuously sliding and rolling down into the rapid current
at some point along the great arc, with clouds of ascending dust . It
was an impressive illustration of the erosive power of a great river
under favorable conditions .
Having passed the third point at which the escarpment was touched,
even semi-solid ground was not again found until well down within
the sphere of tidal influence and at periods of low tide . Estimates of
channel changes, at points other than the Sonoran Mesa exposures,
had been impracticable during the voyage down stream, most of the
country upon both sides of the river being flooded and the ban s generally
indistinguishable, the boats merely being ept within the influence of the
main sweep of the current and in the general direction of the sea .
The conditions encountered during this haphazard voyaging through
a drowned wilderness developed a een appreciation of the problems in
navigation that had been faced under similar circumstances by the
pilots of the lightly powered, although often heavily burdened, river
steamers in earlier years .
Some difficulty was again experienced in locating the mouth of the
Hardy amidst the tidal and flood-water channels which obscured its
unction with the Colorado . It was, however, at last entered on the
flood tide, and progress westward was made for a few miles during slac
high water . A strong outward current, which gave some indication
of the amount of flood water then pouring across the delta, was soon
encountered, and it was found that this had to be stemmed through
flooded areas until the solid toe of the Cocopa Mountains was reached at
Sierra Mayor . Ma ing progress by towing from ban s or the edges of
shoals was in this case quite impossible, as no solid ground was anywhere
visible, and the chief reliance had to be placed upon rowing . A powerful
Cocopa Indian, thoroughly familiar with the region, had been engaged
at Colonia Lerdo, and he materially assisted as motive power and was
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able to direct the expedition through bac waters and cut-offs which
recognized amidst the partially submerged brush and tules . A small s i
engined with a minute single-cylinder inboard motor, constituted o
unit of the equipment, its principal use in this region being to explr,
for solid ground for camping and collecting purposes amidst the s,,
rounding expanses of mud and shallow water .
The prevailing conditions proved to be almost ideal for biological c
lecting, as practically all animal life is at such times driven by the risi„
water to isolated spots of higher ground, and these, when found, cowl
be examined in detail .
A heavy flow was noticed as ta ing place, although merely as a generdi
surface movement and without any especial channel concentration which
could be identified, round the southern extremity of the Cocopa Mountains and undoubtedly wor ing towards the Macuata Basin upon the
western side of the range (Fig. 25) .
A landing was at length made upon the solid "toe" of the Sierra
Mayor, which constitutes the semi-isolated southerly extension of the
Cocopa massif . This being a favorable location for geographical
botanical, and biological wor , a camp was established and maintained
there for a period of ten days . During that time the main pea of th
Sierra Mayor was climbed (April io, r9o5), plane-table wor bein
done from the summit and from several other favorable locations upo
both slopes . Much botanical and biological collecting, photography, an
general investigation of the surrounding conditions was carried on, an
the tidal movements and fluctuations in the flood level were observed
The ourney was then continued and the investigations extended in
the Volcano La e area and its associated plexus of channels . Much
Colorado water was entering the la e through the Paredones system a
the time the examination was made (April z6), the discharge at Yum
having pea ed up to about 95,000 second-feet in mid April . The wate
area under this condition was estimated at from ioo to 150 square miles,
with the shore lines very indefinite . This would represent about the
maximum development of the la e at that time, as overflow was found
to be ta ing place freely into the Pescadero and Hardy drainage systems
It had been hoped that the ourney might be continued by boat through
the New River channel into the Imperial and Salton basin, into which
much Colorado water was nown to be passing at the time by means of
sheet flooding, and through a very intricate system of sloughs connecting
the Paredones and Alamo, but upon approaching the divide which it was
realized would delimit the southward and northward flows, the water
in the channel gradually failed and the attempt had to be given up . In the
end horse transportation was arranged for through the ind cooperation
of the owner of a border ranch, and the expedition disbanded at
Calexico .
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(.RANGES BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE GREAT DIVERSION OF 1905-1907

Three of the voyages outlined above may be considered as having
been made during distinctive, but typical, stages of the river, the winter
voyage of 1901-1902 representing a minimum, the 19o4 voyage a low
mean, and the 1905 ourney down stream a maximum condition .
This was the last time the old navigable channel was ever descended by
boat in the prosecution of the investigation, and, indeed, its practicable
navigation had already definitely ceased except at the highest stages
of the river, through the diversion of such a large proportion of the water
into the Alamo .
The cause and effect of this loss of water and its influence upon
e lower river during the following five years will be briefly outlined
re, although the sub ect will be more fully dealt with in Chapter X .
Certain limitations as to available fall, and therefore as to the capacity
the canal heading which had been cut in the river ban at Pilot Knob
in order to supply water to the irrigation developments then being
initiated in the great basin to the northwest, had made it necessary to
cut successive openings for the purpose of augmenting the flow . These
openings were made as circumstances demonstrated their advisability in
order to cope with the ever-increasing demands of settlers for water .
being deemed to be temporary expedients only, and also owing to certain
international complications, they were left unprotected against flood
damage. The year 19o5 was an exceptional one for disastrous floods,
as stated above, and the consequence was that the entire flow of the
river was found to be passing through the most vulnerable opening and
directly away from the established main channel, as the summer flood
subsided . This condition continued, with only two brief intervals of
partial reversion, until February, 1907, when the great crevasse was
successfully and permanently closed .
Heavy floods had occurred in November, 1905, and June, 1906, and
had caused a certain quantity of water to enter and flow down the practically abandoned channel, but the net result upon each occasion had
been a further silting of the bed and lessening of the carrying capacity .
The summer flood of 1907 was a rather severe one, the discharge
a,4 reaching about 115,000 second-feet at the end of June . It became apparent while it was in progress that the greater portion of the water was
again escaping over the western ban within a few miles of the point
at which the great brea had occurred and that the old channel was
becoming incompetent to carry more than a very limited flow .
Vegetation was seen to be playing an important part in bringing about
this changed capacity . Heavy growth of seedling willows had invaded
the higher parts of the shoals and bars in the river bed, as the result
of the practical cessation of flow during the two preceding years, and,
on the other hand, the absence of the usual summer flood conditions had
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caused a mar ed decrease in the protective growth of vegetation whi
normally limits marginal erosion .
Without any definite breaching of the ban s, and more in the for,,
of a uniform transriparian flow, the water which was raised above th, .~
ban level by the lessened carrying capacity of the channel found a ready
means of escape across the comparatively unobstructed falling ground,
into the drainage system of the Paredones, and so ultimately into th
Hardy and tidewater. This trend was impeded by building a levee late
in 1907 south of the Paredones (C . D . Co . Levee on Fig . 28 and Pl . I) .
The year 1908 was characterized by very moderate discharge, the summer pea barely exceeding 6o,ooo second-feet, and that for a very
brief period, and, although much water escaped towards the west,
gentle current still passed through the old navigable channel and adde
to the steadily accumulating deposit of silt upon its bed .
It became apparent as the summer flood receded that the trend o
the westerly escaping water was now definitely towards the head of the
Abe as, a rather indefinite confluent of the Pescadero and a connecting ;
lin with the Volcano La e plexus of minor channels .
Although some recessive cuttings had ta en place in the heads of
certain feeders of the Abe as during 1908, it was not until 1909 that a
clear channel was opened through to the Colorado, during the great
summer flood. This pea ed up to approximately 150,000 second-feet
and inundated practically the whole delta area between the Paredones
and the Hardy . When the flood subsided it was found that the entire
river was passing through a broad opening in the western ban almost
immediately opposite the termination of the Arizona-Sonora boundary
line and was holding its course and identity as a single outlet for a
distance of about 15 miles in a direction slightly south of west . This
brought the water out upon the broad flood plain margining the eastern
shore of Volcano La e, covered at that time with a heavy growth of
willow. Deposition began to ta e place immediately and heavily, with
the formation of a rapidly growing delta fan, which began to invade
the bed of the la e and push across the flood plain and wooded sections
towards the southwest, wholly submerging and obliterating the preexisting system of waterways .
From the beginning of this tendency it was realized that deposition
in this region would constitute a grave menace to the basin areas to the
north and northwest, inasmuch as it was ta ing place upon the crest of
the flattened cone or low ridge which formed the rim of the great depression and the dividing zone between north-flowing and south-flowing
water. To oppose this frequently recurring hazard was destined to form
the heaviest responsibility of those engaged in Imperial Valley development during the next twelve years .
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1906-1907

Witsh the virtual closing of the old river channel in 1905, further expeditions to and from the Gulf by that route became impracticable, and,
the, center of physiographic interest had now definitely shifted to the
as
Salton basin and the extreme western portion of the delta area, the
investigations were continued in that direction . A brief reconnaissance
of the western end of the area then being rapidly invaded by the rising
waters of the Salton " Sea" was made by the writer in May, 19o6 .
This was the first expedition made on behalf of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, which hereafter was to assume the direction of the
investigation, through the newly organized Desert Laboratory, under the
immediate leadership of Dr . D . T . MacDougal .
The participation of Dr . W . P . Bla e was fortunately secured in this
initial study of the basin region, and he was able to point out various
features of interest in connection with his important discovery of 53
years previously that it contained an extensive area much below sea
level (see pp. 108-109) . This discovery had been the basis for all subsequent schemes for the development of the region by water from the
plorado .
At the time at which this preliminary examination of the Salton area
made the water in the la e was rising at an average rate of about
inches
a day and had already reached a depth of approximately 5o feet
4
in the deepest part of the depression, with a surface level of minus 240
feet .
In spite of the rapidity of advance across the nearly level floor of
the basin which such a daily increase in depth implied, it was observed
that a marginal zone of thoroughly saturated soil, which in places exceeded loo yards in width, preceded the advancing edge of the water .
The high degree of capillarity thus indicated in the surface layers of
the alluvium was assumed to imply that extensive arrangement of the
material by eolian action had ta en place since the original deposition .
Upon the slightly steeper piedmont slopes which were also embraced
in this brief reconnaissance a miniature cut-ban was formed by wave
action, with the usual sorting of material invaded by the rising water,
according to the size and density of the dislodged fragments . Scores
of more or less clearly defined terraces upon the slopes above mar ed
temporary stabilizations of level or periods of increased wave action at
former fillings of the basin .
A great quantity of floating pumice, the rounded fragments ranging
from the size of a pea to that of a watermelon, was being carried towards
the shore line by the wind and slight current, forming, in association
with much organic debris, an almost continuous floating fringe which
acted as a damper on the wave action .
Extensive field wor was carried out in the early part of 1907, the
entire shore line of the la e being examined at the time at which it
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reached its maximum height, which was generally accepted, upon chec
ing up with established bench-mar s, as having been minus 197 f
(Fig . 62, p . 118) . In addition to the botanical and ecological wor
complished by the party, collections of mammals (chiefly small rodent
and birds were made .
The southwestern margin of the la e had at that stage advanc
beyond the valley-floor alluvium at many points and was invading t
lower sands and gravels of the piedmont slopes of the ranges to t
westward, even, in one observed case, reaching the bro en limesto
capping of some low buried ridges . In general, the presence of sandy
gravelly material in the valley at this level clearly implies lateral invasio
through atmospheric or hydrologic agency, by material from the su
rounding mountains, and such an implication seemed to be adequate
account for nearly all the measures that were examined upon this oc
sion, with the water level of the la e available to establish a clear
defined horizon for estimating low slopes .
" Creep " or sheet-flooding has undoubtedly been responsible for muc
of the movement, although the Carrizo-San Felipe drainage basin ha
been the source of most of the stream-transported material in thi
sector, and the " old beach " line which margins the embayment through
which the combined cree enters the lower portion of the basin has been
at least the proximate source of most of that which has been due to
eolian activity .
This conspicuous sand invasion ta es the form of a rather loosely
grouped series of dunes, mostly of characteristic crescent form, many
of which at the time of this expedition were either wholly or partially s
submerged . The extension of this accumulation of sand across the
valley floor had been found to form a partial barrier to the flood water'
from the river in 1891, but it was passed through by one of the parties
which made the voyage in from the Colorado in that year .
EXAMINATION

OF

MACUATA

BASIN

Upon completing the circuit and examination of the la e at the highwater stage the expedition moved down to the international boundary
and reorganized for an examination of the Macuata Basin to the west
of the Cocopa Mountains, concerning which practically no scientific
information was available at that time . The reorganized expedition was
placed upon a land-travel basis-team transportation, with all of the
minor side trips on foot-and the plan wor ed admirably over such a
terrain .
The basin was found to be some 5 0 miles in length, from its
northern extremity, at which point it was entered, to the southerly tip
of the Cocopa Mountains, where the broad flat " vestibule " connecting
it with the great tidal and submersible flats of the lower Colorado and
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The ourney was made down the eastern margin, s
passing over some of the low salients of the Cocopa foothills . The
basin wa .s found to contain very little water and was evidently at a
relatively, low stage, to udge from the windrow of dead fish several
miles in length which lay at some distance from the shore . The lowest
part of the depression, which lies at its northern end and close to the
eastern edge, is now nown to be slightly below mean sea level, but the
aneroids carried by the party were not sufficiently accurate or closely
enough calibrated to ma e any precise estimation of elevation of any
value It was realized, however, that this part of the ourney was made
very close to sea level .
Difficulty in estimating the width of the valley floor from base lines
laid out while traveling down the eastern side was due to the fact that
the piedmont slopes upon the opposite side are very flat and indefinite,
and their extent and width can only be detected by an actual inspection
of the soil texture or vegetation at close range .
Large, and almost continuous areas of sand dunes were seen to
margin the other edge of the alluvium, and a few relatively scattered
areas of less extent were found upon the eastern side .
Small springs were visited at two points while ma ing the ourney
along the valley, and their positions were roughly noted . Another exposure of water, greater in, volume than either of those seen, and
reputed to be unfailing, was said to exist upon the opposite side of the
valley in a position which would probably have wor ed out at about
latitude 32 0 10' N ., longitude indefinite . This spring, however, was not
seen. One of those visited was found to have a temperature of approximately 12o ° F . and to contain algae and numbers of small species of
rainwater fish, specimens of which were secured and afterwards identified as hitherto undescribed . 4
The level alluvial valley floor was found to narrow to a width of less
than two miles at about latitude 32° 7' N ., to be bordered by sand
dunes and ridges upon both sides, and to contain a deeply eroded
central channel or chain of connected depressions nown locally as Las
Barrancas .
T''-Ie existence of these deeply excavated waterways was hard to
account for with the inadequate means at hand for detecting slight
changes in elevation in the valley floor, which appeared to be practically
level . This problem has not yet been entirely cleared up in view of the
extremely slight gradient which is now nown to exist between the
ban s of the Hardy and the farthest extremity of the valley-a difference
'

D. T . MacDougal : The Desert Basins of the Colorado Delta,
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of less than io feet in a distance of approximately 7 miles as tra
by the water, or an average gradient of 0 .14 foot to the mile .
explanation seems to lie in wave momentum in the body of water w
is propelled violently along the thalweg of the depression at the
of each coincidence of high water in the Hardy channel with excepti
ally high tide, which is in effect another manifestation of the force w b
causes the bore to ascend the estuary and the Hardy .
Pools of slightly brac ish water were found to exist in different
4
of the barrancas at the time of the examination, although there was'n
evidence of recent flow. The basin was nown to have received a lad
quantity of overflow water during the early part of the 1905-1
winter, and
had been an exceptionally wet year throughout t
delta region, the total precipitation having exceeded 11 inches as m
sured .at Calexico ; but the bul of the
flood and practically
entire
winter discharge of the Colorado had been dive
into the Salton basin . The conditions found in the barrancas wo
therefore appear to have been about normal for a low-water period.
The expedition rounded the southern end of the Cocopa Mountai
on February
having reached and camped at Coyote We
the previous day .
0
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RETURN JOURNEY, 1907

0

The return ourney to the border, at Calexico, was made along th
eastern side of the Cocopa Mountains, paralleling the route of two year
previously along the Hardy . Sights were ta en, and some plane-tabl
wor again done, from several points upon the mountain side whic
had been made use of upon that occasion .
The delta surface, as viewed from these vantage points, was seen t
present practically the same appearance as it had done at normal low
water seasons before the diversion into the Salton basin had ta en place,
Bends of the old navigable channel, once more containing water, could
be seen glistening over against the Sonoran Mesa . Volcano La e was
about normal in size and appearance, and the numerous channels, sloughs,
and lagoons, which had been overflowing, and had appeared so prominently at the high-water period of the previous visit, were now dry and
inconspicuous.
This was, nevertheless, the last opportunity which was ever to b
available to see the delta in its familiar pre-diversion aspect .
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MENACE OF INCREASING WESTWARD FLOODING

During the concluding years of this momentous decade the river
continued to flow through its recently developed Abe as diversion channel at low-water stages, but it inundated practically the whole western
portion of the delta, from the fast disappearing Volcano La e south11
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flood . The summer rise of I9o9 attained
Wards to the Hardy, at times of second-feet
at the end of June, and this
xhlnno of nearly 150,000
awasmafollowed by another freshet of more than 90,000 second-feet in mid. Parts of the Abejas channel were seen to be quite incomSeptember
carry
any such discharge, and the additional menace of the
petent to
rapidly rising detrital fan over a portion of what had recently been
Volcano Lake was causing much uneasiness to those who were responsible for safeguarding the canal system of the rapidly growing Imperial
.
tralley communities
It was this, and associated hazards brought about by the fact that
the river was unable to develop and maintain a stabilized channel through
this region of indefinite drainage, which was in the meantime receiving
heavy annual increments of detrital matter, that made the following
years a period of unceasing vigilance on the part of the irrigation and
conservation engineers and converted the investigation of the physiographic developments in the delta during the next decade largely into a
study and appraisal of major engineering operations .

mouth of
transitor .
CHAPTER V
THE TREND SOUTHWESTWARD TO A BLIND OUTLET
(1910-1 1 )-'10)
The physiographic developments which took place in the several
divisions of the delta region during the decade 1910-1920 may be briefly
and broadly summarized as follows .
The river continued to occupy the Abejas basin and gradually filled
and obliterated Volcano Lake, finding and occupying various minor
and intricately connected channels as a means of outlet to the Hardy .
Areas invaded in maintaining this generally southwesterly course were
successively covered, and their surface relief was much changed, by the
deposition of detrital matter . The entire period in this district may, in
fact, he characterized as one of aggradation . No new permanent channels were developed .
In the Imperial Valley-Salton Basin area the dominant circumstance
of physiographic importance ryas the continued diminution in volume
of the water which occupied the deepest portion of the valley tinder the
generally accepted name of " Salton Sea ." This loss was almost wholly
due to evaporation, being modified to some extent by rainfall and drainage and by overflow water from: irrigated areas in the valley . The salinity
of the water increased steadily in the diminishing lake, and some slight
topographical changes took place through the extension by lateral
cutting and erosion of the great channels which had been excavated
through the southeastern part of the valley in tc9O6 by the inflowing
water from the Colorado .
The \Iacuata flasin received flood caters in sonic considerable quantity several times during the 1910-1920 period, but information concerning the times and extent of these partial floodings is meager and
somewhat conflicting . There is no record of a complete filling, and no
extensive or important physiographic changes are believed to have taken
place there within the period .
In the estuary region and the areas subject to tidal influence the preexisting balance between tidal scour and deposition of detrital material
from the river water was upset by the retention, by the vegetal screens
which were impeding the free passage of water and silt in the district
between Volcano Lake and the Hardy, of the greater portion of what
would normally have reached the estuary . The proximate effect of this
disturbance of long-established conditions was a deepening and simplification of the tidal channels in the estuary ; the ultimate effect has been
a general depletion of the material which had been deposited about the
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RESULTING PROTECTIVE MEASURE,

west
Having selected the .Abeia ; channel as an outlet towards
the river proceeded
enlarge the connection
in the summer of
between its former alignment and its new course, vt itlh the result that,
after two years of moderate flood conditions-191o and 1911-this section had assumed the appearance and had attained the competence of an
established channel . The bed of the Abejas itself was also cleared and
slightly lowered, and fears began to be entertained that recessive cutting
might take place which would extend upstream into the old channel
of the Colorado and endanger the water supply for the Imperial Canal,
or perhaps even the Laguna weir . which had been completed across the
river some miles above Yunla in January, 1909 .
With this hypothetical danger on the one hand and the more proximate peril of a direct and potentially devastating inbreak from the
Volcano Lake region on the other, the dwellers in the Imperial Valley
were placed in double jeopardy .
Protective measures were therefore taken upon both fronts . The Volcano Lake Levee (Fig . 28, Pl . 1) had been built in the spring of 19o8,
when the river water was reaching this region through the Paredones and
its associated sloughs see p . ;8 ) . This protective line was strengthened,
raised at low points, and vigilantly patrolled through the high-water
period of
Although the discharge at the peak of the summer flood
barely reached ; o,ooo second-feet, the heavy deposition which had taken
place during the two previous years raised the flood level against the
levee to a dangerous height, and a break was averted only by bringing
every resource to bear in the protective work .
Although the danger of recessive cutting taking place in the bed of
the river was not so imminent, it was nevertheless considered at this
time to constitute a real peril to the interests of the cumnnuhities in tile
Imperial Valley and elsewhere along the Colorado River . and representations were made to President 'raft for Federal aid in carrying out a
scheme for preventive measures .
Although the work was to be carried out in foreign territory, an
understanding had already been reached with the Mexican authorities
for meeting the emergency, and the stun of $t,ooo,ooo was set aside
by a joint resolution of both branches of Congress, " to be expended by
the President for the purpose of protecting the lands and property in
the Imperial Valley and elsewhere along the C'ulorado River," Colonel
J . A . Ockerson was appointed to carrc out whatever work, he alight
the
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deem necessary in order to insure present relief for, and future p r
tection to, the several irrigation enterprises .
A preliminary survey showed that the most pressing matter was a
shortage of water in the Imperial Valley, brought about either by a
lowering of the bed of the Colorado in the vicinity of the intake to the
Imperial Canal, or a silting up of the head of the canal itself . As no
dredger was immediately available for removing the obstruction in the
canal, a submerged weir was placed across the Colorado channel imme .
diately below the intake for the purpose of raising the water level to the
required height to insure a free flow through the canal .
This operation was regarded merely as an emergency measure, and
available resources were concentrated upon the work considered necessary farther down the river .
The plans, as formulated, called for a closure of the break into the
Abejas and the construction of a line of protective levees at an average
distance of 3,000 feet from the westerly bends of the river . The work
was to be extended for about 25 miles, or at least as far as necessary to
insure protection . Troubles, administrative and political, delayed operations, and it was not until the middle of May, 1911, and in the face of a
fast rising river, that the rock dam closing the opening into the Abejas
was considered to be complete and reasonably secure . Almost before
this part of the work was accomplished, however, the entire scheme
was seen to have failed . The dam was flanked by side cutting at both
ends, and the 25 miles of levee which had also been built for the declared
purpose of confining the Colorado to its former meander zone had been
attacked and had failed at many places .
The summer flood of 1911 was not an especially high one, as the
peak discharge barely reached 68,000 second-feet, but it remained above
the 50,000 stage for a period of nearly two months, and above 40,000
for nearly three . Levee building, or even repairing, under such conditions of softened ground and general inaccessibility was practically
impossible, and the whole scheme was allowed to lapse and the Colorado
scored another victory .
Renewed attention was in the meantime devoted to the line of levees
in the Volcano Lake area, and in 1912 extensive repairs and a general
raising of the crest by 31 feet were undertaken as further protective
measures .
The flood of 1912 reached a peak discharge of approximately 145,000
second-feet and tested all the protective works along the lower river
very severely . The situation in the Abejas-Volcano Lake region was
materially relieved by the tendency of the river to cut a rather definite
relief channel for itself directly through the bed of the old lake, towards
a junction with the upper Hardy . This channel maintained its identity
until 1918 and represents the most extreme westerly swing of the river
during the period of the investigation .
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE YUAIA VALLEY

Although some earlier irrigation upon a comparatively small scale,
by means of a pumping plant raising,, water directly from the river into
the distribution canal, had already been undertaken in the vicinity of
Yuma, the real development of the portion of the delta area situated
o n the eastern side of the Colorado and between the mouth of the
Gila and the international boundary line began with the completion of
the Laguna weir in 1909 .
This region had been subject to overflow at stages of the river exceeding a gauge height of 25 feet at the Yuma station and had been
partially protected from inundation by local systems of light levees .
The Laguna weir was the first major project undertaken by the U . S .
Reclamation Service and was in several respects of pioneer design and
construction . It is situated at the extreme eastern confines of the delta,
approximately Io miles northeast of Yuma, upon the first site above the
Colorado-Gila junction at which solid foundation material could be
found upon both banks of the river . This was considered to be essential,
although mid-river soundings disclosed no bed rock at any reasonable
depth .
The dam is of the diversion type and is a low broad structure, with a
length of approximately- 4,500 feet between abutments . It is rock-filled
and paved, has a heavy concrete crest, and three concrete core walls
are embodied in the superstructure and carried well down into the river
bed upon pile foundations . It raises the river level about Io feet above
its former low water level at this point and has proved to be a wellbuilt and permanent diversion structure .
Although entirely successful in this sense, it failed to fulfil the expectations of its designers as furnishing an ample settling basin for the removal
of silt from the river water before allowing it to enter the canal . The
basin was filled with sediment practically to the lip of the dam within
a few weeks after its completion, leaving available for water settlement
and periodical sluicing only a small channel section above the sluicing
gates which were provided at the western end of the dam . The process
is effective in removing a certain proportion of the coarser and heavier
detrital matter which is so objectionable to the irrigation engineer, but
the limited space for stilling and settlement which it has been possible
to maintain with the low head available for sluicing has resulted in
practice in making the removal of such material only partial .
The effect of the dam upon the various phases of deposition in the
delta may he considered as negligible .
The areas subject to gravity irrigation under the project lie partly
on the western side of the river above and opposite the mouth of the
Gila but principally on the eastern, or Arizona, side, in what is generally
known as the Yuma Valley . which extends from Yu ma, at the Colorado-
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Gila junction, to the international line . The main canal is carried dow„
upon the Californian side of the river to a point opposite the town of
Yuma, then under the river bed through an inverted syphon 1 4 feet in
diameter to the Arizona side, where it continues as a feeder to the
general distribution system over the valley lands . The syphon was
ompleted, and the Yuma Valley first reached by gravity flow, at the en
of June, 1912 .
The levee system for the protection of the project comprises lines
of earth levees on the western side of the river from the dam to Yuma,
along the southern bank of the Gila, and down the eastern side of the
Colorado from Yuma to the international boundary . Construction of
these protective works was carried on simultaneously with that of the
dam, the sluicing and diversion works, and the syphon, and although
some little trouble was experienced, especially along the Arizona bank
of the Colorado, for a few years after they were first put into operation,
a system of pole and brush abatis protection was worked out which
proved to be very satisfactory.
Much of the Arizona area had been subject to inundation at times of
high river, and in certain sections the ground-water level was very close
to the surface . It was discovered after the levees had been finished
that the water table was closely responsive to changes of level in the
river, even in some localities two or three miles from the channels . The
effect was that as the ground water approached the surface with the
rise in the water table in the lower areas, the alkaline matter which it
contained in solution was brought within the range of capillary attraction
and surface evaporation, giving rise to a concentration of alkalies in the
soil in quantities sufficient to make it unsuitable to support most forms,
of plant life . Soil leaching and drainage and the removal of the waste
water from the irrigation system had to be planned upon a rather extensive scale, and this problem has continued to be one of the major ones
in the district .
The matter of the permeability of the underlying strata, implied by
the ready response of the ground water to hydrostatic pressure at some
distance, was studied by the writer in some detail in 1912 and 1913
as a phase of the general investigation of delta phenomena, and the conclusion was reached that the super-sensitiveness was due principally
to the presence of material derived in large part from the adjacent
sands and gravels of the Sonoran Mesa, so called, which extends northwards as a topographical feature to the Gila valley . The presence of
such material in the underlying measures might be accounted for either
as a result of former eolian influence or of direct attacks by the river
during some of its earlier alignments upon exposed salients of the
escarpment, such as had occurred many miles to the south in 1904 and
1905 .
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After the completion of the Yuma project and the abandonment of
any further attempt to revert the Colorado to its former alignment, no
new engineering works of any magnitude or great importance were
undertaken in any portion of the delta during the remainder of the
decade under consideration .
The Yuma drainage system was further developed, the dangerous
Volcano Lake sector of the western diversion was closely watched, the
levee there was repaired and reinforced wherever necessary, and some .
spurs and connecting links were added, to protective lines at other points
It was found necessary to add a revetment of heavy rock to several
miles of the levee which protected the main canal from Laguna Dam
to Yuma . Below Yuma and on the Arizona side of the river the question
was largely one of the " shifting," or side-cutting, of the river and
consequential attacks upon the levee line .
Political troubles in Mexico during the earlier years of this period interfered with development south of the international boundary, and the
outbreak of the World War tended to discourage the launching of new
enterprises in the delta region, as elsewhere .
INVESTIGATIONS IN THE IMPERIAL VALLEY
In the Imperial Valley the distribution system was extended and made
more efficient as the growing needs of the Valley communities required .
It was to this region that attention was chiefly directed for the next few
years, as the river, following its recently developed alignment, maintained a fairly stable channel from its original diversion point to the
foot slopes of the Cocopa Mountains and merely forecast further inevitable changes through the steady accumulation of detrital matter in the
Volcano Lake region.
Studies undertaken by the writer and associates in the Imperial Valley
region from 1915 to I92o related chiefly to the dispersion and deposition
of detrital matter entering the Salton Sea, allied problems in sedimentation, and periodical inspection of the areas uncovered by the receding
water for the purpose of gathering data concerning wave action upon soft
muddy foreshores and the resultant rearrangement of the material subjected to its influence . The work was done in connection with the general
investigation of the botanical problems incidental to the filling and recession of the Salton Sea conducted by the Desert Laboratory of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington under the direction of Dr . Mac
Dougal .
DETRITAL DEPOSITIONS IN SALTON SEA
During the summer of I9o6, when the whole volume of the Colorado
was passing through the channel of the Alamo River, it overtopped the
banks of the surcharged waterway for a distance of some miles, breaking
away towards the south and southwest and flooding the country for
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many miles before finding a further outlet for the water through the
New River drainage system and so into the Salton Sink . The partially
impounded water lost much of its suspended load while its velocity was
checked, and, upon entering the steeper grades which existed as the
sink was approached, its competence for ablation was correspondingly
increased. This fact, together with the friable and almost soluble nature
of the material over which the inflow was taking place, caused some
spectacular recessive cutting . The peak discharge entering the fastgrowing " Sea" by way of New River was about 70,000 second-feet,
and a much smaller, although considerable, quantity entered by way of the
lower Alamo and its associated drainage system . The total yardage
removed and transported by the two streams within a period of a few
weeks was roughly computed at from 400,000,000 to 450,000,000 cubic
yards.
The whole body of this detrital matter was quickly redeposited in and
under the rapidly increasing waters of the lake, in the form of the foreset
beds of a true delta . Little or no subaerial deposition took place at that
time, as the rising water engulfed the material in transit almost as quickly,
as it reached the shore .
With the closure of the breach in the bank of the Colorado in February, 1907, direct flow from the river to the Salton basin ceased . It was
found necessary, however, to maintain almost the maximum flow through
the irrigation system in the valley, in order to check the deposition of
silt in the canals, and this water continued to pass into the lake . By
1915 the lake level had fallen about 30 feet, and the shore line had
receded more than 6 miles at the southeastern end, where the inflow had
taken place at the highwater stage . The material brought in by the two
streams united to form one general deposit while the lake level was
rising, but by 1915 the medial lines of their deltas were over six miles
apart .
An examination of the region made during the spring of 1915 showed
that the delta-forming process was still in active operation about the
mouths of both the New River and the Alamo, the New River delta
being the larger and apparently increasing the more rapidly (Fig . 62) .
It was realized that here in miniature, or at least upon a much reduced
scale, the same processes were producing substantially the same effects
as in the more general case of the entire delta . The same water, the
same detrital material, the same climatic conditions, and practically the
same types of vegetation were involved, and a further study of the region
seemed to give promise of useful results and was at once undertaken .
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1) annual growing season were quite clearly discernible by the gradu1 growth of vegetation which occupied them . Over the prevailing
p gradient of 5 feet to the mile left at the time of subaqueous
position and rising lake level, there was not any great lateral disperof the more recently deposited foreset and topset beds, but channel
ersions and extensions, the upbuilding and overtopping of banks, and
e formation of obstructive dams and barriers through the agency of
o use and rapidly growing vegetation could all be readily traced .
Although somewhat interfered with by war service, periodical exlinations of this region were continued for a number of years in
oonection with other observational work carried on in the basin, until the
c - easing salinity of the water in the lake so changed the character and
iantity of the vegetation involved as clearly to make further study
the immediate vicinity one of specialized local conditions rather than
the more general factors governing the development of the larger
teas under investigation .
1n examination of the strands uncovered annually at various selected
points around the diminishing lake (Fig . 62) was an important feature
f the work undertaken in the basin by the Desert Laboratory . Concerned more particularly with the botanical and ecological problems
involved in these seasonal and annual emergencies, the study also embraced the formation of beach lines and abrupt changes of level at the
shore line, caused, as it was surmised, either by wave action or pauses
or temporary reversals in the process of recession . Such lines, usually
made more prominent by the varying character and quantity of the
belts of vegetation which occupy them, may be counted by the score
at certain sections of the periphery of the sink, and are taken as evidence
of former fillings, or partial fillings, of the basin .
WAVE AND WIND ACTION ON BASIN SOILS

The detailed study of the beach lines was gradually further extended
to cover the broader questions of wave and eolian action as affecting,
or having affected, the general surface features of the basin areas .
The shore line of the lake, during the period under discussion, was
well above the comparatively flat floor of the sink, and material was then
being subjected to wave action which would fall within the categories of
Imperial sandy loam " or " Imperial gravelly loam " as classified by
Holmes in a soil survey of the basin which was made in 1903 .1 The
two are defined as consisting of mixtures of sand or gravel with the
"Imperial loam" alluvium which formed the dry floor of the sink at
the time the survey was made . When subjected to wave action these
'J. C . Holmes : Soil Survey of the Imperial Valley, California, Field Operations of the
Bureau ,f Soils, 1903, Washington, 1904, PP , 1219-1248, with soil map and alkali map, 1 : 126,
9Z0.

Total solids (dried at IIO ° C .), plus
water of occlusion and hydration . .
Water of occlusion and hydration . . .
Sodium, Na
Potassium, K
Lithium, Li
Calcium, Ca
Magnesium, Mg
Aluminium, Al
Iron, Fe
Silicate radicle, SiO4
Manganese, Mn
Lead, Pb
Copper, Cu
Chlorine, Cl
Bromine, Br
Iodine, I
Sulphate radicle, SO4
Carbonate radicle, CO,
Arsenate radicle, AS04
Phosphate radicle, P04
Nitrate radicle, NO3
Nitrite radicle, NO,
Oxygen consumed
Borate radicle, BO, . . .

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF THE WATER OF SALTON SEA,
(in parts per 1oo,ooo) .

1907 TO I9I6

1907
JUNE 3

19o8
MAY 25

1909
JUNE 8

1910
MAY 22

1911
JUNE 3

1912
JUNE 10

364 .8
. . . . .
111 .05
2 .30
trace
9 .95
6 .43
0 .030

437
. .
134
2

519 .40
17 .50
16o .33

603 .80
22 .56
189 .28

718 .00
20 .84
227 .81
3 .81
0 .025
15 .62
11 .68
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0 .036
1 .83

846 .55

0 .005
1 .41

169 .75
. . . . .
47 .60
6 .58
. . . . .
0 .009
o .18
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0
11
7
0
0
1

.20
. . .
.26
.78
.013
.87
.63
.035
.oo6

3
0
12
8
0
0

.24
.017
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.96
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.010

.43

1 59

. . . . .
. . . . .

. . . . .
trace
240 .90
. . . . .
. . . . .
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65 .87

7 .34
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0 .01
. . . . .
o .ooo6
0 .068
trace
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0 .021
13 .67
9 .84
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o .oo8
1 .55
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. . . . .
trace
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0 .045
trace
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3
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17
13
0
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1
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trace
trace
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1913
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32 .6
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19 .75
16 .22
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1914
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trace
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trace
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0
o
1
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mpound soils were found to be undergoing a process of segregation,
resulting generally in the shoreward movement of the larger and heavier
rticles and the contrary movement of the finer . Such selective tenencies, repeated over the basin surface at successive recessions of former
phemeral lakes which had occupied it, would result in the eventual
ovement toward and concentration in the bottom of the sink of the
e material carried in suspension in the river water and distributed
ith some uniformity throughout the basin area at times of inflow and
filling . The information gained upon these points was deemed to be
f importance as affecting plant distribution and soil texture .
The air circulation over the Salton area is fairly well defined, the
evailing westerly winds entering the region. through the San Gorgonio
ass and sweeping down the valley of the Whitewater . The diurnal
and and sea breeze movements about the head of the Gulf also affect
ie circulation to some extent . In passing over the sandy and gravelly
areas which characterize the Whitewater the wind raises and carries
forward a burden of sand and dust towards the basin . The movement
js doubtless assisted and extended by the upward component introduced
ilito the general circulation by convection currents rising from the
Heated surface of the desert . The result of this steady movement is
the deposition of much arenaceous material upon the finer alluvial surfaces derived from the river .
As has been pointed out by Free,'- the soil-forming actions of the
wind fall under two headings, soil removal and soil mixing . Of the
two actions, he claims for the mixing process by far the greater importance as a factor in the preparation of the surface layers of soil for
supporting plant life . In the Salton region the mixture was found to
be very complete . The resultant sandy loams of the Holmes classification
are in every way, except for the high alkali content of the basic alluvium,
suitable for development and cultivation, and the percentage of deleterious saline matter is correspondingly decreased by the admixture of
clean wind-borne sand from the basin of a mountain streamway .
The examination, as conducted during the years in which this region
was subjected to special scrutiny, was a mechanical rather than a chemical
one, the soil texture being deemed to be of even more importance to the
types of vegetation under investigation than the actual saline content .
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF SALTON SEA WATER

Periodical analyses of the water remaining in the Salton Sea were
nevertheless arranged for by the Desert Laboratory, beginning at the
stage of maximum height and area in 1907 and continuing without intermission by means of samples taken in each summer season during the
next ten years (see the accompanying table) .
°E . E . Free : The Movement of Soil Material by the Wind, Bureau of Soils Bull
. No . 68,
Washington, 19II .
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The results of these analyses, in regard to their bearing upon pl
life in the emersed zones representing the annual recession of
water, were summarized by MacDougal in 1917 in a general review of
conditions and developments observed in the Salton area during
preceding decade . 3 The summary may be profitably quoted (pp .
and 469) :
During the first year of the recession of the lake the chief mineral constitue
increased so that the amount present was about i9 to nearly 21 per cent greater
1908 than in 1907. This increase was shared by the calcium . In the following y
while the sodium increased 19.4 per cent and the potassium 16 .5 per cent, calci
increased but 7 per cent and in the following year but slightly more . Coinciden
the missing calcium was found as a lime deposit on the branches of submerg
shrubs, stones, and other objects . The amount of calcium in solution had by
means reached the saturation point, and other causes must be brought into acco
for the deposition. The above applies also to some extent to the course of content
tion of the magnesium. The only available inference is that the lime and magnes
were brought down by the action of a plexus of algae and bacteria . The inferr
presence of these organisms would carry with it the implication that the formation
of the lake would be followed by their multiplication and development, which was
such that the maximum formation of tufa or lime deposit was greatest in 1909 and
1910, during which period the amount thrown down was sufficient to account for
about half of the expected increase in concentration of lime . In succeeding years
this action was not so marked.
TRAVERTINE DEPOSITS

The question of the calcium content of the water, and the method of
its separation therefrom and subsequent deposition upon available surfaces, had a direct bearing upon the investigation of some accumulations ;:
of travertine which was being carried on during 1915 to 1916 .
These are to be found upon the vertical or undercut surfaces of a
small rocky ridge (Fig . 30) which at its highest rises slightly above the
highest and best marked " beach line " surrounding the basin and is
situated at the northeastern extremity of a low spur of the Santa Rosa
Mountains. It was to this ridge and spur that the preliminary expedition to the basin participated in by the Desert Laboratory and
Dr . W . P . Blake had been directed, and the existence of the travertine
was pointed out by Dr. Blake, who had originally noticed it in 1853,
upon the occasion of his first visit to the region . It was not until 1915,
however, that any opportunity under suitable light conditions had arisen
for making a close examination of the deposit . It was then found that
it had attained a maximum thickness of about 30 inches in a horizontal
zone some 12 to 15 feet below its upper limit . This limit coincides with
the conspicuous beach crest or shore line which surrounds the basin and
doubtless represents the maximum level of filling within recent geological time .
' D . T. MacDougal : A Decade of the Salton Sea,

Geogr. Rev ., Vol . 3, 1917, PP- 457-473
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In addition to data concerning thickness, development upon different
:posures,
and structural peculiarities, the examination revealed the
e)c
presence of many incised patterns, apparently in conventional designs
upon the surface of the travertine (Fig . 34) . Although some were fairly
conspicuous and would attract attention from some little distance, many
could only be recognized upon the rough surface under optimum conditions of illumination. Sections were made, and it at once became obvious
that the original lines had in many instances been traced some distance
below the existing surface and . covered by subsequent growth of the
fibrous material . As the patterns were plainly artifacts, the question of
their antiquity became interesting. Steps were taken to secure specirrlens of the travertine sufficiently large to show portions of several
lines, and of sufficient depth to go beneath the original incised surface, in
an effort to ascertain how many subsequent depositions had taken place
in particular instances . The examination was not entirely successful, as
the fibrous nature of the material was found to make identification of
successive layers extremely difficult . The conclusion was, however, ultimately reached that a reasonable hypothesis would be that in some cases
three or more layers with distinctive divisions between them had been
uperimposed upon the original incised surface .
The implication from these detailed examinations, incomplete and, in a
sense, inconclusive though they might be, was that the basin had been
filled to a level coincidental with the conspicuous beach line upon more
than one occasion, for periods of sufficient length to allow for measurable travertine deposition, and that human occupancy of the region had
antedated some of the later fillings .
CRESCENTIC DUNES

The recession of the lake from 1907 to 1917 had left the group of

barkhan dunes, which had been partially submerged at the time of its

greatest expansion (Fig. 31), many miles back from the 1917 shore line.
and the development of a passable road along the southwestern side of the
lake at about the 1907 water level had made them readily accessible from
the land side in 1915 . They were re-examined during 1916, and it was
then found that many dunes which were recognized as having been
partially submerged and reduced to mere mounds of sand in 1907 and
19o8, had again assumed the typical crescentic form and become active .
In some few instances they had been captured by vegetation and
anchored, but the orientation of the reconstructed members of the
group again corresponded with that of those at a higher level which
had escaped submersion, and the general movement was, as before,
owards the east .
This group is one of the few within the delta areas which appears to
maintain a definite trend in direction of advance . This marked tendency
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is probably caused by a local peculiarity in air currents, due perhaps to

the configuration of the mountain masses to the westward . In most
of the dune areas and sand fields in and about the delta, as for instance
in the great sand expanse which occupies the western part of the

Macuata Basin, or the equally extensive Algodones Sand Hills which
margin the northeastern side of Imperial Valley, any such united trend
appears to be lacking.

RATE OF RECESSION OF SALTON SEA, 19I6-i92o
The rate of recession of the Salton Sea slowed down appreciably
during the period intervening between 1916 and 1920 . The loss in
volume became more irregular, and there were even actual reversals

of the process at times, when gain instead of loss occurred . The new
lowering of the water level between June 30, 1916, and November 30,
1920, was 11 .5 feet, an average annual decrease of a little more than
2 .5 feet . This was taken to indicate that the condition of equilibrium
between inflow from the canal systems and rainfall, on the one hand,
and evaporation from the water surface, on the other, was being approached . As the annual amount of evaporation from an open water
surface in the basin may be reasonably estimated at about 8 feet under

average meteorological conditions and as the area of the lake at that
time was approximately 250 square miles, or 16o,ooo acres, a volume of
inflowing water equivalent to 1,280,000 acre-feet was required in order
to reduce the net loss to the amount indicated by the gauge figures .
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CHAPTER VI
jj,TIFICIAL DEFLECTION TO THE SOUTH-SOUTHWEST
(1920-1930)
At the opening of the decade r92o-i93o the Colorado River still con- .
inued to occupy the general alignment of the former Abejas channel
t,ro which it had broken twelve years previously .
,Failing in the development of an unobstructed outlet towards tideivater by this route, it had ponded and deposited its load of suspended and
lnsported detriLal matter over extensive areas with heavy vegetal covering in the region of the former Volcano Lake, thus adding proessively to its difficulty in finding free egress . The further effect of
c obstruction and ponding had been a general raising of the bed and
n a along the Abejas section and a dangerous and increasing tendency
iood waters to escape from the channel on both sides . The condition
1 surcharged and inadequate channel following the crest of a ridge,
ch as had existed along the abandoned navigable channel of former
ars, was again being approached .
The situation in the Volcano Lake area of deposition was causing
ch uneasiness to the staff of the Imperial Irrigation District in 1921 .
s body had acquired the management of and assumed the responsi1l'ty for water supply and conservation in Imperial Valley . By necesagreements with the holding companies in Mexican territory,
rough whose lands the water for Imperial Valley use had to pass in
er to reach the distributing system, it was also brought into a position
f responsibility for averting or controlling flood damage in this critical
district.
It was found that for corresponding discharge stages in the river,
indicated by the measurements obtained at the Yuma gauging station,
he flood waters were rising higher each succeeding year against the
Volcano Lake protective levee . The levee itself had been raised and
trengthened from time to time in the effort to keep the protection in
advance of the growing menace . The crest was 1o2 feet higher in 1920
han it had been in 19o8, when the levee was built ; the exposed face
of the entire structure across the old lake area had also been revetted
with rock as a protection against wave action at times of high water.
Two courses appeared to be open for safeguarding the Imperial
Valley interests : either the levee line might be still further reinforced
and raised, in the hope that the river might carve an adequate outlet for
1 ood waters through the obstructive barriers, or relief might be sought

through excavating an artificial channel towards the south, and a
from the menaced sector .
ARTIFICIAL DIVERSION OF THE ABEJAS OUTLET TOWARD THE
PESCADERO

This latter was the plan which received final consideration, as be
the more likely to bring about the desired result . The basin of
Pescadero, which had heretofore existed as a drainage system for t
central region between the Hardy and the old navigable channel of
Colorado during the after periods of high water, lay conveniently to
south of the Abejas sector of the river and was selected as the region
wards which diversion should take place . The scheme involved, firs
the excavation of a diversion channel from the Abejas bank to a point
the Pescadero basin to which an adequate fall might be obtained an
secondly, the construction of a dam across the Abejas in order
divert that river into and through the new cutting . It was fully realize
from earlier experiences in diverting and controlling the heavily lad
Colorado water, that the success or failure of the plan would depen
primarily upon the character, of the excavated channel-whether it
would tend to develop into a degrading or into an aggrading form
through the factors of fall, cross . section, and ability to pass an adequx :e
flow to insure scour .
As the plan, as carried out, proved to be successful in relieving ti .e'
pressure in the Volcano Lake region and maintaining a diversion in a
general southerly direction for several years thereafter, it will be well
to follow in some detail the engineering operations undertaken in ex-4 1
cavating the cut and damming the river .
The point selected for diversion was approximately 71 miles west
and I mile south of Monument 205 on the international boundary,
which marks the termination of the Arizona-Sonora line . The river ,
here passed between high and comparatively solid banks which would
serve as favorable abutments for the diversion dam, and an even surface,
falling about 4 feet to the mile for the first 4 miles and averaging about
2* feet for the first 15 miles, would carry the water into the Pescadero
basin with a minimum of excavation . The hydraulic problem was to
provide for sufficient initial flow through the excavated channel to
insure rapid erosion of the bed and an increase in depth at its upper
end . Owing to the limitation of equipment and also in order to insure
such a flow, the new outlet was made in the first place in the form of
three parallel cuttings with two spoil banks between them . The expectation was that these banks would be removed by scour as the flow
increased and the three cuts be united into a single efficient channel .
This expectation was very quickly fulfilled .
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The cut was definitely directed toward a certain bend in the Pescadero
arroyo approximately 4 miles from the Abejas bank . The difference in
s trface level at the two points was about 16 feet, the elevation above
?„tamed mean sea level at the head of the Gulf being 76 feet at the
river bank and 6o at the Pescadero . It was originally planned to tap the
river channel by a cut 8 feet below bank level, but the depth was incre iced to I I feet before the excavation was finished in order to insure
a free, passage for the water at lower stages of the river . The grade
fi na lly selected for the bed of the new channel was 2 feet to the mile .
This gave an opening into the arroyo channel 5 feet below its average
bank level . Its total depth at the selected point of entrance was about
ra feet, and it was at that time a well-cleared and scoured waterway
leading towards, and serving as a high-water confluent to, the main
channel of the Pescadero .
Following upon the gathering of the necessary data and the carrying
out ( f the preliminary surveys and level traverses work was actively
begun upon the project at the end of 1921 . It was planned to have,
before the end of January, 1922, the new channel opened to the river
and tie diversion dam carried near enough toward completion to insure
the diversion of a sufficient quantity of water to keep it open .
Although the work had been well planned and was carried forward
with .,reat efficiency along the contemplated lines, it was somewhat interfered with by flash floods in the river . The preliminary structure for
the diversion dam was carried away during one freshet and again
serio'.,sly damaged during another . Advantage was taken of the high
water-, however, to cut the barrier at the head of the nearly completed
new channel early in January and so begin the process of scour and
erosion by which it was hoped to further develop it .
Success seemed to be assured from the initial opening . Following
the first diversion of about 6,ooo second-feet, the channel proved to be
able to maintain itself under varying discharges of from 2,000 to 30,000
second-feet before the end of April and the beginning of the true spring
-r{se in the river .
The dam across the river channel continued to be a source of anxiety
l through the spring . It was flanked by a sudden rise in the river
wards the end of March, and repairs were not completed until the
ddle of April, and it was again seriously menaced in June .
NEW OUTLET BLOCKED BY DEVELOPING DETRITAL FAN
d in 1926 . The levee, with the
he background before the crevasse

Although the actual diversion of the river into the excavated channel
ntinued to be successful, it was shortly discovered that the expected
earing of an outlet to tidewater from the lower end of the completed
rk was not taking place . The Pescadero arroyo proved to be quite
Incompetent to carry, or to develop into a channel capable of carrying,

more than a limited quantity of water . It had formerly existed
part of the general Pescadero drainage system, and its function
been to collect its share of the partially clarified water which remat
upon the surface of the delta after each general flood and to pass it
towards the main Pescadero channel and tidewater . When it was fi1
to overflowing by the heavily laden water from the new cutting, silti
and the building of obstructive bars and masses of drift began to dimin
its cross-sectional area very rapidly . An inspection of the vicinity m
during May, with a discharge of about 55,000 second-feet pass,
through the cut, showed no signs whatever of a definite channel but
closed only a general inundation with a slow motion towards the so
and every evidence of the rapid deposition of detrital matter anion
the dense vegetation which covered so much of the region .
The summer flood of 1922 reached a peak discharge of 115,
second-feet at Yuma, and the total discharge for June was near
6,ooo,ooo acre-feet . Adopting the formula used by the U . S . Reclama
Service at Yuma for estimating the suspended silt content of the Colora(
water in terms of acre-feet and assuming a silt percentage for June
o.66, as established by the mean for that month over a period of t
years, the total volume of detrital matter delivered into the region withi
the time would be somewhat in excess of 27,500 acre-feet, or approx
mately 45,000,000 cubic yards .
Opening the new cut had made an extensive area accessible to the
heavily laden water coming directly from the river channel, which for
some years previously had only been reached by the partially clarified
water of the general overflow, and deposition was found to be correspondingly heavy . The blanket of deposited material began as a narrow
belt almost at the head of the cut and gradually extended fanwise towards
the southeast, south, and southwest . The area affected was perhaps
300 square miles, and the deposit from this flood alone was found t
be 6 and 8 feet in thickness at certain points .
By the summer of 1923 the Pescadero arroyo had disappeared . It had
been filled, covered, and obliterated by the fan of detrital matter which
the floods of the two previous summers had spread about the lower end
of the cut . As the 1923 flood receded it was found that the main outflow
of the water was now towards the southwest, through a newly developed
channel which split up into minor distributaries leading in the same
general direction after a course of a few miles .
EXTENSION OF LEVEE SYSTEM TO PREVENT WESTWARD MIGRATION OF
PESCADERO OUTLET

In order to guard against any general tendency of the newly diverted
river to work back towards the Abejas channel and its former course
towards the Volcano Lake area, the dam structure below the diversion
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point was extended during 1923, for 5 miles down the western bank
of the diversion channel, in the form of a well-constructed and largely
rock-re vetted levee . Track was laid along the crest of the embankment,
and gauging stations were established at several points on the bank of
the channel .
A danger point existed in a deep bend in the Abejas (Fig . 35) 1 miles
to -tlhe westward of the diversion channel . The elevation above datum
in the bed of this abandoned loop of the 1909-ig21 river was only 48 feet,
whereas, with a discharge of 90,000 second-feet passing through the
diversion channel, a water-surface elevation of 69 .95 was recorded on
_June 2 , 1923 .
The years 1924 and 1925 were years of comparatively moderate summer floods, and, although the fan of detrital matter below the end of the
diversion cut continued to rise and spread, no decisive break towards
the west took place . Rather indefinite paludal areas began to develop
upon and about the new surface, and at this period the supply of silt
in any form, derived from the river, was entirely cut off from tide-water .
Ir 1926 conditions changed again . The protective levee along the
western bank of the diversion cut was extended for a distance of 22
miles early in spring by the Imperial Irrigation District, and a further extension of 2 miles was to be added by Mexican interests whose lands
would have been menaced by a break towards the west in that section .
During the summer flood of the same year most of this additional length
of 2 miles was practically destroyed before it was entirely completed (Fig .
44), and the main levee was also breached . The peak discharge at Yuma
slightly exceeded 73,000 second-feet, with a run-off during the month of
3,56 0 ,000 acre-feet . Assuming as before a silt percentage for June of
o.66, deposition in the paludal areas in which the flood water was practically desilted at that time would be approximately 17,000 acre-feet
for the month .
The main outflow channel issuing from the lower end of the diversion
cut was now showing an increasing tendency to break away over the
right flank of the fan or cone which it had been instrumental in depositing . The break through the levee extension, although largely a
matter of side-cutting, was an indication of increasing pressure in that
direction, and it was realized that, in order to safeguard the develop
meats which were taking place in the western part of the delta, a more
efficient and extensive barrier would have to be constructed .
The plan took shape early in 1927 in the building of an additional
levee, based upon the bank levee along the diversion cut but striking
nff in a generally southwesterly direction between the Abejas channel
and the area of active dispersal of the river water . In locating this
new .barrier the high-water mark of the previous summer's flood was
generally followed, and sloughs and abandoned channels were avoided
as Much as possible . The work was pushed as an emergency measure,
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and the Mexican Government assumed a substantial portion of the co

nating at, tl
of the '.leve ,

Check measurements were recorded by engineers of the Mexican'

direction an

embankment against side-cutting. The total length of the work, as co
structed, was about 15 miles .
gation companies, and repeated during the two following years, of

flood level against the face of the levee, for integration with the dischar
measurements of the river obtained at the Yuma gauging station, an

terval of one day and a deduction of the amount passed into the Impe`
t

intake being allowed for in making the computation as to the act'

amount of water facing the embankment for corresponding stages
river flow. The curves plotted from these data showed graphically t
amount of deposition which was taking place at that time along the lev

u

i

and were of great use in indicating where and to what extent betterme,
to the protective works were necessary .

The name of Rodriguez Levee was given to the new work, whi

continued, although at the cost of constant vigilance, to protect the la

i

diver;

No rock revetting was used, as rock was not readily available, but poi.
and brush groins were built wherever it was necessary to protect t

to the northwestward of it and to prevent any incursion of water to t
Abejas channel .
The great blanket of detrital material, the deposition of which h

begun with the opening of the Abejas diversion cut in 1922, was thicke
ing and extending rapidly during 1928 and 1929, and it was found to
necessary in each of these years to add to the height of the levee at cert

critical points at which flood pressure was developing . For identical
river discharge measurements of 20,000 second-feet, for instance, suc-

cessive gauge readings, taken at a point on the face of the new levee' ;
about 51 miles west of the original termination of the Abejas diversion
cutting, showed water-surface elevations of 48 .1, 50 .7, and 53.1 feet ;
respectively in May, 1927, May, 1928, and March, 1929, these heights in
;n
each case being above the assumed sea-level datum in use by the develop
ment companies operating in Mexican territory .
CONSTRUCTION OF VACANORA CANAL FOR IRRIGATION
Two further developments were taking place in the lower delta at
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this time . One was the grading and track laying of the Mexicali and,
Gulf Railroad, which had been promoted for the purpose of furnishing'

a seaport outlet in Mexican waters for the growing trade from the
upper delta lands, and the other was the development by irrigation of a
large body of land situated in the mesopotamian region between the old
navigable channel alignment of the Colorado and the course as temporarily established by the Abejas diversion undertaking .

In furtherance of the irrigation scheme a levee was constructed
paralleling the southern bank of the Abejas, beginning at the point of the
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hole

was necessary to protect the

diversion of the Colorado into it and continuing to, and termiI
;
at, the eastern bank of the diversion channel of 1922 . In the rear
natin .
of the levee, about one mile east of the diversion dam across the old

al length of the work, as con_

.Abeias channel, was placed the head of a new main-line canal, which
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ne a levee was constructed

, beginning at the point of the

was built for a distance of about i8 miles in a general south-southwest

excavated in the early part of 1929 and was called, and has since been
identified by the name, Vacanora .
A battery of syphons was installed over the crest of the river levee
for the purpose of supplying the new system with water . A larger
battery of seven units was also placed across the Abejas diversion dam
in 1928 in connection with a project for utilizing the old Abejas chan-

nel at a feeder for the Delta Canal, in the western part of the region
which was being developed behind the Rodriguez Levee .
They ultimate effect of the two projects would have been the diversion

into canal headings of practically the whole low-water flow of the river

without the necessity of constructing and maintaining costly diversion

works . The river itself would have formed a forebay for the two canal
syste ns, and the Abejas diversion cutting, a spillway . It was in contemp ation at the same time to close this partially by means of a low

embankment or submerged diversion weir in order to maintain against

the auction side of the syphons the necessary head for effective working .

The summer flood in 1928 reached a peak of nearly ioo,ooo secondfeet in June, following upon a normal rise during May . The total dischar=e for the two months was somewhat in excess of

7,000,000 acre-

feet, but it fell off very rapidly during July, and, although the river

rose again and discharged rather heavily during October and November,

it remained at comparatively low stages during the 1928-1929 winter

beason . Practically all the flood water had passed through the Abejas
diversion cutting and dispersed to the eastward of the Rodriguez Levee .
The effect was, as noted above, a progressive raising of the surface of

the ground over a large area and consequent higher levels of flood-water
surfaces for corresponding river discharges .

APPROPRIATION OF VACANORA CANAL BY THE COLORADO AS MAIN
OUTLET

Changes were taking place also along the main river channel above

9t point of diversion into the Abejas diversion cutting . They were

of the usual type incidental to a surcharged channel with bends of short

radius . Alignment was changing through the development of cut-offs

or the deepening of bends . A swing of the river towards the right, at
the point at which the Vacanora syphons had been installed, had the
effect of isolating them entirely from any practicable inflow (Fig . 42)
and so rendering the whole development project temporarily useless .
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In an effort to maintain the water supply through the canal, a cuttl
was made into it from the new alignment of the river in what was r
a backward direction . It was considered that this would safeguard
canal works from destructive inflow .
The spring rise of the river in 1929 began in March with a peak d
charge of 30,000 second-feet and a total discharge during the m
of 750,000 acre-feet . The rise was steady until the peak of the sum
flood in June, when a discharge of 89,ooo second-feet was reached . J
August, September, and October were all months of high discharge,
aggregate for the eight months, March to October inclusive, beint
the neighborhood of 17,ooo,ooo acre-feet . The effects of this km
continued season of high river and heavy discharge were, firstly, a gr
extension of the areas of silt deposition and, secondly, an increa
tendency of the river to carve new outlets for its water through
softened ground . During the early autumn it began to enlarge the o
ing which had been cut into the Vacanora Canal, and by the beginn,
of November the entire volume of the river was passing through
new channel and entering the canal excavation .
Although this had been excavated as a main-line canal, it quic
proved itself to be incompetent to carry the full volume of the river, a
side-cutting and breaching of the banks took place so rapidly, even w
the decreasing discharge, that its further usefulness as an irrigate
canal was practically destroyed and it became merely a part of ti
Colorado River .
Another outbreak had occurred through the south bank of the
channel of the Abejas during the summer, resulting in the tempos, ry
wrecking of a portion of the levee constructed by the Baja Califor via
Development Company at a point about one mile east of their syph , ) is,
but, although the breach made in the levee was fully half a mile in width
and an immense volume of water entered the opening, no deci <i ne
channel-cutting took place, the current velocity being checked in .ill
directions by the heavy growth of vegetation .
The new diversion of the river into the Vacanora Canal completel
altered its course from the diversion point to tidewater, an air line
distance of approximately 35 miles, and was, in fact, the most complete
abandonment of previous hydrological conditions that had occurred in
the delta since it had broken into and occupied the Abejas channel and
basin twenty years previously . By adopting the new course it entirely
ignored the Pescadero basin, through which it had for some time seemed
inevitable that an outlet towards the Hardy would be developed . Overflow pressure was now definitely towards the old navigable channel
meander zone, in the vicinity of Colonia Lerdo, with general high-water
flooding taking place towards the south and southeast rather than to
the southwest .
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firing the four winter months following upon October, 1929, the
r discharge remained very low, and the whole volume of water that
d the Imperial intake turned into the Vacanora channel . The
'as diversion cutting, which had formed the main river channel for
i years previously, was now entirely dry and both groups of syphons
fined isolated .
he new section of the river was observed to be passing through the
I phases incidental to decreasing discharge and normal silt content
c water . Deposition was taking place upon bars and shoals in the
-uincl and along the convex shores of bends, and there was a noticeable
( •ncy towards the development of irregularities in alignment through
k-cutting and caving .
LESS DEPOSITION IN THE ESTUARY

xtensive and progressive changes were observed to be taking place
is estuary and upon the tidal flats surrounding the mouth of the
et as the 1920-1930 period closed. Following upon the diversion of
river into the Abejas cutting in 1922, the water had encountered,
been compelled to spread over, a region densely covered with vegern, with prevailing low gradients . Its velocity being checked by this
,,tal screen, deposition of the matter held in suspension was correiidingly great, and the effluent from the paludal regions which shortly
veloped in the areas of interception and dispersal had lost the characterappearance of Colorado water and become partially or wholly
fled .
he process being continued, the delicate balance previously existing
ie estuary between tidal sweep and scour on the one hand, and
osition of fresh detrital matter from the river, on the other, was
sct. The visible consequences, as observed during the examination of
e estuary made by the writer from the Sonoran shore in November
December, 1929, were a simplification and clearing of the tidal
annels and a very marked decrease in the quantity of river drift upon
flood plains about the river entrance .
Estuarial channels were less obstructed by bars and shoals and aped to be more efficient drainage outlets than when observed and
vigated in previous years . No boat was available at the time the
mination was made, but, as conducted from shore during several
and at all stages of the tide, the impression received of radical
hanges having occurred since former studies of the region had been
made was very distinct . Extracts from notes made at the time will
0pnvey the impression
`There is little doubt that practically the entire estuary now occupies
different position from that so carefully established and plainly
Aped by Lieutenant Ives and his associates in 1857-1858 or even
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from the amended position and configuration shown by Command
Dewey in 1873-1875 . Millions of cubic yards of friable material h« ,
repeatedly changed position along both shores of the estuary since the
last detailed study was made from this shore twenty-five years a L ,~ )
The shore lines themselves have advanced or receded, islands and shoal"'V
have been formed or have disappeared, and the drainage sloughs cuttin
back into the surrounding tidal flats have either been deepened a
extended or shoaled and obliterated in accordance with the change
conditions . At the present time all change appears to be in one direction ;
namely toward depletion-the result undoubtedly of continual ti,
inroads upon the accumulated detrital material consequent upon
different balance between tide and river ."
The loss, through decay, storm, or general shore erosion, or of
causes, of nearly all the leading or range marks and beacons which 1
been erected upon the shores of the estuary during the era of navi
tion, was found to add materially to the difficulty of precise identificati
of positions . Many had still been in existence during the earlier yet
of the investigation and had been made use of in estimating and plotti
courses and distances when leaving or entering the river.
A visit made some months previously to the site of the old shipya
on " Shipyard Slough" had shown how completely traces of form,
occupancy and activity disappear when subjected to the high tempe
tures, alternating states of high and low humidity, and tidal activity of
the river-mouth region . The slough was then found to have dwindled
so in size as to be useless for navigation by anything larger than small
skiffs, and but few traces were left of the shipyard itself .
DECREASE OF SIZE OF BORES

A further and associated hydrographical change observed in the
estuary upon both of these visits was in the size and violence of t .le
winter bores . These were witnessed upon several occasions and
under varying circumstances of tide and wind ; and the impression was
received and recorded that, under similar conditions of these two contributory factors to their development, they were distinctly smaller and
less violent in their advance than when observed and closely studied
twenty-five years previously . The change in appearance and size was
considered to be due principally to the fact that the incoming tide was
meeting with little opposition from the river . This happened to be at
extremely low stages on the occasions of both visits, and the periods
of the ebb tides were noticeably shortened at certain definite points at
which observations had been made during former studies of the phenomenon . The changed configuration and generally less obstructed
character of the tidal channels were probably also contributory causes
to the rapidity with which the impounded water of the last flood tide
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sed out of the estuary, and so were effective in reducing the head
ack pressure against the succeeding incoming tide .
dal bores of great violence had been recorded as passing up the
noels at times since the earlier observations had been made, notably
exceptionally heavy one in September, 1921, in which a small
ner was capsized and lost, with a loss of about 130 lives .
OTHER CHANGES IN . ESTUARY

The observations made upon and from the Sonoran shore in 1929
ere continued for a period of about ten days, covering two periods of
pring tides, and the intervening neap tides . The general character of
he changes in the tidal channels, as contrasted with the conditions
went--five years previously, appeared to be towards the development
a main arterial outlet extending from the Colorado-Hardy junction
tic vicinity of Montague Island . It was noticeably direct in alignent, fairly uniform in width, and apparently so in depth at extreme
low water periods . The former tendency to cross the estuary from
shore to shore seemed to be lacking . The western entrance to the river,
between Montague Island and the Californian shore, although not very
plainly discernible from observation points on the Sonoran side of
he estuary, appeared to be passing most of the outflowing tide and to
contain a continuous channel even at periods of extreme low water .
On the Sonoran flood-plain area, which could be examined in detail,
radical changes were found to have taken place in the quantity and
character of the driftwood and other river-derived matter with which
the surface had formerly been so thickly covered . No recently deposited
material was found except occasional loose masses of salt-grass, tule
roots, and other transitory debris . Willow, cottonwood, poplar, and
ether light woods, which had formerly formed the bulk of the widely
dispersed drift material, had disappeared entirely . Massive logs, timberiling and railroad cross-ties of cedar, pitch pine, redwood, or oak, all
of which are resistant to decay, alone remained of the larger and heavier
tter.
Increased surface salinity was also very noticeable, and there was no
pearance of recently deposited detrital matter along the beds or margins
drainage sloughs or channels.
The lower course of the Santa Clara Slough was also examined and
found to have lost its former appearance of a fresh-water streamand to have become a salt-water tidal channel . The entrance had
Baled somewhat, and the great expanse of tidal flats which lie across
narrow shore-channel opposite the entrance had increased in height
become better defined and existed as an island at nearly all periods
, the tide .
7
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The general appearance in this vicinity was that of stability or
tion, rather than of the depletion which was so noticeable in th
reaches of the estuary .
CONDITIONS IN THE MACUATA BASIN, 1920-1930

No marked changes or developments took place in the M
Basin during the 1920-1930 decade . The summer flood of 1923, ;1
ing a maximum discharge of approximately ioo,ooo secondmeasured at Yuma in June, caused an inundation over practicali
entire alluvial area in the early autumn, with the development of
broad, shallow channels from the Hardy towards the head of the
rancas . These were observed at the end of 1924 as being still op
and little obstructed by vegetation .
Some attempts were being made at about the same time by Mexican
interests to open some of the region for development by means of aril
ficial channels from the Hardy .
The varying phases of the distribution of the river water brow
about by the diversion from the established channel in 1922 caused it to
spread out over a wide frontal zone as it approached the Hardy, a
though the weight of the outflowing pressure was generally dire
towards a point, or points, below the Macuata outflow .
A limited quantity of water reached the barrancas in 1927, an
somewhat greater quantity in 1928, but it was not until the great
sustained flood season of 1929 that the 1923 level was again approac
During all this period the silt content of the invading water was I
as the result of the straining and clarifying process that it had undergo
through the penetration of dense thickets of vegetation, through t
stilling and consequent settling in paludal areas, and by final es, :ape
towards the Hardy through further vegetal screens .
As the river entered and enlarged the newly excavated Vacanor
Canal in the autumn of 1929, the flood pressure towards the Macu
Basin was definitely relieved, and it has since been negligible .
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CHAPTER VII
PECTS OF STABILITY AND A TIDEWATER OUTLET
(1930-1935)

No radical changes in channel development have taken place in the
delta since 1930, activity having been confined to a restricted zone of
which the eastern limit has been the approximate alignment of the old
navigable channel of the Colorado River and the western limit has been
the present course of the river through the Vacanora cutting . Such
changes as have taken place have been practically confined to the developuaent of minor distributaries in this mesopotamian region, with some
silght adjustments in the series of bends through which the river enters
the Vacanora channel and some recessive cutting and " fingering out " in
the confluent system which finally delivers the residue of the water into
tidewater in -the Hardy .
The. dominant morphographical feature of the period has been the
upbuilding and lateral extension of the great deltaic fan which began
to obstruct the lower end of the Vacanora cut soon after the water was
admitted to it in 1929 .
Ponding began to take place above this barrier, leading to the development of swamp and indeterminate drainage upon either flank but
especially upon the eastern one . With the river discharge standing at
5,ooo second-feet or less, practically all water reaching tidewater has
since found an outlet in this direction, trespassing in part upon the
abandoned meander zone of the old navigable channel and then following
almost due southerly course to tidewater . In seasons of flood the
Water spreads over and to both sides of the barrier, extending as far
swards the west as the channel of the Pescadero but being still confined
to the eastward by the slightly rising ground which defines the former
alignments of the river down this side of the delta .
MODERATE FLOOD OF EARLY SUMMER, 1930

The period under consideration began, in 1930, with a summer flood
very moderate dimensions, the maximum discharge at Yuma during
Pint- only reaching 53,000 second-feet, the mean for the month 45,000
~c and-feet, and the total discharge 2,810,000 acre-feet.
Such subnormal conditions during the season when vegetational growth
i . at its height were favorable for the dispersal and deposition of the
detrital burden of the water to the full extent of the limited overflow, al-
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though not for the development of new and more efficient drainage cba
nels and distributaries. As the river discharge dropped rapidly dur
July and the lately inundated areas again became accessible for exa
nation, it was found that deposition had noticeably increased over t
surface and along the margins of the new fan and that the impounding
the river water and further development of the paludal areas was a
very marked .
Although the flood had been moderate and of short duration, t
comparative scantiness of the vegetal covering throughout the regi
subject to the annual inundation and the cumulative effect of the p
vious seasons of limited water supply had allowed water to find its w
into the Pescadero in considerable volume for a period of two or m
weeks, carrying a bank-to-bank flow into the Hardy through its dee
cut channel . This water reached the head of the Pescadero through t
1923 cutting from the Abejas channel and across the intervening e
panses of partially dried swamp land, but flood pressure was alrea
being definitely transferred from west to east, and the Pescadero a
Rodriguez Levees no longer had to withstand direct attack except a
periods of extremely high water .
FINDING AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE HULL OF IVES ' S

1

f'-1 t

it

"

EXPLORER

As the region between the Vacanora channel and the meander zone
of the old navigable channel of the Colorado was at this time becoming
the more important, in view of possible developments, attention was concentrated in that direction, and it was subjected to periodical examination . In connection with this work an interesting bit of river history'.
was revealed . During the winter of 1929-1930 a surveying party had ;
found and reported their discovery of the partially buried hull of what,
had apparently been an iron shallow-draft steamer (Fig . 10) . It was
found at a considerable distance from any active river channel and had obviously been in the same position for many years . A further investigation
was undertaken during July, the hull was visited and its position estab
lished approximately as latitude 32° 20' N. and longitude 114° 56' W .
The interior had been cleared of sand and other deposits, and enough
excavating had been done on the outside to show its construction and
condition clearly . The dimensions were recognized as agreeing closely
with those of the Explorer with which Lieutenant Ives made his exploratory voyage up the Colorado in 1858, but, other than this, there
seemed at first little by which it could be identified . A closer examination showed, however, that the hull had been constructed in eight sections,
as Ives had described the Explorer, and that these had been rather
roughly, and perhaps hurriedly, assembled, suggesting such field conditions as are mentioned in his report .
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search for further clues and corroborative detail was still more
suecessf tl and led to the identification of the hull as that of the Explorer
beyond any reasonable doubt .
Ser i ou s misgivings had been entertained by Ives and his companions
concerns ig the seaworthiness of the little steamer as she was being
assembled at the mouth of the river, and the measures taken to remedy
the traut ;le have been described above in Chapter I . It will be recalled
that, is order to prevent risk of foundering, iron patches had been
riveted over the lower ends of the too deeply cut slots in her transom
through which passed the connecting rods that actuated her stern wheel .
examination of the fragments of the transom still remaining ate to the rest of the rediscovered hull showed the slots with rough
es still covering their lower ends (Fig . ii), precisely as described .
ther structural defect, it will be remembered, was remedied by Ives
sting two massive timbers longitudinally beneath her bottom, in the
tion of bilge keels to stiffen her hull . Although all traces of timber
disappeared at the time the examination of the remains was made,
loose bolts were found extending through her bilges, which had
ly supported some such strengthening structure . Her identity was,
efore, considered as having been fully established, and her present
tion became a matter of interest . She remains, as she was discovered,
n open flat, surrounded by dense thickets of brush and trees of
u e growth, with no evidence in the immediate vicinity of any
ent channel or lagoon .
ecords were searched for further details concerning her history in
an effort to discover how, or within what period, a section of active
channel through which she might have reached her present situation
had been transformed into an open glade with a level surface . The
pnains of a portion of the Ockerson Levee (see pp . 65-66), which had
n hurriedly constructed in i9ro-i9ii at an average distance of about
• feet west of the channel, were found near at hand, but apart from
there is no evidence of the proximity of the former river . According
I ves, the Explorer only remained in the possession of the Governht for a period of about six months, and was in active service less
ninety days . She was then sold, at Yuma, to a local company .
is completes her history, as given in his report .
Further investigation of contemporary newspapers disclosed the
additional information that she was subsequently employed in carrying
wood and other rough local freight in the vicinity of Yuma . She ultimately got out of control, probably during flood conditions, when coming
Cut of the mouth of the Gila, was secured and made fast to the bank
somewhere near Pilot Knob, but again broke away and drifted down
into Mexican territory and was lost sight of . No details are available
as to when or how her boiler or engines were salvaged, and unfor-
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tunately no direct information is available as to the date of her disappearance . Other ascertained facts, however, make it probable that it
was not later than 1865 .
The Ives map shows the main channel of the river more than a mile
west of the position in which the hull was found, and the latest alignment
of the navigable channel before the water abandoned it in 1909 was well
to the eastward of it, so that, although it lies at some distance from any
present or recent course of the river, it is well within the meander zone
which has been occupied by recorded channel changes since the time
of the Ives survey .
SHORT FLOOD OF AUGUST, 1930

Following the very moderate flood of the early summer in 1930
another apid rise to k place arly in Aug st, the water coming prin-y
cipally from the Little Colorado and San Juan Rivers and being heavily
burdened with the red silt which is characteristic of the basins of these
two streams . This distinctive material was easily recognizable after the
subsidence of the inundation, of which it clearly marked the limits . Each
flood occurring at this time was observed to extend a little farther towards
the east and towards the former river alignment for corresponding
volume of discharge, indicating that the shallow trough between th
Vacanora channel and the alignment of the old navigable channel was
gradually filling up as each successive intervening zone had done with the
eastward shifts of the river from the Paredones to the Vacanora . A
this time the flood water from the west almost reached the hull of the

Explorer .

The Vacanora channel had been excavated in the early part of 192f),
with an average gradient of about 2 feet to the mile, or a total of
approximately 40 feet to the point at which the barrier fan began t~
form. In comparison with the fall of about one foot to the mile in t
original Abejas channel it afforded a more favorable outlet for t
river water than either the Abejas or the later Pescadero cutting had
done, and it was anticipated that it would speedily develop into a true
degrading and scouring channel, perhaps into a direct cut into tidewater .
In spite of the favorable gradient, however, lateral " whipping," with
the development of abrupt crossings and short radius bends, began to
take place almost as soon as the full weight of the river current entered
it. This tendency was very plainly shown in an air photograph taken
above the channel in July, 1931 (Fig . 5o) .
The August flood was of short duration, but was sufficient to refill
the distributary channels and the associated paludal areas and to allow a
moderate quantity of the settled and clarified water to reach the Hardy .
The volume of this paludal effluent steadily decreased as winter
approached .
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INCREASES EFFECT

OF EVAPORATION

The river remained at a very low stage until the last week in February,
I931, and the entire flow passing Yuma was diverted for several weeks
into t he Imperial Canal intake, the river bed below that point being
entir ly dry .
TI e February freshet was a local one, the water coming principally
fron the Gila, in sufficient volume to raise the discharge to about
17,oo0 second-feet, although very briefly, but not enough to do more
in th distributary area than again to fill the swamps and replenish the
dwin fling stream into tidewater .
The prevailing and continuing low stage of the river during the early
rvonti)s of I93I had the effect of adding marginally to the barriers of
vegetation along the channels and around the lagoons, although without
the d,welopment of any new relief channels . The net result, therefore,
was steady accumulation of impeded and trapped detrital matter in the
regio' and an increasing difficulty for the water in finding an exit .
` . th the prevailing high temperatures and low humidity in the Colorado lelta evaporation takes a heavy toll of water so widely distributed
fn sh iillow channels and lagoons . Percolation through the porous soil
is al , ) rapid, so that a flow of as much as I,ooo second-feet may disapprr within the course of a few miles, under such conditions as
exist( d about the lower end of the Vacanora channel during the dry
sprin,,; months of 1931 . Instances were observed and reported, in
carry ng out the field studies, where the steadily diminishing flow through
an open channel appeared to end abruptly and absolutely against small
masks of drift or other impediments, so that it was possible to step
arbor literally from the end of a still-moving stream and find dry
ground in all other directions .
The spring flood, which arrived towards the end of April, was again
a very moderate one, only very briefly reaching a maximum discharge
o 30„000 second-feet at Yuma and thereafter subsiding rapidly .
ABSENCE OF SUMMER FLOOD IN

1931

AND ITS EFFECT ON

PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE

D .iring August and September the river dropped far below any previously recorded stages for any season of the year . Minimum readings
of 1,ss than 250 second-feet were obtained upon several occasions at
the Yuma gauging station, while the maximum daily discharge barely
reacted I,ooo second-feet for some weeks . The entire residual flow passing Yuma was necessarily diverted into the Imperial Canal as soon as
tt fell below the normal daily requirements of the communities in the
Imperial Valley, and, as the supply further diminished, a hastily drawn
up international agreement was entered into by water-users upon both

sides of the boundary for the rigid rationing of water . A brief 13
flood, accompanied by heavy local rains, gave some temporary relief
August to domestic users and irrigation interests, but had little or
visible effect in changing conditions in the lower delta, and it was
until October that water in any quantity was again passing Yuma
flowing towards the Gulf .
This prolonged, and perhaps unprecedented, water shortage was u
served to have reacted very severely upon plant life in those porti6
of the delta in which the only source of soil moisture is the periodil
overflow from the river . Large tracts of country, untouched by inun
tion for two successive seasons, were bare and dry . Wild rice (Um
palmeri), quelite (Amaranthus palmeri), wild flax (Sesbania mac
carpa), and other hygrophilous forms of plant life which normally co
such great areas had either failed to germinate or failed to mature,
the general aspect of the regions normally reached by flood waters, b
which had, at that time, failed to receive more than the scantiest su p
during the preceding two years, was one of arid desolation .
Extensive beds of tules (Typha latifolia) had died off or been burn
and had failed to spring up again from the scorched roots . Cottonwoo
and other trees dependent upon a readily accessible water supply a
not sufficiently deeply rooted to withstand a prolonged dry period, h
perished by the thousand, adding to the general forlorn appearance of t
timbered sections . Even the belts of seedling willows which ordinar
cover the upper ends of bars and shoals, and line the banks and swat
as the river falls after the spring floods, were noticeably scanty a
stunted in growth . These quick-growing thickets are the most effects
agency for checking bank erosion and the development of overflo
channels when sudden freshets occur, by slackening the velocity of t
rising water and allowing it to spread harmlessly amongst their rooiq
and stems until the competence of the channel to accommodate the added
volume has been increased by bottom scour .
Although vegetation had suffered so severely from the prolonged
water shortage, some of the faunal readjustments were even mot
striking. The various varieties of river fish, which under previou
conditions of ample space for development, plentiful food supply, an
general optimum environment, had existed in almost incredible quan
tities in the river channels, had practically disappeared from the entir
region between the intake of the Imperial Canal and tidewater . Th
river had been dry so frequently during 1930 and 1931 and so man
changes had taken place in the distributing systems during the pr
ceding years, with temporary development and subsequent desiccatio
of widely separated shallow lagoons and backwaters, that condition
had doubtless become intolerable for their continued existence, althoug
occasional freshets had temporarily filled the channels .
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j r, the brackish waters of the Hardy and the upper portion of the
estuary, the gray mullet, carp, and a few other varieties adapted to, or
Iolerant of, such environment were at times observed to be quite plentiful,
aldtougl' even there the lack of the due proportion of fresh water and the
las.„ of much of the former food supply from the river must have
p€ rated adversely both as to their numbers and distribution . With the
astcredd salinity of the estuarial water, salt-water fish were observed
c onsiderable numbers both there and as far up the Hardy as the limit
+~'.e tidal movement .
Although the rise in the river in October, 1931, was sufficient to
eve the situation of the acute water shortage which had existed with
rele
only brief intervals of amelioration throughout the year, it, too, proved
to be of merely moderate duration, and it was followed by another period
of extremely low river which lasted until the beginning of 1932 .
CONDITION OF VACANORA FAN DURING

I
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1931

Very- little physiographic change, other than progressive desiccation,
had tall en place in the subaerial portion of the delta during 1931 . The
fan of detrital material which blocked, although it did not yet entirely
Prevent, the direct passage of water from the Vacanora channel into the
ifardy had nevertheless grown both in area and thickness with each
Ifulsation in river volume during the year (Fig . 69) .
A single small streamway, diverging slightly to the eastward of the
criginal alignment of the Vacanora cutting, still crossed the recently
deposited surface as late as the end of July, carrying water under the
raflroad grade and passing down the frontal slope a mile or more to
the -outh . Most of the other distributaries left the central channel about
where the " ponding " first became perceptible and avoided the growing
central obstruction by making wider detours, principally to the eastward .
err continuity was in most cases lost as a zone of indefinite drainn e-in reality a portion of the widely spread meander belt of the old
it%']< ;able channel-was encountered . Swampy areas began to develop
'l - ile water was still passing through the minor channels, but, as the
i iter season approached, the flow from the upper Colorado basins again
rindled and the whole distributary region became practically dry .
EAVY FLOOD OF FEBRUARY,

1932,

CHARACTERIZED BY CONSECUTIVE

INSTEAD OF CUMULATIVE PEAKS

series of heavy winter storms accompanied by rapidly rising temritures occurred in southern and central Arizona early in February,
2, causing a large volume of water to reach the delta within a few days
I I definitely terminating the long period of water shortage . The storm

period lasted for about ten days and extended with modified int"nsity
into both Utah and Nevada . Flood waters from the Little Colorad,
the Virgin, Bill Williams Fork, and the Gila entered the river in quia,
succession and by their relative volume and sequence, and the charact,T
of the detrital material which was in each instance transported down
stream, produced some remarkable results in the dispersal area .
The discharge from the Little Colorado reached a maximum of abot,t
35,000 second-feet, the crest of the flood entering the Colorado on Fel
ruary 8-9 . Bill Williams Fork contributed two peak discharges, ea .
of about 50,000 second-feet, also on the 8th-9th, and the Gila flo
which was longer sustained, reached its maximum stage of 45
second-feet at its junction with the main stream on February ii .
flow from the Virgin was also heavy, but its identity amongst the o
freshets was lost in passing down the river, before the delta
reached .
The discharge from the upper Colorado remained at about the ordin
winter minimum stage throughout the month, and the combined in$
from any one of the tributaries with the main stream hardly aggrega
more than 55,000 second-feet at the Colorado-Gila junction at any ti
during the period of the flood, but it was sustained quite steadily at a n
that figure .
The manner in which the freshets reached the delta furnished
excellent example of one type of winter flood, in which the seve
increments to the total volume are so timed as to pass down the log
river separately, and therefore comparatively harmlessly, in contr
with the more common form, in which the maximum intensity is e
perienced with the passage of one well-defined crest . A considerate
of the circumstances under which this February flood occurred w
make the matter plain.
The focal point of the storm to which the flood was due was rough
in central and eastern Arizona, where the watersheds of the sever
tributaries through which the water reached the main stream approa
each other very closely, forming a common plexus of drainage system
Having entered one or the other of these, however, the storm wate
must travel by greatly varying distances in order to reach the common
meeting point for all at the Colorado-Gila junction . A natural lag
from five to ten days, dependent upon the stage of the Colorado, will
occur between the time at which storm water leaving this central
region by way of the Hassayampa, Agua Fria or Verde, and the Gila
reaches the junction point and that which must find its way throug
some of the northward-flowing streams tributary to the Little Colorado .
The Bill Williams quota would fall in somewhere between the other
two, the actual amount again somewhat depending on the stage and
rapidity of current in the Colorado .
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ects of a given volume of storm water, delivered either in the
form of a single-crested, or of a multi-crested flood, may obviously vary
v ery greatly . Floods of the first type practically destroyed Yuma in
189, and have caused great local damage at other times . A flood of the
,1, uhi..crested type may, on the other hand, be instrumental in moving
larger yardage of detrital matter or of distributing it in an entirely
planner .
TRITAL DISCHARGE OF BILL WILLIAMS FORK IN THIS FLOOD
AND ITS DEPOSITION ON THE VACANORA FAN

The most important feature of this severe winter storm, in its relationship to physiographic developments in the delta, was the great and
pid discharge from the Bill Williams Fork . This tributary of the
Colorado, the only one entering it between its exit from the canyon
section and the mouth of the Gila, is a typical desert waterway . It has a
catchanent area of approximately 5,500 square miles, drains nearly the
whale of west-central Arizona, which is largely a sand and sandstone
on, and contributes, during seasons of flood, a great quantity of
oarse,
heavy, detrital material to the rolling, saltatory, or bottom load
C
in the river, as distinguished from the purely suspended matter which
ivea the Colorado its color and its name .
The junction with the Colorado is such that this load is projected
t almost at right angles, and at times of extreme flood conditions
tes a tendency to accumulate as a great obstructive bar or shoal in
the main channel . The "Bill Williams bar," following floods from the
Ark was well known to the steamboat men and was recognized as one
th possible hindrances to navigation .
character of the material is such that, lacking coherence ; it is
zly swept away as a saltatory or rolling increment to the burden
ready being transported by the water . Under certain conditions of
-flow the movement seems to take place very rapidly, producing
,e shifting bottom, with rapid changes in water depth, as the mass
a.dvauces .
In this case, sustained by the flood waters from the Little Colorado
and the Virgin, the river remained in spate for a sufficient length of
time to clear the channel and to carry the detrital load emerging from
Bill Williams Fork down to the Gila junction, where a further reinforce.nent of the current and a fresh impetus to the moving load would take
lace The steep gradient and direct course of the Vacanora channel
ssisted the further free movement of the load until the current virtually
ceased at the breaking up of the main stream, and the water began to
spread through the small branching channels and over the surface of
the fan .

I

Deposition at and beyond this point began to take place very
the material, as was disclosed by an examination made later
distinctive and differing in appearance and texture from that pr,,
deposited over the same area .
The embankment of the Mexicali and Gulf Railroad, raised a
feet above the general ground surface, was quickly reached, invade
submerged by the advancing layer to a depth averaging two or m
along a frontage of 1-1 to 2 miles .
As the river fell, it was found that the submersion of the pn,yl(
ground surface had extended, as a gradually thinning tongue, for full
two miles beyond the line of the railroad grade and that the a n
of new material brought in during the brief period of the floe I r
much greater than in any instance previously indicated and that f
io,ooo,ooo cubic yards of comparatively coarse and readily distin
able material had been distributed .
Many of the smaller channels which had been developed upo
about the surface of the areas of deposition before these had
amalgamated and overlaid by the great February invasion had
filled, diverted, or wholly obliterated, and, as the vegetal covering
everywhere been sparse and stunted as a result of the prolonged p,
of inadequate water supply, the new material emerged as a great
panse of bare sand, with a surface mostly in low relief, but crossed
and there by deeper and better defined channels . This condition
appearance lasted until, with the approach of spring, the usual t
growth of annuals again took place .
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FLOOD OF SPRING AND AUTUMN, 1932

The February flood was followed by a gradually falling river
the earlier part of May, when the discharge at Yuma had dropped
about 27,000 second-feet . The spring rise then began to appear fr
the upper basins, in which the snowfall during the 1931-1932 wl
period had been extremely heavy, and rising temperatures unseason
early .
The crest of the flood passed through the Grand Canyon in
middle of May, the discharge having doubled from 45,000 to 90,
second-feet within a week and rapidly peaking up to over loo,
second-feet . The passage of the flood through the lower valleys ,~
nevertheless unusually slow, and it was not until early in June that i'
reached the delta . The resulting inundation there was very widesprea , l,
water finding its way into dry lagoons and other depressions in 1
region to the eastward of the Vacanora channel which had not receic ,
flood waters for a period of twenty years . To the westward it extenc'_'i1
to the Rodriguez Levee, while to the southwestward it filled the lower
Pescadero basin, flooded the Hardy channel and associated sloughs abo'it
C
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the h,, se of the Sierra Mayor, and escaped in considerable volume into
he Vlacuata Basin, filling the Laguna Salada to a length of 8 or 9 miles .
t
As the water receded it was found that deposition had again been
hea,y over the surface of the Vacanora fan in the vicinity of the Mexicali
and Gul i Railroad but that no important channel changes had taken place
in the distributory system .
Another flash flood appeared in September, the result of heavy
autumnal precipitation in the San Juan and other up-river basins . The
peak discharge was about 50,000 second-feet as it emerged from the
canyon section, but it flattened down to very moderate dimensions
before reaching the dispersal area and produced little effect other than
refilling a few more of the minor channels.
The winter of 1932-1933 passed with the river again at a low stage
and no great change or surface deposition took place in the region in
which tie activity has been greatest during the three preceding years .
CONTRASTED TYPES OF DEPOSITION

Recent examinations of the surface layers of the newly deposited
measures in the vicinity of the Mexicali-Gulf railroad grade, and a
comparison between the material laid down from the summer flood of
1932 and that brought in during the February series of freshets, have
again demonstrated the different character of the two . The more recent
is the typical material which forms most of the fans, overlays, and
riparian ridges throughout the delta, excessively fine, in fact almost
impalpable in texture when dry and easily moved by the wind before it
is secured by vegetation . The February accession, which at the point
examined forms the bulk of the deposit, is coarser in grain, lacking in
coherence when moistened, and, as viewed under low power with the
microscope, is principally composed of minute angular or roughly
spherical fragments of silica, which pack readily and are generally
immobile in moderate air currents . Such material corresponds closely
with that postulated by Gilbert 1 as being susceptible to transportation
either by rolling or saltation, at current velocities equivalent to those
in the lower Colorado . This is more fully discussed later (pp . 134 -1 35) .
t'

THE HARDY AND ITS ASSOCIATED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

It is highly probable that when the Colorado diverged to the westward
and found an outlet to tidewater by way of the Hardy, it was
again covering ground, and possibly occupying vestigial portions of
channels, over or through which its waters had passed during earlier
swings to this margin of the delta .
. The material composing the surface layers, exposed in the banks
of deeply cut channels in the region bordering the bajadas of the
in 89oo~

'G . K . Gilbert : The Transportation of Debris by Running Water, U . S. Geol. Survey

Prof. Paprr No. 86, Washington, 1914, p. Ir .

Cocopa Mountains and extending eastwardly towards the head of t
estuary, differs materially from that present in the corresponding lay
on the Sonoran side or in most other parts of the delta, in that it conty
a much greater admixture of argillaceous matter, doubtless derived f
the granites of the Cocopas and from the muds, marls, and beck
scoriae of the Cerro Prieto and its associated volcanic extrusion,
overlays. In consequence of the presence of this tenacious comp(,
of the soil, bank-erosion and changes in channel alignment take
much more slowly than elsewhere, and the Hardy is enabled to
its general course and function as a well-defined drainage system
spective of changes in the river .
The Colorado has doubtless found an outlet to the estuary a
sea in this direction more than once within comparatively recent
and was probably doing so, at least for much of its water, when b
under the observation of Father Consag, Hardy, and the Patties
common usage of the Hardy channel has now lasted continuously
1909, the Colorado water entering it at different points, as detailed
Since the diversion through the Vacanora channel in 1929, wi
upbuilding of the great fan and the further detouring of the
around this growing obstruction, debouchment has taken place s
or 8 miles to the northwest of the point at which the junction exist
189o . This corresponds to a channel distance of about 20 miles thrcu'
the present convolutions of the Hardy channel, and for so far, at least,
the Hardy is still the Colorado .
When the river broke away from the Abejas channel in 1g2q and
entered the Vacanora cutting, with its steep and favorable gradients
and general direction somewhat to the west of south, there seemed to be
strong probability that a direct opening into tidewater at or about this of
junction point would be developed within a flood season or two . The
extremely low water stages of the river during 193o and 1931, follower
by the rapid upbuilding of the barrier fan around the foot of the o
channel in the early spring of 1932, removed the immediate prospect
this and caused the water, as described above, to seek circuitous rout
through a network of minor channels and partially swamped areas,
order to avoid the growing obstruction . This condition of indefina
drainage still exists, although the actual delivery of the residue of
river water into tidewater now takes place through one or the other
two roughly parallel drainage systems which have been developed acr
the zone of tule swamps and alkaline or semi-tidal flats which lie betwt
the advancing " toe " of the barrier and the Hardy .
REVIVAL OF BOAT SLOUGH

A portion of Boat Slough, which formerly connected the Colorado
channel with the Hardy, and which was first examined and roughly
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u, :894 (Fig . 18), has been captured by the more direct and
rsiapped
r
defir1I'd
of these two systems and has now become an active channel
l,-,
the principal outlet to tidewater for the Colorado .
and
p ri o r to the abandonment of the old navigable channel of the river in
Boat Slough averaged some co feet in width and had at least 5 feet
Y9o,),
of water in most places . The current was sluggish and set normally
towards the west, although, as the whole channel came slightly within
tidal influence, this was sometimes locally reversed at the periods of
the sprint; tides . When the slough was first examined it was entered
from the Colorado end through a thick growth of willows and cotton. The country
woods, the belt of timber being about half a mile in width
hen became open and savana-like in character and appeared for the
most part to have been free from recent overflow . Tule swamps were
terwards encountered, and these became more frequent as the Hardy
was approached . The total length of the main waterway was estimated
at tt)out a8 miles, the first io miles after leaving the Colorado channel
l nvfng a general direction about 10° north of west (N 8o ° W) and the
remaining 8 a course of about io° west of south (S 10 ° W) to the
Hardy . There were numerous connecting channels amongst the tules
Which materially increased the total length of the system and added to its
complexity . These were, only superficially examined, and none of them
wa,i explored . Although there was little current in the main channel
there appeared to be a tendency, observable in some of the subsidiary
channels, for a movement of water towards the south and down the general slope of the delta . This was taken to indicate that additional openings into tidewater might exist in that direction . The Colorado was in a
condition of flood at the time of the initial journey through the channel,
but no actual streams were observed bringing water from the north .
After the abandonment of the old navigable channel in 1909 the
eastern end of this cross channel appears to have silted up or to have
been filled, or at least lost its continuity, through local deposition . The
southern arm, extending from the central bend in the system southwards
Into the Hardy, has probably always remained open and has carried a
certain amount of flood water into tidewater . It was apparently functioning in this manner in 1931, when it was provisionally identified, in
some air views taken above the region, as a part of Boat Slough . The
identification was afterwards confirmed by an examination of former
field notes covering the region . Other air views, taken in 1927, although
not accessible until four years later, also showed it in practically the
same condition at that time . It was then in communication with, and
draining, the great paludal areas which had developed about the lower
end of the Pescadero diversion .
When the supply of water from this course was cut off in 193o, by
the full diversion of the river into the Vacanora channel, it appears to
have gradually collected most of the drainage from both sides of the
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growing obstructive fan and to have retained its status as the in,
portant tributary of the Hardy east of the Pescadero .
Had the river succeeded in reopening direct communication w
sea in I93o by the way of the Vacanora channel, as appeared at th
quite possible, this remnant of Boat Slough would undoubtedly=
developed into the connecting link with tidewater . With the f
diversion of the water towards the east, however, an additional, a t
more indefinite, relief system has developed, which has since h
capable of carrying a substantial proportion of the Colorado water to
the sea. This, too, has probably developed in great part through pre
existing sloughs and vestigial remains of former channels . It is at the
present time extremely tortuous and complicated and is interrupted in
several places by tule swamps and thickets . It passes for some distance
over ground which was occupied by the old main river channel at the
time of the Ives survey but works off again into the tule beds tawards
a direct junction with the Hardy, ignoring the region of the old semi :
tidal reaches of the river between the Colonia Lerdo mesa and the hea
of the estuary.
Both of these routes between the Vacanora swamp area and tidewa
have been undergoing active, although intermittent, development st
I93o, and heavy scour has been taking place in the beds of both,
the formation of temporary rapids and slight falls as the gradient of
thalweg has justified itself in the more or less friable material thro
which they are excavating their channels .
The presence of the great expanses of matted tule growth which co
most of the region is the principal cause of the intricacy of cha
development . This surface covering is so dense and so resistant to
moval by running water that channel enlargement and extension
erally takes place by a process of undercutting and "fingering
rather than by direct erosion and progression up the line of surf
drainage .

i

ELEVATIONS IN THE LOWER DELTA IN THE LIGHT OF THE
FIGURE FOR SEA LEVEL
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The comparatively steep fall, as evidenced by the rapid bed-cutting,
of these active and still developing stream-ways has brought into prominence the question of elevations and relative levels in this part of the
delta.
The general surface level of the region in which the Vacanora canal'
extension and the Mexicali and Gulf Railroad grade intersected r
I93o was at that time about 35 feet above reputed "sea level," base
upon the datum in general use in the Imperial Valley and commonly
accepted for practical purposes by all the irrigation organizations operas
ing in the delta . It was originally derived from the accepted mean loth
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er datum of the Pacific Coast and differs by something over 6 feet
m

an alternative basic level, presumably derived from the same
e , recognized by the engineering staff of the Mexicali and Gulf

,The two systems came into conflict at the point at which the Rodriguez
ee crossed the railroad grade . The datum accepted by the irrigation
panies has been adhered to in making the following brief analysis
of the final adjustments which may be necessary in closing to sea level
t the head of the Gulf .
Assuming the 35-foot surface level as correct in 1930, the surface
level upon the crest, or apex, of the invading cone of detrital material
rose Sharply during the spring and summer of 1932, to approximately
feet, and was at the same time extended in a southerly direction withappreciable fall fully two miles beyond the Vacanora-railroad interThe distance from this intersection to the junction of the Hardy
Boat Slough outlet is approximately 14 miles, and the difference
ations, as they existed prior to the additional deposition, about
or slightly less than 2 feet to the mile . The distance of the front
the comparatively level upper surface of the new deposition from
rdy-Boat Slough junction is not more than 12 miles, and the
;ice in elevation between the two points fully 35 feet, or approxi3 feet to the mile . This is a steeper grade than that under which
friable materials that form the upper layers of the delta formation
.rill usually stand up when subjected to the action of running water . Recessi- . e cutting and scouring-out of the beds of channels passing down this
comparatively steep slope may therefore be anticipated .
Although these levels and gradients may be considered as being fairly
well established with reference to the datum commonly used in the delta,
their relationship to actual mean sea level at the head of the Gulf, and
hence to the basic drainage level, is much more obscure .
,yea level " at the mouth of the Colorado River is a very indefinite
term, as its relationship to mean sea level upon the outer Pacific coast
has rent yet been established and can only be surmised until certain
poss :hle modifying factors have been satisfactorily determined and allowed for . In order of importance these are : (I) the elements of the
semi-diurnal tidal waves as they approach the head of the Gulf of California, and as they are influenced by the depth and configuration of the
Gulf itself ; (2) the actual, and still imperfectly established, tidal range ;
and ( 3), perhaps equally as important as either of the others, the relationship between the enormous amount of evaporation which takes place
front the surface of the Gulf water under the prevailing atmospheric
conditions and the countervailing but varying inflow from the Coloradoalm( ,t the sole source of replenishment in a climate in which the annual
precipitation is only 2 or 3 inches .
8

" Mean low water " may therefore, when accurately determined at tl
:~
head of the Gulf, quite conceivably show a discrepancy from the
established level of the outer coast, which has been provisionally pro_
jected into the delta, a discrepancy measurable not only in inclies t ,
ut
possibly in feet . Such an error, great or small, will be concentratf d into the narrowing zone between the established relative levels ale ug the
Mexicali and Gulf Railroad grade and the actual effective d - ainage
level at the river mouth .
The fall of 40 to 45 feet which exists between the surface of t e new
deposition and low water in the Hardy is very unevenly distributed i
the beds of the channels of the two drainage systems in their ; , resort
stage of development . Both are undergoing an active process of degrfl_
dation, but most of the erosion is taking place in certain sections in
which the bed material is easily removable or in which local obstructions :
have previously arrested it . In the larger and more fully dev eloped ;
channel, mentioned above as connecting with the old Boat Slougl outl
to the Hardy, a series of rapids, several miles in total length, occur,,
where the channel descends the frontal slope of the new deposition, w
in the other channel a series still exists at the lower end which is pen
ically drowned by the tide. The beds of both channels have been ex
fined in the vicinity of the railroad grade, and both were found to
exhibiting unmistakable signs of rapid erosion, having well-sco,u
surfaces of compacted material over which the current was flowing
comparatively uniform depth .
DEVELOPMENT OF A DEFINITE TIDAL CHANNEL OUTLET AT THE
MOUTH OF THE HARDY

Depletion of previously laid-down deposits in the estuary and
the adjacent surfaces of the great tidal flats and flood plains was es
cially noticeable during the low-water period of 1930-1931, and, althou
greater quantities of water, containing appreciable amounts of suspend
matter, reached tidewater in 1932, the general process of channel sco
through the tidal zone was continued or at least merely locally a
temporarily arrested .
A well-defined and unobstructed low-water tidal channel has bee
gradually developed the whole length of the estuary and now exten
for at least twenty miles above the point at which the Colorado-Har
junction took place at the time of the Ives survey . It is perhaps wort
of note that Hardy himself found and noted similar conditions when h
designated as the Colorado the channel up which he worked with th
Bruja . Being effectively scoured out, clear of drift and other obstruction
and direct in alignment, it operates as a very efficient drainage syste
even at periods of extreme low tide and, if it has not already reached it, I
is probably approaching very closely to the basic drainage level corre
sponding to actual low water at the head of the Gulf .
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ve the outlet of the Pescadero, the Hardy shoals very rapidly and
es a mere tidal backwater . No water now enters it directly except
ons of very high river or while the paludal areas above are being
when the river discharge
n i . During the flood-season of 1932,
second-feet,
much flood water
90,000
reached a peak at Yuma of about
crossed the channel and found its way into the Macuata Basin, filling the
Laguna Salada to a higher level than it had reached since 1926 . The
movement of water in any considerable volume towards the west side of
the Cocopa Mountains is nearly always due to the simultaneous presence,
in the region from which overflow takes place, of river flood water in
tirmsu., l volume and exceptional tidal pressure . The flood tide obstructs
and reverses, in less or greater degree, the downward flow of the river
water towards the sea, surcharging the channel by the development of
a tidal wave with an upstream movement, which attains its culmination
in the advancing zone in which the two forces neutralize each other .
The presence or passage of such waves augment or sustain the overbank
flow i )to and through the barrancas, and, as previously pointed out,
their r ~currence may have been instrumental in the excavation of these
deepl cut channels . It should be remembered that under the conditions
of gnat tidal impulses and excessively low gradients which obtain in
and about the mouth of the Colorado, the momentum of the moving
mass of water becomes relatively important, as compared with mere
char: ., ,, s of static pressure, in controlling the topography of the region
subjec to tidal influence .
A i •I rther effect of the gradually increasing volume of tidal movement in the Hardy channel, due to continued depletion and scour, has
been the correspondingly greater distance upstream at which the tidal
influence has become perceptible . This tendency will doubtless reverse
1 an , l when increasing quantities of suspended and propelled detrital
matter again reach the region through the re-opening of direct communication with the river above .
Dd .t LETION OF DEPOSITS AND DECREASE OF DRIFTWOOD ON ESTUARY
FLOOD PLAIN

Depletion of previously laid-down deposits in the estuary has extended
C the flood-plains upon either side . Upon the Sonoran side, especially,
thc• effect has become very noticeable . The accumulations of driftwood
qnd other river debris which were so widespread and conspicuous 30 or
ears ago but which had already noticeably decreased when a previous
amination of this side of the estuary was made in 1929, have since
windled still more . The marvellous amount of this drift material when
he river was carrying its several burdens freely into tidewater was one
of the most striking features of the lower delta (Fig . 20) and was good
tt'idence of the vigor with which deposition was proceeding at that time .
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The drift which reached the northeastern shore of the estuary Was .
chiefly deposited along a belt or zone some two miles or more back fr-oi
the shore, which appeared to represent the " reach " of the average high
tide . Here it accumulated in great fields and windrows which collective
formed a sort of low ridge or crest, roughly parallel to the shore, : an
barred further movement of the flood tide inland except at period
exceptionally high spring tides .
The slope beyond drained inland towards Santa Clara Slough, and
the seaward side drained back towards the estuary through occasional
shallow depressions which here and there united to form deeper chant, s
cutting through the shore line .
At the present time the fields of driftwood have almost disappear( ,a,
the slight ridge which they helped to form is barely discernible, the
seaward slope has become steeper and is almost entirely free from debt ;
and the drainage channels have in general become deeper and l i
choked by deposits of soft mud .
Upon the opposite shore of the estuary depletion has taken place up~d
the same general lines, although much more water has sought an outlq
towards the sea in this direction than upon the Sonoran side and ha
left more drift and other debris as evidence . Surplus flood-water ent(rr,
ing and crossing the Hardy below the series of depressions leading int( .
the Macuata Basin has always spread in the form of a sheet flood toward,
the southeast, much of it reaching the sea in a rather indefinite manor
below Sargent's Point . Definite back-drainage has never, or at leas
not recently, existed upon this margin of the delta . Dunes and expanseil
of wind-blown sand, into which the alluvium merges almost imperceptible
in many places, have probably interfered with its development . While"'
general surface denudation does not appear to have been so great upon
this as upon the Sonoran side of the estuary, erosion and recession )f
the shore line below Sargent's Point has undoubtedly been extensive .
PRESENT

STATUS

OF

OMETEPES

BAY

In connection with the general changes which have undoubtedly taken
place in the southwesterly prolongation of the areas containing alluvial'
deposits in recent years, Kniffen has reported' some interesting facts
concerning the present status of the almost legendary Ometepes Bay, the
entrance to which was featured in charts originating with the Narragansett expedition as existing in latitude 31 0 29' N . upon the Californian
shore . Kniffen states, upon the authority of a local fisherman, that three
channels now connect it with the sea and that it again exists as a definite
body of land-locked water.
2

F . B . Kniffen : The Natural Landscape of the Colorado Delta,
in Geogr., 1932, p . 178.
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Search was repeatedly and systematically made during the period of
msxim .t m deposition in the lower delta (1891 to 1904) for any sign
f an opening in the shoreline in or about this latitude corresponding to
the position and description given in the charts and " Gulf Pilot "
current at that time, although entirely without success . Apparently,
neither the entrance nor the bay itself was actually seen by members of
the Narragansett party, but they were reported upon as having been
discovered by the crew of a vessel named the Ometepes at some earlier,
although unspecified time .
As searches ashore also failed to disclose anything more than a salada
,;-mod extensive mud flats (Fig . 56) in the region supposed to be occupied
by the bay, the evidence was considered to be conclusive that it had ceased
o exist . This opinion was confirmed by a rather brief and not altogether
tisfactory reconnaissance made from the landward side in 1925 .
Kniffen's informant states that communication with the bay now exists
rt ugh a long coastwise lagoon leading up from the south . This local
cature has also been examined at times, although no inland opening
m the northern end was ever observed . It extends from about latitude
15' to 31° 26' N ., following along the landward side of a barrier
tch, capped here and there by dune sand . The floor of the depression,
exposed at low tide, has been observed to be principally composed of
mentary matter, whether derived from the tidal water, which along
shore carries much river sediment in suspension, or from shore
, is not clear .
I his feature of the shoreline-a barrier beach capped with dune sand,
I i a lagoonlike depression paralleling it along the landward side-is
ssracteristic of much of the coast below San Felipe Point and is doubts due to some interaction of the excessive tidal range and currents
local conditions of wind circulation .
Taking into consideration the low and indefinite character of the shore
r several miles south of Sargent's Point and the opportunity for flood
ter originating along the southern bank of the Hardy to escape in that
re.ction, it is exceedingly improbable that either alluvium or drift are
rectly deposited by river water at the present time as far to the southard as the Ometepes area or the shorewise lagoon, even at seasons
high river . The tide is practically omnipotent below the Boat Slough
nnel .
Driftwood, plainly of Colorado River origin, has been observed as
r to the southward as the San Luis Islands, along the Lower Californian
(ire (latitude 30° N .), and in this case the transporting agency was
rc,bably tidal current rather than wind .

I
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CHAPTER VIII
THE IMPERIAL VALLEY

I
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a

The pioneer emigrants, traveling to Southern California in 1850-1851,
found two great natural obstacles opposing their progress westward
as they were nearing the end of their journey . The first was the zone
of desert, gradually increasing in aridity from the neighborhood of the
last small settlements in New Mexico or Sonora and culminating in
the belt of trackless sands and dusty loams to be traversed beyond the
Colorado River ; and the second, and perhaps most serious for worn-out
stock and weary wayfarers, was the great escarpment which must be
surmounted before the final journey down the short valleys and across
the coastal plains was undertaken .
San Diego was the most important and by far the best of the Californian ports south of San Francisco and attracted much of the early
travel directly toward it in spite of the formidable character of this
mountain wall, which extended in an apparently unbroken line southward from the two great peaks of San Gorgonio and San Jacinto, the
summits of which could be seen in clear weather from the Colorado
crossing at the mouth of the Gila . Ascents of the escarpment were
generally made from Vallecitos, San Felipe, or Carrizo Creek, at which
places it was possible to obtain water at the foot of the grade .
It was not until a party under the leadership of Lieutenant R . S .
Williamson, detailed to search for a practicable route across the Californian " backbone " for a transcontinental railroad, discovered in 1853
that a comparatively low and extremely easy pass existed between these
two lofty peaks, that a really feasible southern route to the Pacific coast
was found .'
1853
It was owing to the scientific observational work of this expedition,
and especially to the careful barometric readings of William P . Blake,
the young geologist attached to it, that the true significance and possibilities of the great depression which extended eastward from the foot
of the pass first became apparent .
Professor Blake's account of the discovery of the pass from the west
and descent into the valley was written shortly before his death in IgIO
and may be in part quoted 2 here
Imagine, then, the enthusiasm with which the unknown great break in the mountain range between San Bernardino and San Jacinto was approached by the memDISCOVERY OP SALTON SINK AS DEPRESSION BELOW SEA LEVEL,

'

See pp . 36-37 of Williamson report listed in the bibliography under " History of Exploration ."
s D . T . MacDcugal and collaborators : The Salton Sea, Carnegie Instn . Publ . No. 193,
Washington .
1914,
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bers of the party as we made our way eastward from the region, then practically
unoccupied but now including the towns of Colton and Redlands, and found an easy
grade and open country for our train of wagons to the summit, only 2,580 feet above
the sea . Here, at last, was discovered the greatest break through the western
Cordillera, leading from the slopes of Los Angeles and the Pacific into the interior
wilderness . It had no place upon the maps and had not been traversed by surveying
parties or wagons . From the summit we could look eastward and southward into
a deep and apparently interminable valley stretching off in the direction of the
Gulf of California . This pass was evidently the true gateway from the interior to
the Pacific Ocean . . . .
We descended with eagerness into this great unknown valley, carefully reading
the barometer at regular distances to ascertain the grade . Proceeding without
obstacles, but with no trace of a road, and following the dry bed of a stream now
known as the Whitewater, we reached the bed of a former lake and found it to be
below the level of the sea .
Although the investigation by the Williamson expedition furnished
the first actual proof that the lower portion of this great desert basin
was below sea level, the fact had already been recognized that there
was something abnormal about the overflow - drainage west of the Colorado River . For instance, in August, 185x . a fairly correct description
of New River, as it was already named, was sent in to San Diego and
published in the San Diego I-Ierald . Particulars were also given about
" the overflow into the desert " which had failed to appear that year,
although a flow towards the west and north had been noticed in the two
preceding high-water seasons .
Public land surveys were trade of a number of townships adjacent to the
Mexican border between 1854 and 15 ;6 . although without any very precise establishment of a base line or adequate ties to established positions .
Elevations were obtained approximately by barometric readings and so
noted occasionally in the field notes, but no check levels were run through
Mexican territory along the drainage channels and watercourses, to
connect the data thus obtained with the actual surface level in the Colorado . Enough was learned, however, to confirm Blake's original discovery
and place it upon official record .
PROJECTS FOR THE EcoNo't1Ic DE\ELOPrIENT OF THE

B .tsix, 1859-1900

Projects for the future development of the region were already in the
air. Dr . 0 . M . Wozencraft of San Francisco had become interested
in its possibilities in the earlier years of the decade, presumably upon
the basis of information obtained from members of the Williamson
party, and began to formulate definite schemes for its reclamation on
an ambitious scale . The plans were not finally perfected until 18J9 and
were never brought to the stage of actual accomplishment, as the necessary authorization was never obtained from Congress for acquiring
title to the 3,000,000 acres of desert land which the promoters of the
scheme desired . In its main features, however, the `Vozencraft plan
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was based upon the already obvious course of utilizing the chain of
natural connecting overflow channels existing between the river and tht
southeastern margin of the basin, for the purpose of introducing t
water.
This original proposal was followed by several other abortive schern
for carrying out, by different methods and to different degrees, the s
attractive-looking proposition . One such was outlined by Lieutena
Bergland in 1875-1876,8 in which the Alamo channel, which by that t'
had become recognized as the principal waterway skirting the extensi`
sand areas which intervene between the river and the basin, was to
used as the main diversion canal .
The salt deposits in the deepest part of the depression were work_
for a few years during the 188o-189o decade, but the enterprise ther
after languished, and it terminated with the filling of the Salton Sink i ..
1905-1906 .
Charles R . Rockwood reconnoitered the district in the winter Q
1892-1893, and as a result of his preliminary examination he was instru~
mental in changing the name and objective of the Arizona and Sono
Land and Irrigation Company, with which he was then connected an
which had been organized to explore and improve lands upon the eas'
side of the Colorado, to that of the Colorado River Irrigation Company,
with the declared purpose of developing the lands in the Colorado
Desert.
Surveys were begun at once, starting from a proposed diversion point
some 12 miles above Yuma, carrying the main canal down the western
bank of the river as far as the Pilot Knob salient, and thence around
the base of the sandy mesas into the basin . A complete distribution
system was also worked out, designed to cover the entire basin and also
most of the delta lands in Lower California which could be profitably
reached with the water .
As the blockading sand hills and mesas which it was necessary t
skirt extend for some distance into Lower California, a working agreement had to be reached with the Mexican owners of the lands through
which the canal was obliged to pass . Unfortunately for the speedy
fulfilment of the plans, these Mexican interests were antagonized by
tactless approaches and refused for a while to grant the easements .
Before this difficulty could be satisfactorily settled, the financial up
heaval of 1893 made the raising of the necessary capital for an ambitious
scheme of this description, with so many unknown factors and possible
contingencies, quite impossible . Although the author and promoter of
the project, C . R . Rockwood, never lost faith in it or abandoned it, he
was obliged for a while merely to mark time .
' Pp . 290-299 and
Exploration."

337-338

of his report cited in the bibliography under " History
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Much financial juggling took place during the succeeding two years,
(Scotland), Denver,
with ramifications in Providence, R . I ., Glasgow
Los Angeles, and elsewhere, and when the air cleared again a modified
plan appeared, changing the diversion point from 12 miles above to
8 miles below Yuma, thus eliminating some 2o miles of main canal . The
headgates were to be located upon the American side of the boundary,
although as close to the Mexican border as possible . An option upon a
site for these works was secured after some lengthy negotiations, at a
rather inflated price, and the company was reorganized in 1896 under the
name of the California Development Company . An affiliated company,
the Sociedad de Riego y Terrenos de la Baja California (generally known
as the Mexican company) was also incorporated in the City of Mexico
in 1898. This was done for the purpose of facilitating construction work
and operation in Mexican territory .
ESTABLISHMENT OF IRRIGATION SYSTEM AND BEGINNING OF
SETTLEMENT, 1901-1903

Early in 1900, the " Colorado Desert " of the earlier promotion
prospectuses was officially changed to the " Imperial Valley " upon the
suggestion of George Chaffey, the man to whom, above all others, credit
is due for turning dreams into realities and actually bringing the Colorado
water into the basin .
The situation, when, in April, 1900, he signed the contract and assumed the task of development,' was far from encouraging . Options
had expired, contracts had been broken, and agreements had lapsed by
reason of the desperate financial straits to which the promoting company had been reduced . Little was left except Rockwood's original
conception and surveys . Building upon this insecure foundation, however, Chaffey stretched his credit to the utmost, regained control of the
essential keys to the situation, attacked the actual construction of the
canals and control works with unbounded energy, and succeeded in
turning the water into the headgates on May 14, 1901 .
A separate company, the Imperial Land Company, had been organized
in March, 1900, to handle the business of attracting and locating settlers
and business enterprises into the valley . The operations of this subsidiary company were so successful that by February, 1902, when the
Chaffey contract terminated, over 2 .000 prospective settlers were ready
to receive the water on their selected lands, more than 400 miles of
canals and laterals had been built, and fully ioo,ooo acres of ground
prepared for cultivation .
The following three years were strenuous ones for the settlers in the
valley, and perhaps even more so for the promoters of the development .
Funds were again at an exceedingly low ebb after the withdrawal of
and settlement with the Chaffey interests, and other troubles ensued
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which seemed at the time to spell disaster and the speedy collapse of
entire enterprise.
In 1901 a necessarily hurried and incomplete soil examination w
made in the valley by the U . S . Bureau of Soils . The report strongly di
couraged any general attempt to cultivate the valley lands, as the a
content of the soil was held to be prohibitive to the continued growth of
crops . Information which was published in advance 4 as to the general
tenor of the report had an effect upon the badly strained credit of the
promoters, and upon the publicity campaign of the wing of the organization which attracted and located settlers, that was little short of disastrous .
In spite, however, of these adverse influences, the settlement of the
valley went rapidly forward . Over boo miles of distributing canals and
" laterals " were brought into operation during 1903, and by 19o4 fully
150,ooo acres had been brought under active cultivation .
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CUTTING OF ADDITIONAL OPENINGS FROM THE RIVER TO THE
IRRIGATION CANAL, 1903-1904

I

6

Even more serious trouble was yet in store . The enterprise was in a
fair way to be swamped by prosperity . Settlers had arrived in such
unexpected numbers, in spite of adverse reports, and were breaking
ground so rapidly that an acute water shortage had been experienced
during the 1903-1904 winter season, and numerous damage suits were
filed against the development company for non-fulfilment of water contracts . The shortage was known to be largely due to the fact that the
sill of the diversion gate was too high and that heavy silting had partially
blocked the upper three or four miles of the canal . Ten thousand settlers
were already in the valley, clamoring for water, their whole existence
being dependent upon the supply from the Colorado .
Under these circumstances it was realized by the directorate that
some steps must be taken to avoid more serious trouble during the forthcoming low-water season . The first expedient adopted was cutting a
short bypass round the obstructing gate, but, although this was cut
several feet below grade, it quickly silted up . An agreement was then
sought with the Mexican Government whereby the river bank might
be cut in Mexican territory . An opening was made shortly afterwards
immediately below the international boundary under an informal and
temporary arrangement. It, too, was quickly found to be inadequate for
its designed purpose, as further heavy deposition took place in the first
few miles of the intake canal . Both of these temporary openings were
unprotected by head-gates .
The summer flood of 1904 was only a moderate one, although rather
long-sustained, reaching peak discharges of 45,000, 50,000, and 38,000
second-feet in May, June, and July respectively, but thereafter falling
' Bureau

of Soils Circular No . 9, Washington, Jan. 1902.
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rapidly . As the autumn approached and the river fell, it became
evident that still more radical measures must be adopted in order to
avoid more acute water shortages in the valley during the expected
lower stages of the river .
In order to safeguard against this contingency a larger and more favorably situated opening was made between the river and the canal about
off
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FIG . 5g-Sketch map showing the engineering operations undertaken to close
the openings in the western bank of the Colorado River, June, 1905, to
February, 1907- Scale 1 : 42,240 . (Based on map by C. E . Tait, both Congr .,
1st Sess., Senate Doc . No. 246, Washington, 1go8 .)

4 miles below the border (Fig . 59) . This opening, too, was left unprotected by a head-gate, pending the receipt of formal permission and approved working-drawings for the proposed structure from the Mexican
Government . The new cutting was 3,300 feet in length, 5o feet in width,
and from 5 to 6 feet in depth when first excavated, with a bottom gradient
approximately 21 feet to the mile .
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Water was admitted through all three openings during the autumn
months, temporary wing dams being placed in the river in order to
deflect the current towards the intakes . The steamer Cochan was also
chartered to tow a heavy drag along the canal bottom in the effort to
loosen up the silt deposit and start it downstream . This expedient was
not found to be very successful and was abandoned after a trial of a few
weeks . The river fell to about 19 .3 feet at the Yuma gauge early in
October, and at that stage about 1,500 second-feet were found to be
entering the canal, divided into approximately equal portions among the
three headings . This was considered at the time to insure sufficient
water to warrant extending the acreage to be brought under cultivation
during the forthcoming winter to the desired extent to fulfill the needs
of all newly arriving settlers .
The river rose sharply to about 23 feet at the middle of October, but
it proved to be a short flashy flood, and did little more than scour out
the new channel and confirm the assurance of plenty of water during
the planting season .
Plans and estimates for the inlet gates for the new opening were
completed early in November and forwarded to the City of Mexico
for official approval . Until their return nothing could be done towards
protecting this admittedly dangerous cutting .
The minimum height during the winter was approximately 19 feet,
about the same as in the previous low-water season, but the new channel
proved to be adequate to maintain the supply for the valley .
COMPLETE BREAK-THROUGH OF THE RIVER AND DIVERSION TO SALTON
SINK,

1905

The first flood in 1905 came in the middle of January . It was brief
and only reached to about 23 .8 gauge height . It was followed, however,
in February, by the first of a series of three violent flash floods, which
occurred at intervals of two to three weeks and collectively rendered the
outflow towards the west beyond the control of the development company
with the resources and equipment then at its disposal . This was, indeed,
the critical stage and turning point in the great westerly diversion of
the Colorado which made physiographic and engineering history in the
region for the succeeding five years and which has profoundly influenced the morphography of the delta until the present time . It has
therefore been considered profitable to follow the incidents and developments preliminary to the loss of control in detail and to record the
determining stages of the river in gauge heights rather than in discharge
measurements .
Although the river was clearly out of control during the early spring
months, the true danger of a total diversion into the Salton Basin and
Imperial Valley was not yet fully realized by the engineers in charge of
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the situation . It was thought that it would be possible, as heretofore,
to stop the crevasse, which had already reached such alarming proportions, during the expected period of low river before the usual spring
rise . The possibility receded as the spring advanced, for the Yuma
gauge height never fell below 23 feet for more than a few hours and
remained above 25 feet most of the time .
A method which had previously been successfully used for closing
o penings of this description was again brought into use . By this plan
the breach was contracted to a certain size by the construction of wingdams from either bank, and a previously prepared plug of timber, brush,
and sand-sacks, temporarily supported upon these structures, was then
dropped into the central opening by the use of explosives . The method
might have proved successful in this instance also, but the work was
carried away, before the final closure could be attempted, by another
sudden and great rise in the river . No reliable up-river reports were
available at that time to engineers working in the delta, and they were
generally forced to rely upon intuition, or upon the examination of past
records, in anticipating future stages of the river. Following the failure
of this attempt to close the fast widening opening, a proposal was made
to the engineers in charge at the breach, by Captain Mellen of the
steamer Cochan, to tow a large earth-loaded barge down from Yuma
and scuttle it in the narrowest part of the cutting . This was towards the
end of April, when the river had dropped temporarily to below 24 feet .
Soundings and measurements were made at the selected point, and
there is little doubt that this plan would have succeeded had it been
adopted and that the whole course of river and valley history for several
years thereafter would thereby have been changed . The river rose
rapidly again in May and remained at flood stage until July . During this
period one further attempt was made, in face of the rising water, to
effect a closure by means of a piling and brush barrier .
Settlers in the valley were now thoroughly alarmed by the inflowing
water, augmented by several serious breaches that had occurred in the
headings and main canals . The development company was, however,
in severe financial difficulties, with credit badly impaired in part by the
filing of suits for heavy damages against it by the New Liverpool Salt
Company and others . Under these circumstances the directors realized
that they were entirely unable to cope with the situation without assistance . All further serious attempts to control the runaway river were
therefore abandoned until the autumn, negotiations being entered into
in the meantime with the Southern Pacific Company for the purpose of
obtaining financial backing and the loan or use of men and equipment
for carrying on the control work during the forthcoming winter .
The river rose during the summer (I9o5) flood to a sustained height
of about 29 feet, corresponding to a discharge measurement of about
90,000 second-feet, of which at least 14,000 second-feet were flowing
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into the valley and basin . As the river fell again during the autu
practically the entire flow was following the new course, so that by Q
her 5,200 second-feet were entering the breach, and a mere trickle w
passing down the former course towards the Gulf . Mr . Harriman
his associates of the Southern Pacific Company expressed willingness
come to the assistance of the development company upon certain term
and an agreement was reached soon afterwards . Thereafter the railro
engineers were in charge of and directed the work of controlling
river . Its control was ultimately accomplished successfully in Februa
1907 .

Both technical and popular versions of this great engineering
have been frequently published, and it is not considered to be necessa
to enter more fully into the subject here than to trace briefly the severa
attempts at closure, in order to maintain the continuity of the account
of the general development of the Imperial and Coachella Valleys .
ATTEMPTS TO CLOSE THE BREACH, WITH FINAL SUCCESS IN 1907

Following the unsuccessful attempt, described above, in the spring o
1905 to close the breach in the river bank and the failure to come to term,
with Captain Mellen to plug the opening with a loaded and scuttled
barge, an effort was made, while negotiations with the Southern Pacific
management were in progress, to deflect the weight of the river current
away from the Mexican bank by means of a wing-dam, based upon a
mid-stream island which had been a prominent feature in this long
straight reach of the river for many years . This partial diversion was
also unsuccessful in the face of the long-continued and unusually high
river, and the last traces of it were carried away during August (1905),
the upper end of the island also beginning to disintegrate at the same
time .
In October a second and more extensively planned attempt was made,
this time under railroad supervision and with the use of Southern
Pacific equipment, to control, by means of a piling and brush-filled
diversion dam, the heavy current between the island and the Mexican
side . This barrier was built some distance down stream from the earlier
attempt, as the island had, in the meantime, shortened considerably .
The work failed and was totally destroyed by an extremely violent
flash flood which reached the delta in November .
With the failure of this diversion attempt attention was concentrated
upon engineering plans and structures of a more permanent and substantial character for finally controlling the inrush and at the same,
time keeping the growing communities in the valley supplied with water .
During the early months of 1906, and in accordance with these plans,
work was begun upon two control gates, one, a permanent structure,
being placed in the upper end of the original canal, north of the inter-
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al boundary . This was intended for use when the closure was
ed and the main canal could again be brought into operation, and
serving its purpose exceedingly well in a greatly enlarged form at the
ent time (Fig . 6o) . The other gate was to be a temporary one . It
built in an excavation near the north side of the breach, some distance
from the river bank, and was afterwards connected with the
mel, both above and below, by a bypass . It was carried away in
ber, 19o6, but the bypass was again successfully closed a week or
later by a supplementary structure .
he earthquake and great fire in April, 19o6, which devastated San
ztncisco, sapped the energy of the construction and emergency departcnts of the Southern Pacific Company, but in spite of the preoccupation
t Ie railroad executives over this great disaster they sanctioned the
struction of a branch track to the scene of the proposed operations
ing the forthcoming winter and made other preparations for efficient
king . The branch track proved to be invaluable in the later activities .
erious work on the main closure was begun on October I, and the
er was shut off and turned down the old river channel on November
The victory was not a lasting one, however, for another violent flood
ved, flanked the south end of the newly completed closure dam on
cember Io, and again poured, in full volume, into the Alamo channel .
equipment was still on the ground, and a skeleton organization
ained to patrol and repair levees, and the work was quickly resumed .
start was made upon actual dam building on December 20, and
rried on with renewed energy . This attempt proved to be fully sucsful, and the breach was finally closed on February II, 1907. Some
ee construction remained to be done, and this was carried on with a
uced force during the spring .
EROSION OF GORGES OF NEW AND ALAMO RIVERS DURING THE
DIVERSION

Conditions in the valley had been far from satisfactory during the
otracted fight with the river . Recessive cutting up the two main
ainage lines through which the water had found its way across the
sin floor to the Salton Sink had resulted in the excavation of the
eat chasms that have since trisected the otherwise uniform surface
the expanse of irrigable land and added to the complexities of irrition and water distribution . It was hardly realized at the time, in the
ce of disaster and imminent danger elsewhere and the loss of thousands
acres of valuable irrigable land, that they would afterwards form
portant parts of the completed irrigation system, in providing natural
ainage channels for waterlogged land and conduits for the disposal
surplus water from the canal systems . They also served to localize
damage resulting from the overflow, as they were cut upstream
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ell . The head of the chasm approached the little group of buildings,
ral cutting began, and nearly all were undermined and engulfed
n a few hours .
similar gorge was developed up the course of the Alamo, beginning
ost at the shore line of the fast-filling lake in the Salton Sink and
ng several miles to the southward of the little settlement of Holtville .
he canal systems also suffered severely . The region to the west of
w River was cut off from all water supply, and checks, headings,
, and other works had been damaged or destroyed throughout the
cy either by inundation or overfilling.
IISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT COMPANIES SINCE THE DIVERSION

erious as the physical damage to the young enterprise had been, the
n upon the financial standing and credit of the development company
even more a matter for concern . The Southern Pacific Company,
ertheless, continued to assume responsibility for safeguarding the
ey against further danger from the river and used its resources and
ipment liberally in reconstruction and protection work . It endeavored
i Ie meanwhile, through its legal department, to secure itself against
ether commitments and entanglements in the maze of damage suits,
ican claims and agreements, and other financial chaos in which the
Sect had become involved . Various out-of-court agreements, restitupayments, and auditing of claims and accounts cleared up the situasomewhat and furnished a modus operandi which was reassuring
he settlers . Control by the Southern Pacific lasted until I9o9, and
mere fact that it was able, as proved by its effective closure of the
t breach, to avert further trouble, restored general confidence and
oted rapid and healthy growth throughout the valley .
he railroad executives, however, were more than willing to lay down
burden of an enterprise which was only remotely allied to the transation business, and they plainly expressed their purpose to do so .
development company was still unable to stand alone, and the only
ition of the situation appeared to be to allow it to pass into the hands
receiver . This move was effected at the end of I9o9 .
he receivership was maintained until the spring of 1916, when
trol was assumed by the Imperial Irrigation District, organized under
ifornia state law in 1911 for the ultimate purpose of acquiring the
r-distribution system . In 1922 this body was enabled to absorb the
ual water companies which had previously been responsible for
tributing the water to the farmers, and it has since continued in full
trol of the business of irrigation throughout the valley . It also owns
manages the affairs of the subsidiary Mexican company and is
ponsible for the diversion of the water from the river and the
i itenance of the protective levees in Mexican territory that are
9
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most essential for the protection of the valley . Under its effec
control the project has developed into one of the major irrigati
enterprises in the world under a single management, and the cost o
water to the consumers has been kept down to a figure which compar
very favorably with that of most others .
TOPOGRAPHY OF IMPERIAL VALLEY AND RELATED AREAS

The area of the valley floor which is now under the direct contr
of the Imperial Irrigation District for water service is approximatcl
6oo,ooo acres . This consists almost entirely of deltaic alluvium, and
slopes from sea level at the international border to about 250 feet below
the deepest part of the great depression that is dry land, the rest bei
covered by the water of the, Salton Sea . Beyond this point the val
floor rises again, although the alluvium still continues and extends for
some 20 miles more in a northwesterly direction, until it meets, and is
merged into, the sands and gravels of the Whitewater . This was the
gateway through which the Williamson expedition entered the valley
in 1853 .
From the Salton Sea onwards to the northwest this portion of the
basin is known as the Coachella Valley, and its water supply at present
is obtained exclusively from artesian wells . Some 8,ooo acres are now
under cultivation by this means . The water is undoubtedly derived
from the Whitewater drainage and the adjacent mountain slopes and is
entirely distinct from that found under the valley floor farther down .
The total area of the Coachella Valley is approximately 29o square
miles . Fully one-half is available for cultivation without any prohibitive
outlay for clearing and leveling, although, under any plan of distribution
now in contemplation, pumping will be necessary in order to bring the
water to some of the piedmont ground . The central portion of the purely
alluvial area is strongly impregnated with alkali, and an effective system
of leaching and drainage will be required before it can be utilized for
crop raising . Much of the alluvium around the margin of the valley
floor is obviously of local origin, having been derived from mountain
streams and washes draining towards the Salton Sink . With the exception of the drainage from Carrizo Creek, which has been mentioned in
another section (see p . Io8), this is the only lateral drainage entering
the basin which has produced any marked effect upon the composition
of the surface and sub-surface soils .
At the extreme northwesterly end of the Coachella Basin eolian
influences have also been active, bringing in great quantities of windblown sand, which is distributed in the form of sand fields, ridges, and
barkhan dunes . This accumulation has taken place at about sea level .
The regions which are now generally identified as the East Mesa,
the West Mesa, and the Dos Palmas district, although contained within
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physical limits of the basin, are not truly deltaic, but piedmont in
racter, and they do not, therefore, fall within the scope of this
wiry . Their surface soils are wind-blown sands, sandy loams, piedrit gravels, and compacted clays . The " old beach line," which
mits the deltaic portion of the basin upon its eastern and northeastern
es, forms the low escarpment of the East Mesa but becomes someat more indefinite and interrupted by low hills and mountain spurs
ere it separates the Dos Palmas mesa from the Coachella Valley .
bough part of the West Mesa lies within the old beach, its gravels
clays are clearly derived from the mountain slopes surrounding
San Felipe Creek embayment and from Superstition Mountain,
ich separates most of the area from the valley.
THE ALL-AMERICAN CANAL

Although these three supplementary units do _ not come within the
its of the Imperial and Coachella Valleys, as at present constituted,
y will be embraced within the areas to be irrigated under the All
merican Canal project, now in its preliminary stages of development,
d will doubtless be identified collectively as Imperial Valley .
As early as 1912, certain movements were set on foot in the Imperial
alley looking towards the construction of a main line canal from the
olorado River which would lie wholly within the United States .
Political reasons, and a desire to maintain complete control over the
inflowing water from the river to the basin without the necessity for
reciprocal agreements with a company organized under Mexican law and
operating in Mexican territory, were the chief incentives for the agitation .
The Imperial Irrigation District became officially interested and involved
and passed certain resolutions and took steps towards making prelimiary reconnaissances of the stretch of desert through which such a canal
must pass.
A further and still more important idea began to supplement the
original conception as it was realized that much additional acreage might
e brought under the proposed canal system and the assessed cost per
acre materially reduced, by holding the main channel to the highest
practicable level from the diversion point on the river to the main
.distribution point in the valley . It was planned thus to cover the East
Mesa, the Coachella Valley, and a substantial portion of the Dos Palmas
district by gravity flow . The canal heading, according to this amended
p an, was to be at the Laguna Dam, the point selected by Rockwood in
is original scheme .
The scheme remained under consideration until 1918 without any
definite progress being made, when, in response to requests from the Imperial Irrigation District board, the then Secretary of State of the United
tates outlined a proposal for a joint survey of the route with a view
",

to determining its practicability . The survey was made and the ro
declared to be a feasible one,° but it was realized, as the scheme receiv
more study, that in order to be economically sound it must be linked wit
a general plan for water-storage, and therefore for flood-control, up(
the Colorado River .
Such a scheme had of course received some general considerate
previously, but it was the All-American Canal plan, together w
insistent demands from the City of Los Angeles for water and pow
from the Colorado, which at last crystallized into the Boulder Canyo
Project Act, which was signed by President Coolidge on Decem
21, 1928 .
This greatest of Southwestern development projects, recently completed, may be confidently expected to bring about profound changes
both in the lower river and the delta, and is in itself a magnificent
conception . In view of the fact that the flood menace will, although not
entirely, practically cease to exist with the completion of the great dam,
it is unfortunate, from the strictly engineering and economic points of
view, that political and strategical considerations have made it desirable t,
carry on the All-American Canal undertaking .
The opposition that the scheme had aroused, especially in the Coachella
Valley, is an indication that the question of cost and of the added burden
to the land is now receiving serious consideration . There is no doubt ,
whatever that the canal can be excavated along the selected alignment
with modern equipment and the financial resources which will be available under the contemplated bonding plan, although the yardage will
be excessive for the first few miles after turning the Pilot Knob salient .
Maintenance through the difficult sand-hill region which bars the wa
to the valley is likely to prove to be the most serious obstacle to successful
and continuous operation and will probably involve the oil-spraying o
berms and slopes, in order to arrest drifting sand, and possibly the
covering of certain critical sections of the canal .
The daily needs of the valley communities for their essential water
supply are so insistent and storage facilities are so limited that the total
cutting off of the canal flow, even for short periods, would be little
short of disastrous . It is conceivable that such interruptions may take
place either from drifting sand or from landslides and bank-caving in
some of the deep cuttings which the route necessitates .
Considered strictly as an engineering proposition, the Alamo route,
in use at the present time, is the logical one to serve as a conduit to the
Imperial Valley and the whole western slope of the delta . The channe
has already been cleared and straightened and could readily be dredged
s Report of the All-American Canal Board, July 22, Igig, by Elwood Mead, W . W . Schlecht,
and C. E. Grunsky . 98 pp. [Bureau of Reclamation], Washington, 1920 .
The latest report of the Bureau of Reclamation states that by June 30, 1936, 45.5 miles
of canal had been excavated (Annual Rept. of the Sccr . of the Interior for Fiscal Year 1935 . 1936,
Washington, 1936, p. 62) .--EDIT . NoTE.
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rger dimensions to meet increasing needs for water . Such lateral
age as enters it during the infrequent storm periods experienced
e district does so through natural drainage channels and with minidisturbance to banks or river bed . The route itself follows the
ral drainage line to the rim of the valley basin, as was shown at
h t me of the flood of 1891 . . It will benefit equally with any other
the Boulder Dam reservoir produces the anticipated desilting of
Colorado water, and will be affected even more favorably than an
vated canal along a new alignment by the removal of the flood
ace and regulation of river flow . Its continued use would, however,
olve pumping in order to reach and irrigate the areas which it is
ytemplated to reclaim upon the East Mesa, the Dos Palmas mesa, and
sections of the West Mesa which lie behind the Superstition
nuntain massif .
11

THE DETRITAL LOAD OF THE COLORADO RIVER
WATER
The definition of " silt " as given by Twenhofel,t somewhat freely
nterpreted, is an aggregation of matter of terrigenous origin in which
the range of dimensions of the component particles is from I/I6 to 1/256
()f a millimeter (o .o6-o .o04 mm) . Although a rigid adherence to such
specified dimensions may be somewhat arbitrary, it at least indicates
he general conception of the term as applying to sedimentary matter,
car matter in transit in running water, of a certain approximately uniform
legree of fineness .
If restricted in this sense, a more comprehensive term would be
preferable to describe the heterogeneous load carried by the Colorado .
Although somewhat cumbersome, " ° detrital matter " is in many respects
more suitable and has been made use of in the following discussions
is the occasion has seemed to require .
DERIVATION AND COMPOSITION OF THE DETRITAL MATTER

The Colorado is a great river, and, in common with other large rivers
I the temperate zones which flow in a meridional course, it passes
through a great climatic range between source and mouth . Such conditions imply much diversity in the composition of the detrital material
which enters and is transported through the system and involve seasonal
variation in the times of its inflow .
Much of the freshly loosened lithoidal material starts upon its long
journey towards the sea in the form of comparatively large and angular
fragments, which in the swiftly running waters of the upper tributaries
are subjected to a process of mutual friction and impact and to attrition
against banks and stream bed which reduce the more friable almost to
the condition of rock-flour before entering the long mixing-channel
f the canyon section . Other and more resistant fragments survive as
particles of measurable size until the delta is reached .
Another class of detrital material which bulks largely in the load
carried by the lower river is that derived proximately from the arid
surfaces of the lower basins, much of which is already in an extremely
finely divided condition through being subjected to repeated wind action,
5 W . H . Twenhofel and collaborators : Treatise on Sedimentation, National Research Council,
Washington, 1926, p . i86.

exposure to varying degrees of temperature and humidity, and inter
mittent transit in desert streamvyays .
Fragments of organic matter, collected from the same sources as the
eroded material or having their origin in the riverside vegetation, are
likewise largely reduced to micronic dimensions while in transit and
form an appreciable fraction of the aggregate ultimately deposited in
the delta .
THE THREE CLASSES OF DETRITAL MATTER

The total load transported through the channel of the lower river
may be classified under three general groupings : ( I) it is either so
excessively finely divided as to approach to or even exist in true colloidal
dimensions, capable of long-continued suspension in the transporting
water even when motion has ceased ; or (2) the transported particles
may lie within the limits of size and weight which the current, moving
at its average velocity, is able to sustain and carry forward practically
in suspension but which fall rapidly with the cessation of motion ; or
(3) the fragments, while too large and massive to be actually retained j
in suspension, are nevertheless, freely moved by the dynamic force of
the descending water, either by rolling or sliding along the river bed or,
being momentarily separated from it by momentum or inequalities in the
current, by advancing in a series of leaps or bounces in a method of
progression to which the term saltation has been applied . An additional
form of forward movement of the more massive material is found
to take place under certain conditions in a surcharged channel . A
rhythmic movement of the current is developed intermittently, and
masses of the river bed change position very rapidly in the resultant
turmoil . It is a phenomenon associated with a rapidly rising or flowing
river, and the method of progression is commonly designated as " sand
waves ." All movement of the larger and heavier particles grouped
together under this classification also ceases as the transporting water
comes to rest .
COLLECTION, TRANSPORTATION, AND DEPOSITION OF QUASI-COLLOIDAL
MATTER

The actual magnitudes and other physical properties of the finer
particles carried in suspension in the water of the Colorado River are
largely matters of conjecture . A certain portion of them undoubtedly
exists in true colloidal form and would therefore appear to be beyond
the scope of the ordinary methods of mechanical analysis and to be
recognizable only by chemical means .
The collection, transportation, and deposition of these minute bodies
through a river system in which the catchment areas vary as widely,
both physiographically and climatically, as do those composing the
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dra in ;, ' e basin of the Colorado is obviously a process of much complexity Soil conditions and features of run-off in the elevated mountain
valleys in the north differ radically from those existing in the semi-arid
areas ir . the south, and the chemical actions involved, as waters from such
divert sources pour into the water of the main stream, decrease or increase its capacity for free movement by modifying its colloidal phase .
Such contingencies and other questions involved in colloidal structure,
together with inquiries into the physical properties of the deposited silts
of the lower Colorado, have formed the subject of investigations by
j . F. 1,reazeale and others at the Agricultural Experiment Station of
University of Arizona . 2 The laboratory studies were extended to
cover observed and hypothetical conditions of high and low water, with
progressive concentrations of sodium, calcium, and other salts, and they
add materially to the available information concerning the transportation
~,pf:this excessively comminuted material .
A distinction was drawn by the investigators between the regions in
which sodium concentrations were likely to predominate and those in
which calcium exists in excess . Fino sediments derived from the ordi' wiry alumino-silicates of the soils of the upper valleys of the river
system, and maintained in suspension in the swiftly flowing water, may
' previously have come in contact with soluble sodium salts and remain
indefinitely in the disperse phase which such contact implies . If, on
the other hand, they encounter water, in which the calcium salts largely
Predominate, the colloidal phase changes and flocculation takes place . The
process may conceivably be arrested or even reversed as storm waters of
varying character from dissimilar catchment basins influence the general
body of the stream . Conditions of high temperature, alternate desiccation and surface flooding, rapid evaporation from the surface of the soil,
and other causes bring about excessive surface concentrations of soluble
qudium, magnesium, or calcium salts in many of the areas from which
ch flood-waters are derived and thus influence the run-off and intensify
he subsequent reactions . Flocculation implies deposition, or at least
ssened capacity to remain in suspension in water moving at the average
ream velocity, and so changes the manner in which material of this
haracter is ultimately separated from the transporting medium . The
rimary magnitudes of particles which are acted upon in this manner
ay be almost molecular and are therefore far below the scale of the
lit definition of Twenhofel . Colloidal entities in disperse phase conitute in the aggregate, nevertheless, one of the most important comnents of the delta structure .
A striking illustration of rapid and symmetrical deposition of the
suspended load in the river water, by a process in which some colloidal
T . F. Breazeale : A Study of the Colorado Silt, Univ. of Arizona Techn . Bull. No . 8, Tucson,
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readjustment appeared to be involved, has been observed on seve
occasions in the zone of intermingling of the river and sea water
the lower estuary and in the Montague Island channels while open cnn
munication was still maintained with salt water . Contributing favorab
conditions have been the ebb tide, a strong river current and he
discharge, and almost perfect calm . Under such circumstances-t
observations being carried on from a small boat dropping down in mi
channel on the tide-the muddy river water has been seen at first beneat
a thin film or shallow layer of clear salt water, and later, as the Gull
was approached, below a progressively deeper stratum, until the an , ,
might be thrust down for a distance of 12 or 16 inches before the fingertips encountered the solid-looking surface of the silt-laden water . T e
phenomenon has appeared to extend over the entire width of the ou
flowing stream . The appearance of regularity and solidity of the sub
siding or metamorphosed stratum has been very marked .
SUSPENDED SILT AND ITS

Two

DOMINANT GROUPINGS ACCORDING T
SIZE OF PARTICLES

In approaching a consideration of the transported particles of the
next scale of magnitudes, those which are sustained in suspension
merely while the transporting water is in motion and which fulfill the
specifications of "silt" in the Twenhofel definition, a useful tabulation
of a mechanical analysis of samples of water taken from the river at
the head of the delta may be profitably introduced . The analyses were
made by Edward V . Winterer, b y the Oden method of continuous sedimentation, at the University of California, and the results as published
elsewhere 3 in tabular form are given in Table I . The samples analyzed
were practically surface ones, taken at the same point, the intake of the
Imperial Canal, 8 miles below Yuma, on February 28 and June 8, 1925,
and may therefore be considered to be indicative of the suspended load
in the current at representative periods of low and high water .
The columns have been separated for convenience of interpretation
into three divisions which indicate approximately the proportions of
matter falling above, into, or bellow the range of magnitudes specified
above (p . 128) under (2) for classification by the manner of transportation . It will be noted that the upper, or " sand," group constitutes about
7 .23 per cent of the whole, the middle, or " silt," group 87.75 per cent, and
the lower, or " clay," grouping slightly over 5 per cent . Percentages are
taken as the mean of the two columns giving the proportion by weight .
Samples obtained at this point may reasonably be expected to show
slight discrepancies if taken at different periods, owing to the periodical
flushing out of the settling basin At the Laguna Dam, some 23 river miles
' Samuel Fortier and H . F . Blaney : Silt in the Colorado River and Its Relation to Irrigation,
U. S . Dept. of Agric. Technical Bull . No . 67, Washington, 1928, p . 75 .
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above . This process has at times a very marked effect upon the quantity
character of the detrital matter entering the Imperial headgates or
and
nwards towards the dispersal ;areas in the delta.
passim,
Notev thstanding this and other possible causes of dissimilarity in
,,nlples )btained at an interval of three months, the two series are strikconcordant in their main features and illustrate well the remarkable
irLgly
uniformity of the suspended load in the water of the lower river .
A very significant point is the grouping, by percentages of the aggregate loading, of particles of certain dimensions into strongly marked
nodes . Approximately half of the matter in suspension which falls
TABLE I -MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF SUSPENDED SILT IN THE COLORADO RIVER AT
INTAKE OF IMPERIAL CANAL, 1925
(by Edward V: Winterer)
PROPORTION OF SILT BY WEIGHT
DIAMETER OF PARTICLES

Feb . 28, 1925
(Low water)

June 8, 1925
(High water)

2 .000-1 .000 mm
1 .000-0 .500
0 .500-0 .250
0 .250-0 .100

1 .34%
0 .89

0 .22%
0 .32

1 .94
3 .73

0 .39
5 .64

0 .100-0 .050 mm
0 .050-0 .040
o .040-0 .030
o .030-0 .020
0 .020-0 .010
0 .010-0 .005
0 .005-0 .004

48 .00%
1 .41
3 .20
2 .07
6 .14
22 .42

0 .004-0 .003 mm
0 .003-0 .000

2 .21%

3 .52
3 .15

56
0
0
7

.90%
.00
.00
.28

13-75
7 .91
2 .91
2 .06%
2 .6o

within the " silt " classification consists of bodies 0.100-0.050 mm in
diatneter, which may conveniently be designated as "very fine sand ."
Another grouping occurs at about one+tenth of the diametrical magnitude
f the material fulfilling this description (0 .020-0 .010 and 0 .010-0 .005
and practically at the lower dimensional limits of " silt ." As the
doflble grouping appears so unmistakably in both series of analyses, with
only a slight shifting of actual magnitudes, it may reasonably be considered as a feature inherent in the suspended load in the water of the lower
Colorado and not merely as a fortuitous arrangement in a single sample .
A tentative hypothesis is advanced in explanation : The broad distftiction between the two groupings is conceived to be primarily between
land" and " clay." The sand particles present, derived from original
rock- surfaces by clastration, ablation, river or wind corrasion, or by
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wind transportation from eolian deposits already existing in desert a
and grouped together as of 0.100 to 0.050 mm in diameter, represent
residual fraction of detrital material of this description which
slackened current of the lower river is competent to maintain in s
pension, the more massive and larger fragments being propelled do
stream intermittently as a saltatory or bed load and not appear
prominently in a mechanical analysis of the suspended load alone . Owi
to the increased viscosity of the heavily laden water of the stream and
cushioning effect and added inertia which this implies, but little f urth
reduction in size of the particles once in suspension is likely to take pla
as a result of attrition or impact . With a slackening current they
merely subside, to be picked up and carried forward in suspension as t
velocity again increases .
The excessively finely divided debris or rock dust produced by the
abrasion, percussion, and mutual impact of the larger particles constituting the bed-load probably falls at once within the range of magnitudes
subject to colloidal reactions, through the resultant increase in surfacevolume ratio, and appears amongst the measured magnitudes only in
combination with various zeolites, as argillaceous bodies of certain rather
rigidly established dimensions, such as constitute the second group under
consideration, namely those with diametric magnitudes ranging from
0 .020 to 0 .005 mm . The slight shifting of the center of gravity of this
group discernible in the two analyses may be due to chemical causes
or to some slight irregularity in the determination of percentages of
weight .
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COMPQNENTS OF SUSPENDED SILT

Numerous samples of detrital matter, obtained from the river water a
various points in the delta, have been subjected to microscopical examination for the purpose of obtaining a general idea of the physical characteristics of the suspended load . The work has usually been done under
field conditions and with moderate powers of magnification and has
been extended from time' to time to include samples from typical bodies
of deposited material . The most striking fact revealed has been the
remarkable uniformity of samples secured from widely separated sources
and under greatly differing conditions . This uniformity was found to be
so complete that it was riot considered necessary to continue the work
under laboratory standards of accuracy for the purpose of establishing
minor distinctions in composition between individual samples .
The following digest of a number of examinations, made under the
conditions outlined above,' will present a reasonably accurate description
of the more prominent components of the suspended load in the water
as it flows on to the delta and a rough computation, based upon the
mean of the series of observations, of the percentages of each (Table II) .
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TRANSPORTATION OF THE COARSER MATERIAL

Fragments which enter the current from various sources in sizes too
ge for transportation in suspension at the limited velocities imposed
the low gradients which exist between the foot of the canyon section
the Gulf fall into the third, and final, classification of detrital matter
oved by the river, that which the descending water is competent to
ove forward, although not to return in suspension . Collectively, such
aterial is frequently described as "bed silt" or sometimes as the
ractional load ." The latter term is perhaps the more correctly
escriptive, as it may be understood to embrace not only such particles
ABLE II-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND PROPORTION OF COMPONENTS OF
SUSPENDED DETRITAL LOAD IN L owER COLORADO RIYER

uartz, feldspar, chert(?), and other
translucent grains, with a small admixture of garnet, hornblende, obsidian, and other dark-colored fragments
Calcite and other calcareous material
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Organic and unclassified matter, with

APPEARANCE, AVERAGE
MAGNITUDE, AND OTHER
CHARACTERISTICS

PERCENTAGE
OF
TOTAL

Rounded and abraded, average diameter about
0 .010 mm

45

Approximately the same dimensions but of more di-

10

verse shapes
Easily recognized by shape,
sizes irregular

5

"Black sand . .
Partly as "nodules" but
mainly as very fine parti-

30

cles
Shapes and sizes irregular . . .

I

9

possible fragments of lignite

as remain practically in contact with the stream bed and move forward
by rolling or sliding along the semi-plastic surface but also those bodies
of intermediate size and weight which the current can only retain in
suspension intermittently .
Many points relative to the movement of this heavier material under
the diverse conditions existing in actual rivers are still very obscure . The
rate at which it travels, its volume ratio to that of the suspended load,
and the mechanism of the mass movements which occur at times, are
argely matters of surmise rather than precise knowledge .
COLOR OF THE DETRITAL MATTER

The distinctive color of the Colorado water is imparted to it almost
entirely by the fine argillaceous component in the suspended load . In

7.

0
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normal stages of the river it is a reddish brown, which becomes eithe
more vividly red or tones down through the various shades of brown to
dark neutral-tinted gray as storm waters enter the system from certaa
tributaries . Thus, the inflow from the Little Colorado is a brighter as
more vivid red, while that - from certain confluents of the San Juan at
Gila is almost black. Ferric oxides, carbon in various form and ass
ciations-much of it of proximate organic derivation-and, to a less
extent, manganese are the principal sources of color .
Following deposition and dehydration upon the surface of the d I
or elsewhere upon the flood-plains of the river valley, the distinctiv
color of the suspended load is generally lost and the dried sedimen
become a light yellowish brown . An exception to this occurs in situatio
in which the water has had an opportunity to deposit the finer particl
of the suspended load quietly, through evaporation or the gradual drain
ing away of lagoons or backwaters after the heavier and coarser materi
has settled out . The dried mud is in such cases a dark chocolate bro
which contracts, as further desiccation takes place, into polygonal horny
surfaced flakes, with deep intervening cracks or fissures . The dark cola
remains and extends through the mass . The lighter surface colors o
areas where deposition has taken place from still moving water, or o
those where re-arrangement of the material has taken place throug
wind action, is probably due to the removal of much of the finer materia
by the air currents, the decomposition of organic matter, and to trot
sun bleaching and weathering .
In the regions about the estuary the characteristic colors developed
in the deposited muds range from dark chocolate browns to bluish
grays . The color metamorphosis is probably due to differences in the
processes of decomposition of the organic matter under the anaerobic
conditions existing in the more compact tidal-deposited beds and to th
conversion of the tincturing ferric oxides into sulphides .
THE MECHANICS OF

SILT

TRANSPORTATION ACCORDING TO GILBERT

Much experinjental work covering the various phases of the transportation of debris by running water under controlled laboratory conditions was carried out by and under the supervision of the late G . K .
Gilbert, at Berkeley, California, the results and conclusions being se
forth in a publication of the U. S . Geological Survey . 4 While these
studies are exhaustive and complete in establishing, by mathematical
analysis and close observation, a sound basis for further investigation
of the intricate questions involved in stream transportation, their chief
value lies, perhaps, in the light they throw upon the innumerable and
complex factors involved in the application of principles established
e G. K . Gilbert : The Transportation of Debris by Running Water, U . S . Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper No. 86, Washington, i9r4 .
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under

laboratory restrictions, with a limited number of variants, to
the constantly changing and interrelated conditions of discharge, alignment, a ross-sectional channel area, and velocity incidental to a great
river s` stem .
The following extracts show in brief axiomatic form the conclusions
reached by the monograph, which are pertinent to and corroborated by
the present study : " The finer debris transported by a stream is borne
in suspension . The coarser is swept along the channel bed . The suspended load is readily sampled and estimated, and much' is known as to its
quantity . The bed load is inaccessible and we are without definite
formation as to its amount" (p . Io) . " Some particles of the bed
oad slide ; many roll ; the multitude make short skips or leaps, the process
being called saltation . Saltation grades into suspension . When particles
of many sizes are moved together the larger ones are rolled" (p . II) .
"When the conditions are such that the bed load is small, the bed is
,molded into hills, called dunes, which travel down stream . Their mode of
advance is like that of eolian dunes, the current eroding their upstream
aces and depositing the eroded material on the downstream faces . With
any progressive change of conditions tending to increase the load, the
dunes eventually disappear and the debris surface becomes smooth . The
aaooth phase is in turn succeeded by a second rhythmic phase, in which a
,system of hills travel upstream . These are called anti-dunes, and their
rncvement is accomplished by erosion on the downstream face and
position on the upstream face . Both rhythms of debris movement are
tiated by rhythms of water movement " (p . I I) .
E " SAND-WAVE " PHENOMENON OF STREAM-BED MATERIAL
MOVEMENT

Although the above brief but comprehensive summary of the inuable experimental and analytical work done at Berkeley appears to
er the process of silt transportation in full detail, the field work in
shifting channels of the lower Colorado soon made it evident that the
une " theory of traction, as outlined, was still inadequate to explain
ny of the observed phases of rapid movement of detrital material
. ch were encountered there . Concurrent studies by the writer in the
d of the Santa Cruz River near Tucson, Arizona, had revealed
tensive and deep-seated movements in the stream bed as a result of a
gle violent storm and flood, and the observations were continued
m time to time in the beds of other intermittent streams and desert
shes as opportunity occurred and were generally confirmatory of the
elusions reached in connection with the Santa Cruz work .
Specifically, the observed facts in the Santa Cruz River had been as
1 ows : Following upon a period of nearly a year of absolute dryness
the river bed, other than as moistened by occasional light rainfall, a

single violent storm had transformed the dry streamway into a rags,
torrent for a few hours, with the development of typical " sand wav( s"
at intervals . The river in the vicinity of the observations has a fall of
approximately 5 feet to the mile, and prior to the flood had a )ank-tobank width of about i5o feet and an excavated depth, below the flood
plain level, of 8 to io feet . The necessity for digging in the again-d
bed arose shortly after the storm, and still-green willow leaves, twlgs r
and other vegetable debris were encountered 6 to 8 feet below
surface, which was again approximately at the same level as it had
before the flood . In order to insure against an interpretation being
upon a purely local condition, the stream bed was explored by excava
at intervals for some distance both up and down stream, and fresh d
was discovered several feet below the surface in most cases . The i
cation to be drawn from this manifold evidence is that the whole bed
the river bed had been practically in motion during its brief submerg
under the torrential flood .
Transferring the ideas gained at this time to the investigatio
apparently similar current conditions in the Colorado, although wi h
any possibility of a direct examination of the uncovered river bed
rather crude method was adopted upon numerous occasions of divi
swimming in the turmoil of " sand waves " and " boils " in effort
reach the bottom and investigate conditions beneath the surface.
efforts were not always or, indeed, predominantly successful, o
to the extreme turbulence of the water at the times at which the info
tion was most desired ; but the fact was well established that du
certain phases of the rhythmic cycles of movement and wave devel
ment which accompany the sand-wave phenomenon, a deep-reac
disturbance of the bed material takes place, followed by the rapid ma
ment of much of the loosened matter down stream .
The method of investigation was persevered in and was supplemen'ed
by other expedients for direct examination of representative port ; in`
of the river under flood conditions, until the following general conclu' ant
were reached
(i) That the fundamental condition causing the sand-wave deve pment in stream flow is the overburdening of the water with detr •t al
material .
(2) That the observed rhythmic character of the phenomenon is due
to transitory changes in the fluidity or viscosity of the stream - "r,
through temporary overburdening, and that this condition affects its
velocity and, therefore, its power of retaining matter in suspension .
(3) That an important contributing factor to the full development
of the rhythmic manifestation is the presence of an abundant supply o
detrital matter of approximately uniform size .
The phenomenon of " sand waves," as observed in the San Ju ;tn
River, the upper left tributary of the Colorado, is thus described
,

}
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rce : 5 "The usual length of the sand waves, crest to crest, on the
er sections of the river, is 15 to 20 feet, and the height, trough to
is about 3 feet . However, waves of a height of at least 6 feet
observed . The sand waves are not continuous, but follow a
At one moment the stream is running
mic movement
oothly for a distance of perhaps several hundred yards . Then suddenly
'umber of waves, usually from six to ten, appear . They reach their
1 size in a few seconds, flow for perhaps two or three minutes, then
ddenly disappear ."
Vaves of comparable size have been observed at times of rapid rise
\-arious points upon the lower river and have been studied carefully
rough the several phases of the recurrent cycles of development and
cline through which they pass .
The matter has appeared to be of vital importance as a feature of
Itaic development, inasmuch as the volume of detrital material in a
in readily retained in the dispersal areas, which passes down stream
such times, is known to be very great and yet not easily measurable
my of the ordinary methods of silt-content analysis .
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THE SUCCESSIVE PHASES OF THE SAND-WAVE CYCLE
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X,

he successive phases of a cycle occur in the following relationship
each other . Assuming that at the first moment of observation the
Trent is flowing swiftly and the water showing a slightly undulating
face, it is at the same time expending a portion of its accumulated
ergy of descent, or momentum, in raising from its lower layers a
rden of detrital matter which already exists there in the readily
cessible form of a more slowly moving bottom load-the product of a
revious phase . This bottom load has been ascertained, by contact with
and actual immersion in it during certain parts of the cycle, to form
semi-fluid substratum which may vary in depth from a few inches to
two feet or more, according to the irregularities of the harder layers of
1 e bottom and the depth of the water .
The critical point of overburdening and loss of energy is in most
tses reached very suddenly, as observed by Pierce on the San Juan,
diitional energy being obviously absorbed, as the speed decreases, in the
ccelerated subsidence of the suspended and saltatory particles due to
wity . Uniformity of size of the units of loading would also appear
be a factor in increasing the rapidity of the transition into the next
base of the cycle .
Although the quickly succeeding manifestation of the characteristic
tansverse wave system is so conspicuous at the surface, the sequence
as not been clearly traced past this point of phase transition by direct
R . C. Pierce : The Measurement of Silt-Laden Streams, U. S . Geol. Survey Water-Supply
Per No . qoo-C, Washington, 1916, p. 42 .
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examination of the bottom, and reliance has been placed upon Gilbe
interpretation of his laboratory experiments for an explanation of th
development of the "dune" and "anti-dune" systems of bed co,,
figuration which mark the succeeding phases . His explanation follow ;
"A particular relation between depth and velocity corresponds to a e
of equilibrium between the factors of turbulence and restraint, in actor
ante with which the sinuosity of the lines of flow is reduced to a minimupq
and the water surface and channel bed are approximately plane .
gives the smooth phase of traction . When the depth is increased with
increase of velocity, the restraint permits the development of inte
diversity, and this carries with it diversity of the plastic bed, giving
dune phase of traction . When the velocity is increased without incr
of depth, the restraint is overpowered, and a diversified but systema
arrangement of flow lines develops, which carries with it systema
diversity of both water surface and channel bed and gives the anti-di
phase " (op . cit ., p . 34) .
The transitional period under consideration is that from the co
paratively placid "dune " stage, which is identified by the sligh
undulating surface, to the sudden development of the steep and turbu e
wave system which indicates and accompanies the growth of the at
dunes . The conditions which Gilbert postulates for bringing about th
transition, overpowering the restraint to free internal movement in tl
water through an alteration in the relationship between channel del t
and current velocity, are apparently met by the decrease in effective dept
due to the rapid subsidence of matter which has been in suspens
and in saltatory movement during the previous phase and by the co
current resumption of velocity by the transporting medium as it t
relieved of its burden and as, in effect, its viscosity decreases .
The next stage in the cycle, clearly recognized by exploration in the
stream, has been the transitory condition which may best be described
as the phase of excavation . This brief recurrent period of rotary movement of the water and subjacent plastic bed layers perhaps constitutes the
most important element in the mechanism for the rapid transportation o
heavy detrital material down stream in times of flood, but its relationship
to the other phases of the cycle has not been very clearly ascertained .
Cause and effect are not readily distinguishable in the turbulence of the
current, but the rapid loosening and throwing upwards of material by
rotary movements of the water has been well established upon man?
occasions, and there would appear to be some close relationship between
this subaqueous bombardment and the steep up-stream faces of the
"anti-dune " ridges, which are always close at hand .
The transition from the phase of excavation to the succeeding phas
of smoothly flowing current also takes place with great rapidity, a,
experienced in the current . The "dune " tops are levelled off, the loose
mass of material at the bottom begins to move forward as a uniform
layer, and the stream to gain speed .
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This condition completes the cycle to the point of the assumed initial
Eurnination and marks the first stage in the accumulation of another
rload .
MOVEMENT OF THE RIVER-BED MATERIAL

s the crest of a flood passes, the sand-wave phenomenon generally
, s except under purely local conditions of augmented current, due
channel changes, and material which is too coarse and heavy to be
rried in suspension or by saltation, continues to move along the thalweg
the channel at such times and in such quantities as the normal streamw is competent to roll or slide .
['he difficulties which Gilbert experienced in his laboratory experients in obtaining definite data concerning what he termed " bottom
ow " naturally become still more formidable when the examination is
he made through the wholly opaque waters of a large and turbulent
cam . It was thought, nevertheless, that the general impressions gained
rough direct subaqueous exploration of the current would have value
connection with information gained in other ways concerning the
ovement and other characteristics of this important portion of the
earn load . Opportunities have been taken from time to time for
ontinuing such examinations under more normal conditions of the
xrrent than exist during the " sand-wave " manifestation, for the imiediate purpose of gauging the erosion and redeposition of bed material
shifting bars and shoals . By the use of stakes, floats, and other
evices, combined with direct examination of the under-water conditions,
i has been possible to obtain actual quantitative information concerning
uch local channel adjustments that it would have been difficult to acquire
1 any other way .
The results of several such examinations have been embodied below
n the tabular matter descriptive of the dimensions and other physical
properties of the bed material (Tables III and IV) .
Some remarkable movements of bed material at times of high river
gave been observed and recorded at the Yuma gauging station of the
S . Geological Survey . Such an instance occurred on the occasion
Of the great flood which issued from the Gila on January 21-22, 1916,
with a peak discharge of 220,000 second-feet . A " scour " which was
-stimated to be equivalent to at least 1,6oo acre-feet per channel milecorresponding to a lowering of the bed by nearly 25 feet across the
entire flood width of the river at the gauging point-was noted . The
excavation extended for many miles down stream below the point of
tfirect observation and caused an appreciable deepening through the
tipper portion of the Rio Abejas, which at that time formed a part
f the main river system .
The gauge height registered was about 20 feet above mean low-water
level as the crest of the flood passed, and the bed scour was fully 32
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feet in the thalweg, increasing the depth of the water from a normal to
of about 8 feet to 6o feet . The channel rapidly shoaled again after the
passage of the flood, but the summer rise of the same year, which crested'
up to 70,000 second-feet, cut it out to a depth of 20 feet at the end of
June . By December it was once more at its normal stage .
None of the usual methods for estimating the passage of silt appe a
to be applicable in either of these cases of bodily movement of the river
bed, and it is improbable that any figures based upon them would be of
value in computing the yardage involved .
Basing his opinion upon the information available to him, Fortier
considers that fully one-fifth of the detrital load of the river passin,
Yuma does so in the form of bed-silt . It appears probable, however
that if due consideration be given to the " short haul " and intrinsicall
coarser material which enters the main artery of the river between t
foot of the canyons and Yuxna-that which comes from the Bill Williams
Fork and from the lower confluents of the Gila-this estimate shoul
be materially raised . Much of this matter undoubtedly passes Yuma
and enters the delta, under extreme flood conditions and in a manner`
outlined above, and is note identified by the methods of the ordinary
stream and silt analysis .
THE

RIVER-BED MATERIAL' GROUPED ACCORDING

TO SIZE OF

PARTICLL.4

In order to obtain a general and reasonably accurate idea of the
physical characteristics of the detrital material which forms the river
bed at the approach to the delta, a series of thirty samples which had
been taken at various times between the site of the Laguna Darn and
the termination of the Arizona-Sonora boundary were combined for
mechanical analysis into five groups . The grading for sizes of particles
was made through standard mesh sieves of 6o, loo, I2o, 200, and 300
interstices to the inch in each group . The division was made for the combined purposes of reducing the bulk to be examined at once and of providing additional comparisons for reaching a general average.
As will be noted, the results were sufficiently in accord to demonstrate
the representative character of the material . The groupings were made
entirely without reference to the date or locality at which the individual
samples were obtained, as the intention was to gain an insight into the
average composition, apart from any seasonal or purely local influences .
The striking uniformity, as revealed by the percentages of magnitudes in
the five groups as selected, is also worthy of note .
The sampling was terminated at the Arizona-Sonora line because at
this point the river makes its first contact with the coarse gravel escarpment of the Sonoran Mesa, and it was clearly recognized that these
Work cited above in footnote 3 .
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gravels, which were extensively attacked and eroded by the river, influenced the character of the bed-material from there on practically to
tidewater .
Notwithstanding the general uniformity of the thirty samples of bed
terial of which the mechanical analyses are given in Table III, seven
TABLE I11-MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THIRTY SAMPLES OF COLORADO
RIVER BED MATERIAL

ken at various times from surface of mid~channel bars and shoals between Laguna
site and termination of the Arizona-Sonora boundary, generally at low water,
1900 to 1933)
Percentage in Given Sizes
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RETAINED

RETAINED

MESH

MESH

RETAINED
ON 200
MESH

3 .4

3 .6
31 .1
15 .4
5 .5
4 .2
17 .1

26 .3
16 .6
23 .4
68 .2
34 .7
60 .4

62 .5
15 .2
40 .1
17 .4
26 .7
12 .1

12 .81

38 .26

29 .00

6 .1
10 .7
8 .6
6 .3
7 .9
1 3 .3

17 .2
14 .2
8 .6
5 .2
20 .2
15 .4

31 .9
29 .4
'33 .3
50 .1
37 .4
63 .1

20 .0
17 .6
34 .5
15 .7
28 .0
1 .5

13 .46

'4o .86

19 .55

2 .0
4 .1
3 .0
4 .2
7 .6
11 .3

6 .3
16 .2
11 .4
23 .6
2 .4
10 .6

10 .1

RETAINED
ON 6o
M
ESH
1 .0

8 .0
6 .1
5-5
0 .0
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--

')uppercentages
C

---

up percentages
D

4 .00

9 .15

5 .36
2 .6
9 .3
1 .6
0 .9
18 .3
4 .7

ON 100

ON 120

7 .6
1 .4

10

4 .1

6 .53
4 .2
17 .8
6 .4
15 .4
2-2
2 .4
8 .o6

244 .4
2 .9
9 .38

o .6
10 .3
8 .6
7 .3
4 .3
4 .2

5 .88
4 .0
22 .7
3 .0
6 .8
6 .2
2 .1

11 .75

39-96

22 .46

12 .96

46 .7
36 .0
0 .9
2 .6
20 .2
42 .6

37 .2
22 .4
70 .2
18 .1
56 .2
30 .0

7 .0
14 .6
24 .0
31 .0
4 .2
14 .3

3 .3
10 .7
2 .0
27 .4

3 .2
7 .0
1 .3
20 .0

6 .2

2 .2

39- 00

15 .85

20 .4
31 .4
47 .3
64 .1
10 .2
20 .5

14 .7
4 .6
19 .4
5 .2
6 .4
47 .0

E

4 .2
7 .3
7 .8

1 .0

6 .7
30 .6
13 .2
2 .6
40 .1
26 .7

7 .75

19 .98

32 .31

16 .21

6 .49

16 .56

38 .07

20 .61

petal percentages

1 .6
18 .o
7 .4

37 .4
23 .0

24 .83

Group percentages

5 .0

11 .1

40 .2
19 .4
14 .5
16 .o
34 .4
10 .3

6 .23

0 .0

PASSING
oo
MESH

00

14 .6
67 .1
41 .2
43 .7
63 .1

[()up percentages

26 .0

RETAINED
ON 3
MESH

1 .0

8-2
5 .6
2 .6

1 .0

8 .43
21 .7
14 .1
10 .3
18 .6
9 .3
4 .1

13 .0
9 .79

7 .46

0 .00

5 .61
32 .3
12 .0
2 .0
9 .5
8 .o
0 .7
10 .75
7 .81
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will be seen to contain a markedly higher percentage of partiel

enough to pass through the insterstices of a 300-mesh sieve (appit

mately 0 .045 mm), while five show an opposite tendency by carrying per_

centages in excess of 1o per cent which were unable to pass a 6o-me, s li
screen (approximately 0 .25 mm) . Ignoring the significance of these
ty,,'
divergences for the moment, it will be noted that about 85 per cent
the material represented by these samples existed in sizes between
limits stated and that the maximum percentage appears to have

slightly above the 120 mesh or as having a probable average diamet
magnitude of about 0.30 mm . This agrees well with the dimensio n

bed-material sampled at various points in the dispersal areas in the d
during the recent years of irregular flow and doubtless indicates
fair accuracy the average bed composition where deposition has
place directly from the tractional load .

THE SORTING AND REARRANGEMENT PROCESS OF BED MATERI
It has been found, by extending the actual stream-bed examinatio

to situations in which such direct deposition has recently taken place
that the conditions indicated by the divergent samples in the series ha

probably been due largely to purely local current movements and sit
sequent rearrangement of bodies of material already laid down . T
manner in which such sorting and rearrangement is brought about
be briefly discussed.

A river, such as the Colorado, which has developed a meanden

channel over an alluvial bed, is incessantly modifying the profile al

relief of the deposited material over which it flows, in response to

transitory changes in current intensity and direction . The mov ng
body of water may be best visualized as being composed of a series of
sinuous and interlocking filaments which generate transient resistances
and eddy movements along their surfaces of contact . Variations

discharge, friction, temporary loss of momentum through following a
circuitous path around or over obstructions, and divergences of the
current around bends of the river, all contribute to the maintenance of
the internal sinuous movement .

Differential velocities brought about by the interplay of these minor

currents enhance or detract from the capacity of portions of the general

moving body of water for transporting the bed load and mobile layers
of the actual bed material, and irregularities in bottom contours and

profiles result, through local deposition or depletion . Certain selective

processes also take place, whereby the more massive particles tend to .
accumulate in the hollows, while the smaller and lighter ones are carried
forward .

Such sequences of cause and effect are found to be in most complete

and unrestricted operation during periods of comparatively steady or
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decreasing discharge . With substantially increased discharge, which
usually implies an increase also in both the suspended and tractional
loading of the water, a modified bed contour quickly results through the
tendency of the more rapid current to short-cut across obstructive shoals
or bank salients and to develop new deeps and shoals in order to mold the
channel bed to its requirements .
With a view to determining the degree to which the selective and
grading process may take place between points in the stream bed which
are only separated by short distances, samples were taken in pairs
front selected locations in the dry bed of the main channel of the river
luring a period of total diversion into the Imperial Canal . The brush
ersion dam was in operation at the time and the river flow had been
t off at about 2,500 second-feet .
TABLE IV-MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF COLORADO RIVER BED MATERIAL

Taken from dry bed below temporary diversion weir at Imperial Canal inlet)
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SAMPLE *

LOCATION

(Distance
below weir)

DATE

RETAINED ON
200-MESH
SCREEN

PASSING
200-MESH
SCREEN

'A'
'A'

I
2

200
200

yards
yards

Jan .
Jan .

I2, 1930
12, 1930

84%
37

16%

'B'
'B'

I
2

250
250

yards
yards

Jan .
Jan .

12, 1930
12, 1930

95
50

5
50

'C' 1

350
350

yards
yards

Jan .
Jan .

I2, 1930

76
40

24
6o

'C'2

12, 1930

63

*The samples were selected in pairs, at points where there was evidence of local rearrangement of
deposited detrital matter.
The components of each pair were taken from points not exceeding 20 feet apart, in order to insure
,,peration of the same selective process in each case.

'he results of the examination of three representative pairs are given
'able IV.
he zoo-mesh screen, with interstices of approximately 0 .075 mm,
used in making this examination, as it represents, more nearly than
of the others forming the series with which the standardized melnical analyses of the bed-silt material have been made, the critical
lint in particle dimension at which the mode of transportation changes
ost markedly from bed-traction and saltation to suspension .
he fluctuating and intermittent filaments of current which were beti'ed to be in operation in close proximity to the bottom in situations and
er conditions such as were to be found here, where a gradually diminng discharge of known volume from day to day had occupied a broad
allow channel with a well-stabilized bed, were considered to be likely
produce the most marked effects in assorting and segregating material
ibis intermediate character.
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The results of the analysis, as set forth in the table, appear fully
justify this assumption, as the percentages of the finer and coarser co
ponents in the paired samples appearing upon either side of the crib
dimension are very significant .
The dry river bed from which the samples were secured was left w t
a surface in low relief, and a cursory examination for some little di
tance up and down stream appeared to indicate that pairs of sampl
exhibiting the same features of finer and coarser material, and of abo
the same range of particle size, might have been obtained in grea
numbers .
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CHAPTER X
FLUCTUATION AND RHYTHM IN THE MOVEMENT OF
DEBRIS
The burden of detrital material transported by the Colorado is subject
to many controlling conditions which influence the rate at which it
passes towards the delta, apart from the fundamental one of stream
volume . The varying silt-producing capacity of the confluent streams
of the system, the seasonal frequency or comparative infrequency of
torrential storms in certain sections of the drainage basin, and climatic
conditions generally over a region some goo miles in length by 500
miles in breadth are amongst the determining factors which regulate and
apportion the supply down the main artery of the river . A curve developed to exhibit the influence of these determinants in full detail would
in many respects resemble a tidal prediction curve and be extremely
complex, and it would probably be impossible to plot it with any approximation to accuracy even with our present knowledge of the hydrography
of the region . It is possible, however, to note the sources from which
and the conditions under which much of the material is derived and to
follow in general outline the seasonal and climatic influences to which
it is subjected during its passage through the river system . This has been
undertaken in the following digest .
DERIVATION CONDITIONS AND TIME OF TRANSPORT OF DETRITAL LOAD

Such of the detrital material as is derived directly from exposed rock
surfaces in the catchment areas is made available for transportation in
various ways. Disintegration of the mantle rock is brought about by
chemical decomposition, in the forms of oxidation or carbonation, in
association with hydration, or by the solvent or corrosive action of certain
organic substances or organisms .
Mechanical disintegration may occur as a result of root action, freezing,
or differential expansion and contraction due to excessive temperature
changes, or, in situations in which there is direct contact with running
water, by attrition, percussion, or friction against other matter already in
transit .
The products of disintegration in the more remote areas may not,
however, be directly available for transportation through the river system
except at times of invasion of areas in which they have accumulated, by
floods, storm waters, or the run-off from melting snow-banks or snowfields, and may exist for long periods exposed to atmospheric or other
influences before actually entering the streamway .
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By far the greater portion of the sedimentary matter which is waterborne through the lower reaches of the river is derived from such secondary deposits, or from sand, gravel, or clay measures which floor so many
of the basins of the tributary streams . Much is wind-assorted or pulverized and enters the transporting water within the colloidal scale o f
magnitudes .
Owing largely to the disturbing influence of wind action and to the
intermittent character of stream flow over most of the basin area, the
time consumed in the passage of the material from the point at which
it first comes within the influence of gravitation within the limiting
watershed to its place of rest at sea level must be extremely irregular .
A month, a year, or a century may conceivably elapse between the
initial loosening of a given fragment at some remote stream-head and
its incorporation in the delta or delivery into the sea, although it remains
throughout the period within the limits of the banks of the transporting
waterways . A particle derived from one of the great arid areas common
in the lower basins of the river system, and which is dependent for its
downward progress upon such uncertain factors as wind, intermittent
flow through desert washes, or periods of sheet-flooding due to excessive
precipitation, may take less or infinitely more time before its redeposition
in the delta .
THE CONSTITUENT DRAINAGE BASINS OF THE COLORADO SYSTEM AND
THEIR RUN-OFF REGIME

The drainage basin of the Colorado River system is shaped roughly
like a trapezoid, with an extreme length of nearly goo miles and an
extreme width of more than 5 00 miles, and has an area of about 2 43,000
square miles . Its eastern and northeastern margins practically coincide
with the crest of the main continental divide, its northern angle is situated
amongst the mountain plexus in southwestern Wyoming, and its western
and southern sides terminate rather indefinitely amongst the detached
ranges and open desert spaces which lie between it and the great enclosed
basins of Utah, Nevada, and California, and the heads of the southflowing rivers of Sonora .
The system below the union of the Green and the Upper Colorado
(formerly the Grand) is practically a unilateral one, as only two tributaries of any size, the Fremont and the Virgin, and a few small and
unimportant streams under the northern rim of the Grand Canyon, the
Paria, Bright Angel, and Kanab, enter the river from the western bank
between that point and the Gulf .
The basins of the four larger tributary streams, including the Upper
Colorado, all lie to the eastward of the main channel (considered as
beginning at the head of the Green River) . The aggregate area of the
four (Upper Colorado, San Juan, Little Colorado, Gila) is approxi-
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nlately 135,000 square miles . Their individual areas and other characteristics more immediately pertinent to delta accretion, as well as those
of other tributaries, are summarized below .'
GREEN RIVER BASIN (area, 44,400 square miles ; altitude,

14,000

to

3,900

feet) .

General Character. The Green River system comprises six major confluents and
several smaller tributaries . The Yampa and the Duchesne are the most important .
Including the Green River itself, most of the confluents head high in the mountains,
are principally snow-fed, and are essentially mountain streams . Much of the lower
course of the main stream is through canyons .
Run-off . The greater portion of the discharge is the result of melting snow upon
the high mountain slopes . Irrigation requirements now take a heavy toll of the
water of several of the confluents during the short growing season, but a secondary
period of precipitation which occasionally occurs during the early autumn months
is at times the cause of rapid erosion of the sedimentary floors of the valleys in the
mid-basin region . This leads to a great temporary increase in the percentage of
detrital matter carried through the main channel and delivered towards the lower
river and delta .
UPPER COLORADO BASIN (area, 25,900 square miles ; altitude, 14,000 to
3,900 feet) .
General Character . Fully half of the basin area consists of high, rugged mountain
slopes and spurs at elevations from 7,000 feet upwards, heavily timbered in many
localities . The remaining half contains much broken tableland and foothill country
which erodes readily . The Upper Colorado River (formerly the Grand River), with
its tributaries, is distinctly a mountain system .
Run-off. Principally from melting snow from the western slopes of the continental .
divide in Colorado . Maximum volume in May and early June, according to the
advance of the season . A secondary rise, due to summer rains, also frequently
occurs . Discharge from this system is heavy, amounting to about 40 per cent of the
total discharge through the lower Colorado .
SAN JUAN BASIN (area, 25,800 square miles ; altitude, 14,000 to 3,400 feet,
with most of the area at from 8,ooo to 5,000 feet) .
General Character. The north and northeastern portions of the basin consist
generally of steep mountain sides and spurs, with the streams occupying deeply
eroded canyons and valleys . The central portion contains much broken tableland,
easily eroded and composed in great measure of talus material and sedimentary
measures . The main stream leaves the basin through a deeply-cut canyon .
Run-off. Maximum in early spring owing to melting snows, with a well-marked
summer run-off resultant from the seasonal rains which usually occur in the central
districts . The silt content of the water from this tributary is nearly always high .
The use of water for irrigation already materially curtails the normal flow from
the system during the growing season .
LITTLE COLORADO BASIN (area, 25,900 square miles ; altitude, 7,000 to
2,780 feet) .
General Character . The main stream and most of the tributaries flow through
broad shallow valleys with sedimentary floors . The basin contains extensive areas
in which the surface concentration of alkaline matter is very pronounced, others
in which wind-swept expanses of sand or sandy loam, with occasional pedregales,
or desert pavements, exist. As a whole, the region is very sparsely covered by
vegetation of any description, although heavy stands of yellow pine cover portions
'For isopleth maps of annual run-off, evaporation, and denudation in the Colorado drainage
basin, with the relevant discussion, see Eberhard Reichel : Der Wasserhaushalt des Coloradogebietes, Geogr . Abhandl ., Series 2, No . 4, Stuttgart, 1928 .-EDIT. NOTE.
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Although incomplete records appear to indicate that the Gila used to

the Colorado as a stream of some considerable volume during most of the
,in
ear, the discharge has been very small for many years except at times of heavy
y
storms somewhere within the basin . The best-marked period of flood condition is
in

m

off.

id-winter, even under the present curtailed area available for unrestricted runSummer storms are common, however, and produce flash-floods of some

. Both spring and autumn rains of "cloudburst" intensity have also
violence
curred in sections of the lower basin, which have given a flash discharge of upwards
oc
is
second-feet at the junction . The silt content of the outflowing water
of
50,000
always high, especially under flood conditions, and has been known to amount
to almost io per cent by volume of freshly precipitated solid matter .

The several comparatively small tributary creeks that enter the canyon
section of the river between the San Juan and the Virgin, namely the
Paria, the Bright Angel, and Kanab Creek from the north and Cataract
Creek from the south, are all subject to similar seasonal variations in
discharge : an early spring freshet, or series of freshets, due to winter
storms and melting snow on the high plateaus, and occasional flash
floods in the summer rain season . The perennial flow of those in the
depths of the canyon is generally clear, but some lithoidal debris and
a high proportion of organic matter is brought down at times of freshets .
THE CANYON AND DOWNSTREAM SECTIONS As GRINDING AND STORAGE
CHAMBERS RESPECTIVELY

The fundamental difference between the Colorado River and other
heavy carriers of detrital matter is the long, steep canyon section which
intervenes between the chief silt-producing tributaries and the areas of
deposition . This constitutes, in effect, a great grinding, mixing, and
forwarding chamber for matter already in transit, although, in the
passage through it, practically nothing is added to the load . Owing to
the physical features of the gorges there are few sites within them upon
which sedimentary material can be even temporarily deposited . Little
is retained, therefore, even during periods of diminishing flow .
The 250 miles of placid river of low gradient, largely bordered by
extensive flood plains and in which the only tributary is the intermittent
and relatively unimportant Bill Williams Fork, form, on the other hand,
a sort of storage bin into which much of the suspended load and practically all the coarser saltatory or rolling load which has survived the
grinding process in the canyons is temporarily deposited during lowwater periods, to be picked up and moved forward intermittently in
times of rising river and flood . These controlling factors must be given
due weight in constructing a hypothetical annual flow-sheet of the
delivery of the debris on to the delta .
ANNUAL REGIME OF COLORADO DISCHARGE : WINTER AND SPRING

At the commencement of the calendar year, the river may be assumed
to be at its lowest stage, with its detrital burden also at a minimum .

Discharge from the higher mountain tributaries in the Green, Upper
Colorado, and San Juan basins is also likely to be impeded by ice . Deposi,
tion upon the aggrading of the bed is usually taking place during midwinter in the lower reaches of the river, owing to the diminution and
lessening carrying capacity of the current and aside from any introduction of fresh detrital material into the main channel . The earliest
increase in the detrital content of the water to appear in the year is
usually the result of winter storms in the semi-arid lower basins . At
times, and in certain sections, melting snow which has fallen earlier in
the season is also involved in the run-off . Such storms have frequently
given rise to sharp flashy floods at the Gila-Colorado junction, and, as
they represent in most instances the scavenging of areas which have
been dry for several months previously, in which the surface material
has been disturbed and distributed by wind and is readily accessible to
denudation and transportation, the detrital content of the flood waters
from the streams affected is generally very high . Although floods of this
description usually enter the main artery of the river system with some
violence, their momentum is quickly absorbed by the partially dried
river bed and the lower portions of the flood plain, and deposition, rather
than channel scouring, takes place during the first few hours in the
section immediately below the point of inflow .
While local deposition from the heavily charged advance waters of
such brief winter floods frequently occurs and its removal down stream
through the agency of the same storm period is not uncommon, the first
three months of the year are usually marked by a continuation of the
seasonal low-water period and general light deposition . Much of the
heavier recently introduced matter undoubtedly remains practically unmoved during the usual lull of early spring, merely serving as a feeder
to such slowly moving bottom load as the varying conditions of current
may be competent to keep in motion . With the steadily increasing flow
of the main river during the later spring months, the real movement of
these local deposits begins, together with that of the fresh detrital matter
brought from the upper basins as a consequence of the melting snows .
The increase in discharge through the lower river continues usually
with little interruption until the end of May, or early part of June, and it
is during these weeks of steadily augmenting current that the delta receives its greatest annual loading of detrital matter . Although there does
not appear to be any close relationship between the volume of discharge
and the percentage of suspended material in transit in the current, the
total quantity transported during the season of high water is very large .
The general scouring of the channel to accommodate the increasing flow
also sets in motion a great volume of bed material which has accumulated
during the preceding months . Local deposits, left in the main channel
by brief floods from the lower tributaries, are gathered up and swept
forward as the surface gradient and velocity of the stream increase .
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Sand waves and other evidences of disturbed bottom conditions become
common, and bank erosion and the development of cut-offs add to the
detrital burden .
THE MAY-JULY PEAK

No satisfactory method has yet been devised for directly estimating
the tonnage, yardage, or acreage of this mass of bed material, although
indirectly its passage down the channel is fully evident. The relationship
between gauge heights and discharge, as measured at the Yuma station,
almost immediately below the point of inflow of detrital matter from the
Gila, has long been recognized as an indication of the rapid movement
of bed material at that point at times of rapidly rising river . The discharge capacity below the 25-foot gauge height, which represents the
critical level of overflow of the lower Yuma valley, has varied from
38,000 to over I05,oo0 second-feet within a twenty-year period, which
implies heavy scour and movement . A specific instance showed a doubling of channel capacity below the critical figure, or from 41,000 to 82,000
second-feet, during the three-month period from April 20 to July 21,
1907, a heavy summer rise to a peak gauge height of 29 feet having
intervened .
Although the occurrence of the summer rains is one of the most
strongly marked climatic features of the arid southwestern region which
embraces most of the Colorado Basin, the brief but frequently violent
storms which characterize it are generally purely local disturbances .
They occur almost daily, however, and similar heavy precipitation may
take place in several areas simultaneously . Small tributaries with steep
gradients will rise to flood stage within a few minutes, and the movement of detrital matter in the initial rush of the water is at times very
remarkable . As the downpour is usually only a matter of minutes, the
flood momentum is soon lost when flatter gradients are reached, unless
reinforced by inflow from confluents, and deposition takes place as the
transporting current decreases in velocity or is absorbed into the stream
bed . Temporary local deposits are thus left here and there, partially
obstructing streamways . These are gathered up, distributed, or overlaid
by further accumulations of detrital matter, until the next general scavenging of that portion of the system takes place through more widely
distributed precipitation .
THE AUTUMN FRESHETS AND THEIR HEAVY SILT LOAD

Autumnal floods, with an amplitude of discharge at Yuma of 50,000
second-feet or over, pass down the lower river at average intervals of
about two years, and when they occur they usually carry a capacity
burden of suspended matter and cause much movement of the bed mateII
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rial . A violent flood of this type, which reached a maximum of somewhat over 93,000 second-feet in September, 1909, was instrumental in
completing the filling of the basin above the Laguna Dam with detrital
material within six months after the completion of the dam itself .
A well-recognized characteristic of the early autumnal flow through
the lower river and into the canal system of the Imperial Valley, whether
the season is marked by excessive discharge conditions or not, is the
prevailing high percentage of finely divided suspended matter carried by
the water, together with much organic debris . This is clearly the result
of the heavily charged run-off from the upper catchment areas of the
system, received during these brief but violent summer rain storms and
distributed through the main stream during the passage through the
canyons (Figs . 66 and 67) .
Remarkable instances of rapid changes in the character and quantity
of the suspended solids carried during the season of minor autumnal
freshets have been observed by and have given trouble to the engineers
in charge of the water-purifying and softening plant serving Boulder
City, which pipes its water from the Colorado above Boulder Dam . Preliminary studies of the water to be treated at this point had showed variation in the matter in suspension of from 350 to about 6o,00o parts per million (p .p .m .), with an average content of 6,ooo p .p .m . In order to handle
the influent successfully, a large presedimentation basin is used, allowing
for a detention period of two and a half hours at full capacity of the
plant . This is found to be sufficient under ordinary circumstances to
furnish comparatively clear water to be pumped up to the filtering and
softening units .
During the last few days of August, 1932, and accompanying a sudden
rise in the river from an unusually low seasonal discharge of about 6,ooo
second-feet, to nearly 50,000, the amount of suspended solids rose from
5,200 p .p .m . on the 26th, to 41,000 p .p .m . on the 27th, and 84,000 p .p .m .
on September i . The amount thereafter slowly decreased . The matter
in suspension was found to be excessively finely divided, and only a very
small proportion settled out in the presedimentation reservoir, even after
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seven and a half hours' detention . The water in this case came principally from the San Juan and the lower portion of the Little Colorado
basin . The crest of the rise passed Yuma and proceeded on to the delta
on September 6, the discharge having been reduced to about 40,000
second-feet by evaporation and irrigation requirements in the lower
valleys . The large amount of debris carried in suspension was still very
noticeable . There was no evidence, however, of any unusual movement
of bed material .
The conditions observed . both at Boulder City and Yuma, on this
occasion were entirely typical of silt movement at this period of the year .
Closely following, as it does, the general scavenging of the river bed 2 by
the chief annual rise and before any great replenishing can take place
through aggradation, the minor autumnal rise, if it occurs, is usually
noticeable in the lower valleys and upon the delta for an increase in suspended matter alone, if the flood waters have originated above the
canyons and the debris in transit has been subjected to the inevitable
grinding process . The excessively finely divided condition observed at
this time was doubtless due, in addition, to some local peculiarities in the
area from which it has been derived .
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SAN PEDRO RIVER THE ONLY UNOBSTRUCTED PURVEYOR OF SILT TO
THE DELTA

The Virgin River, Bill Williams Fork, and certain confluents of the
Gila, have at times discharged heavy loads of detrital material on to
the delta as the result of summer storms of sufficient intensity and duration to carry the flood waters past the Colorado-Gila junction . All the
coarser and heavier debris entering the upper part of the Gila system is,
2 Dr . Leighly suggests that, in addition to the scavenging of stream beds, another process is
involved, namely a " preparation " (in Walther Penck's terminology : Die morphologische
Analyse, Geogr. Abhandl ., Series 2, No . 2, Stuttgart, 1924, Ch . 2) on the interstream areas .
As noted by Hjulstrom (see bibliography at end of this volume) in the case of the Fyris, the
early discharge carries more material, though the run-off be less than at the highest stage . He
interprets the process as having its seat in the interstream areas, where in resting periods fine
material is made accessible to the first run-off after a period of quiescence .-EDIT . NOTE .
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however, now retained behind the Roosevelt and San Carlos Dams, and
the San Pedro alone, of all the heavy silt carriers of the Gila basin, has
still free run-off to the lower river . This stream, which has a drainage
area, partly in Mexico, of about 3,450 square miles, has long been
notorious for the amount of fine silt and other debris which its flood
waters carry . Its valley has been settled and largely used for cattle
grazing for many years, and the natural covering of vegetation has
been irreparably damaged upon most of the steep lateral slopes, and
heavy erosion has followed . With the completion of Boulder Dam and
the construction of Parker Dam, the Los Angeles Aqueduct storage and
diversion dam below the mouth of Bill Williams Fork, the San Pedro will
remain as the sole source in the entire Colorado drainage system from
which the heavier detrital matter can reach the delta in any considerable
quantity .
OCTOBER-DECEMBER DECLINE, WITH OCCASIONAL FLOODS

d

f
I

J

A less strongly marked period of floods has occurred at irregular
intervals during the latter part of November or early December . Such
floods have at times continued in sufficient volume to cause further extensive scouring of the channel and the rapid removal dawn stream of
the accumulating masses of bed materials . Notable instances occurred
in 1905, when the great flood of November peaked up to 103,000
second-feet, and again in 1g1g, when a discharge of 82,000 secondfeet was reached . In both cases the rise was rapid, subsidence comparatively slow, and the amount of bed material moved very remarkable .
In general, however, the annual movement of the heavier debris has
practically ceased by the end of September, and the gradually falling
river is flowing over a slowing aggrading bed . Normally this condition
continues until the recognized storm period during January and February
initiates the movement from the lower basin areas for the ensuing year .
RATES OF PROGRESSION OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF DETRITAL LOAD

Emphasis should be placed upon the differences in the rate of progression through the system of the suspended, the saltatory, and the
true bed loads . That in free suspension may travel practically at the
average rate of the current, which even through the lower valleys
may be taken at from 2Z to 3 miles per hour . The saltatory load may
be assumed to attain under favorable conditions about half the current
speed, while the forward motion of the still heavier and more immobile
bed material may be moree readily measured in feet per minute than
in miles per hour, except during such occasional flood conditions as
were outlined in the preceding chapter, when practically the entire bed of
the stream is in motion .

CHAPTER XI
DEPOSITION OF THE DETRITAL MATERIAL
PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE HEAD OF THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA

Certain regional features and conditions existing about the head of
the Gulf of California have determined the size and character of the
Colorado delta . The comparatively narrow space available for sub-aerial
deposition, the form of the pre-existing marine basin toward and into
which the river flow was directed, and, perhaps most important of all,
the great tidal impulses which the outflowing water with its detrital load
is now compelled to meet head-on as the transporting power of the
river ceases-all have contributed to the upbuilding and shaping of
the delta .
The Gulf of California itself is a typical funnel sea, of the littoralabyssal type, 6oo miles in length at the existing coastal level and of
unknown original depth, but at least of the order of magnitude of i,5oo
fathoms (9 .ooo feet), about its entrance .
Into this submarine trough, near its upper extremity, almost iii an
axial direction, and for a period extending back into probably Tertiary
time, the Colorado has carried its vast volume of detrital material . The
result of this long-continued process has been the deposition of a prism of
sedimentary matter practically covering the Gulf floor and having a
present average gradient on its upper surface of some 15 feet to the
mile from the river mouth to the vicinity of Cape San Lucas at the
southern end of the peninsula of Lower California .
The deposited mass has a reasonably even slope for the first 200
miles, dropping from low tidal level at the river bar to approximately
1,250 feet in latitude 29° N . Soundings over this area have disclosed at
most stations the characteristic soft mud indicative of fluviatile deposition . Just south of the 29th parallel the Gulf is much constricted by
islands-San Lorenzo, San Esteban, and Tiburon-with passages not
exceeding 1o miles in width between them, all unfavorably known by
mariners for their strong tidal currents . The bottom in this vicinity is
extremely irregular, the deepest water being found in the Salsipuedes
Channel, between San Lorenzo and the Lower California shore . From
the vicinity of this archipelago down to latitude 27° 40', a distance of
approximately ioo miles along the axis of the Gulf, the floor drops
rapidly, at about 48 feet to the mile, to 6,ooo feet . A stretch of loo miles
of comparatively level bottom follows, and then comes another steep
incline for 40 miles, with a terminal depth of somewhat over 9,000 feet
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at the Gulf entrance . Muddy bottom is found in nearly all the deeper
soundings down the thalwcq of the Gulf floor, and soundings in the
still deeper water to the southwest and west of Cape San Lucas (10,000
to I i,ooo feet) have also revealed mud of the same general character and
almost certainly of continental and fluviatile origin .
The upper basin of the Gulf, from the plexus of islands to the mouth
of the Colorado, has an area of approximately 20,000 square miles at
present coastal levels and is probably underlaid almost entirely by the
foreset and bottomset beds of the delta. In their developed form these
beds are the proximate cause of the progressive shoaling of the water
as the head of the Gulf is approached, and this, in turn, is the condition
which augments tidal intensity at the river mouth .
In its passage between the islands a spring tide has a range of some
Io2 feet, about double that of an equivalent tide at Cape San Lucas .
At the river mouth the range has increased to over 30 feet, and the
tidal currents have grown correspondingly in violence . The time consumed by the tidal crest in traversing the upper basin--a distance of
about 200 miles-is approximately two hours and forty minutes . In the
presence of such violent tidal movement as these figures indicate it appears probable that the ascertained gradient of the floor of the basin
represents about the limit of stability or angle of repose of the deposited
material, and that a surplus, when such exists or temporarily accumulates,
will he carried by further tidal movement through the inter-island passages and into the deeper portions of the Gulf .
DECREASE OF ESTUARIAL DEPOSITS DUE TO CESSATION OF SEA OUTLETS
OF THE COLORADO

Under the usual conditions of delta upbuilding, in which one or more
channels cross the delta in free communication with the sea or other
receiving body of water, such of the heavier detrital material as is not
previously disposed of by bed aggradation or lateral dispersion is carried
directly forward to the sub-aqueous foreset and bottomset beds for final
deposition. When, on the other hand, free communication between the
river and the sea ceases or is interrupted, all such material is retained
within the sub-aerial portion of the delta .
During the past thirty years practically no detrital matter of the
heavier, coarser, bed-silt type, such as is incapable of being maintained in
suspension more than momentarily by the current, has entered the Gulf
from the river .
As previously described, deposition has taken place successively in the
Salton basin (19o5-19o7), the Volcano Lake district (19o9-1923), the
Pescadero basin (1923-1929), and since 1929 in the region about the
lower end of the Vacanora cutting . In the short interregnum between
the reversion of the river to its previously occupied channel and its
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diversion into the Rio Abejas ( 1907-1909), the escape of any considerable portion of the tractional load to tidewater was prevented by
the choked and shoaled condition of the river-bed through the lower delta .
As tidal action in the Gulf has remained unimpaired during this
period of curtailment of the supply of river-borne detrital matter at its
head, depletion of accumulated estuarial deposits has taken place as a
natural result . The existence of this abstractive activity has been fully
confirmed by observation, as described elsewhere . Depletion will undoubtedly continue when the full effect of the Boulder Dam and the
other control structures now in contemplation is felt upon the lower
reaches, until a new balance is struck between river and tide .
DEVELOPMENT OF VACANORA CHANNEL DELTA
PHOTOGRAPHS

As

SHOWN ON AIR

The process of dispersal and deposition of the heavier detrital matter
about the lower end of the Vacanora channel during the 19 2 9-1 933
period can be more readily illustrated and explained with the aid of a
series of three aerial photographs of the region, taken by Major Erickson
in July, 1931, March, 1932, and August, 1933 (Figs . 69, 70,74) than by a
detailed description based solely upon ground observations . Substantially
the same field is shown in each picture, although the direction and angle
at which the exposure was made has varied .
Beginning with the first in the series, taken on July 28, 1931, two
years after the channel was excavated and deposition in the area began,
the following points may be noted . Dispersal, as indicated by the lightcolored areas, had up to that time been very moderate, concentrating
about the end of the original excavated cutting, which had terminated at
the unfinished railroad grade which may be seen crossing the lower
portion of the picture in a slightly diagonal direction . The original
alignment of the cutting may be seen as a slightly lighter band on the photograph extending as far as the railroad grade, although it was impossible
to distinguish it upon the ground at the time the picture was made .
A small amount of water, distinguishable as a slightly darker sinuous
line, still followed the crest of the deposit along the channel alignment,
for about half the distance to the railroad grade, and was then diverted
down the left flank . It may then be seen crossing the grade, following
the crest of an extension of the newly deposited mass, and at length
reaching the lower margin of the photograph .
The channel which carried this small stream was discontinuous, being
interrupted by swampy areas after passing down the flank of the main
deposit, but it formed a part of the most direct link between the Colorado
River and the Gulf at the time . The larger distributary branches, leaving
the main channel in the middle distance, were all lost in the swampy
region which was developing above the railroad grade . Evidence of the
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Pm . 68-ITap of secondary delta fan at lower end of Vacanora channel, July, tg3t, plotted
from the oblique air photograph on the opposite page (Fig . tiy) . Scale, is 57,000 . Stippling indicates approximately the distribution and density of the vegetation . White areas are largely sand,
gravel, and =ilt of the di .stributarc channels . (Drawn at the .American Geographical Societc by
means of a single-eyeoitce plotter Lc 0 . U . Miller an -1 C . T, . Hitchcock .)
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definite drainage thereabouts may be seen in the frequently retrograde
rection in which they terminate amongst the dense vegetation.
The process of the overwhelming of the vegetal covering of the
region by the detrital invasion is clearly shown at many points, where
small stands or even isolated bushes still exist within the frontal margins
of the advancing waves of the debris .
Turning to the second photograph of the series (Fig . 70), taken
from almost the same view-point little less than eight months later
(March 18, 1932), the remarkable effects of a single additional invasion
at once become apparent . This was the February flood of the same year,
which carried down the mass of sedimentary matter ejected from Bill
Nk illiams Fork and which has already been fully described (p . 97) .
The discharge of the river at the time the picture was taken was about
5,000 second-feet, and the surface of much of the newly deposited material was still moist . The extension of the invaded area is very obvious
from the aerial view, but the most remarkable fact brought out by
examination on the ground after the inundation had drained away and
disappeared was the thickening of the mass along the crest of the main
cone and of the principal lines and areas of deposition . This may be
seen at the extreme left-hand margin of the picture, where a lightcolored area covers the railroad grade . The surface was dry at that
point, the unfinished track was buried to a depth of nearly 3 feet, and
the underpass which had been constructed across original drainage lines
with 16 to 18 feet headroom was wholly obliterated .
Although the discharge of the river had nearly reached 5o,000 secondfeet during this winter flood and although the flood itself was a comparatively brief one, the volume of detrital matter carried on to this
dispersal area was very striking . Vegetation was generally overwhelmed,
and the invasion took the form of a sheet flooding over the whole surface
of the cone, rather than the more common building up in detail along
dispersal channels . This is made very manifest in this view from above .
The third picture in the series (Fig . 74), taken on August 25, 1933, and
showing practically the same foreground and mid-distance field as the
previous pair, although in a contrary direction, was made at a time of
slightly lower river and during the height of the summer season of vegetational growth .
The discharge at Yuma on the previous day had been 13,400 secondfeet and was slowly decreasing . Diversion into the Imperial Canal,
between the gauging point and the section of channel shown in the
picture, together with seepage, evaporation, and other wastage, would
in all probability account for 3,000 or 4,000 second-feet, leaving a net
flow, at the time and point shown in the foreground, of from 9,000 to
io,ooo second-feet . The crest of the summer flood, reaching a maximum
discharge of nearly 70,000 second-feet, had passed Yuina a month earlier,
and during the intervening weeks the river had been steadily falling .

In striking contrast to the view taken seventeen months earlier, a dense
stand of vegetation once more covers the greater part of the areas devastated and submerged by the detrital invasion of February, 1932,
entirely altering the aspect of the region of dispersal . It will be realized
at once what an all-important part a vegetal covering of such density
and vigor plays in controlling the distribution of detrital material, and
therefore in the development of the delta . Actual deposition of the
tractional loading of the current would be practically confined, under
the conditions illustrated in this view, to the distributaries and the
innumerable small outlets which fringe the banks of the partially ponded
main channel .
DELTA UPBUILDING BY DISTRIBUTARY CHANNELS

The process of delta upbuilding by means of the development and
multiplication of distributary channels upon the sub-aerial surface is
well understood and need be only briefly referred to .
A channel which is temporarily surcharged through overwhelming
flood conditions, or by reason of a checking of free discharge by obstructions, soon develops a transriparian flow at such points as afford opportunities for relief at the then existing levels . As the outflow takes place,
organic and other light debris is carried bankwards and lodges against
vegetation or other impeding surfaces until a more or less impervious
barrier is formed, cresting the bank and virtually adding to its height .
As the surcharged condition passes and the transporting power of the
current decreases, deposition takes place upon the stream bed . The
process may be repeated during and following upon succeeding highwater periods until the entire channel is materially higher than the surrounding region . When this stage is reached a breach in the bank may
permit the development of an outflowing current of sufficient velocity to
move bed material and open for itself a definite divergent channel .
Further subdividings take place in like manner, and the complexity of
the distributory system increases until the intervening spaces between
and surrounding the channels are filled and a general rise in level has
taken place .
As a measure of such accretive activity within the immediate area,
and during the period embraced by the three air views under discussion,
it may be reasonably assumed that a deposition of fully 12 feet has taken
place along most of the larger channels and the general elevation has
increased at least 8 feet over an area of 40 or 50 square miles .
Wherever a light area appears in any one of the photographs, whether
it is in the form of the broad expanses in the vicinity of the railroad grade
or the delicate pencilings of the minor distributaries fringing the main
channel, it signifies the deposition of heavy material of the type which
has been retained above tidewater during the western excursion of the
river . Such material forms the bulk of the Vacanora deposit or semi-
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cone and has been a most important factor in the rapid accumulation of
the deposits about the lower ends of the Rio Abejas and the Pescadero
diversion cutting .
RETENTION OF THE SUSPENDED LOAD IN AREAS OF INDEFINITE
DRAINAGE

The distribution of the suspended load by the river water-such
of it as has been retained within the field of the pictures-is not so
obvious . At times of flood much of this finer material passes directly
out to sea or at least is arrested and precipitated in the estuary by
contact with the saline constituents of the sea water . During periods of
moderate and minimum discharge, and while the delta remains in its
present condition of arrested development, practically all this is held,
either in paludal areas, zones of vegetation, or in ephemeral lagoons or
other surface irregularities . Retention of this portion of the river's
burden within the sub-aerial regions of the delta is due to prolonged
cessation of motion of the transporting water or to its diminution or
disappearance through seepage, evaporation, or transpiration from the
leaf surfaces of growing plants .
The dense thicket of arrow weed (Pluchea sericea), poplar seedlings
(Populus luacdougalii), carrizo (Calalnagrostis gigantea), or of one
or more of the several species of willow common in this part of the delta
form effective sieves for retaining much of the material of intermediate,
or saltatory, size that is carried into them by the overflowing waters in
times of floods . Still finer particles are deposited as the effective hydrostatic head, and hence the velocity, of the outflowing water decreases
with the continuing friction . Thus arises the commonly observed condition of progressive fineness of the surface material with increase of
distance from the banks of built-up main channels or distributaries .
Areas of enclosed, restricted, or indeterminate drainage, such as commonly develop during the formation of secondary deltaic fans, tend to
become paludal in character, either ephemerally or perennially so, as the
inflow of water is intermittent or constant . Several such areas of both
types exist within the field of the photographs but are indistinguishable
amongst the covering and surrounding vegetation when one is on the
ground .
Two well-defined distributaries which leave the main channel through
its left bank at about the upper limit of the ponded section and which
are plainly discernible in the views of 1931 and 1932 have carried fairly
constant streams into the region of indefinite drainage shown in the
right-hand portion of both pictures . A great volume of detrital matter,
largely of the coarser and heavier type in making the initial fill over the
more depressed portions of the invaded ground but afterwards of progressively finer texture as the gradient decreased, has been carried into
and deposited within this section ever since these distributaries developed .
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Overflow in this direction is, however, apparently failing somewhat at
the present time (1934), as there is an increasing tendency for a direct
flow to establish itself along the crest of the recently deposited semi-'
cone and to develop direct communication with the Hardy through the
two new channels which have been described elsewhere, both of which
may be plainly seen crossing the upper portion of the 1933 view in
roughly parallel courses towards tidewater .
DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN TRACTIONAL AND SUSPENDED LOAD
BASIS OF SILT INVESTIGATIONS

ox

Silt investigations of the Colorado water in the canal systems of the
Imperial Valley have demonstrated' that detrital material capable of
passing through the interstices of a 200-mesh sieve (approximately
o .o76 mm on a side) is carried forwards without notable deposition at
current speeds of 40 feet per minute, or less than half a mile per hour .
Laboratory experiments with still finer material, such as passes freely
through a 3oo-mesh sieve (which is the finest sieve in practical use) and
of which the component particles are less than 0 .053 mm in diameter,
have shown that it will remain in suspension almost indefinitely at much
lower rates of motion, such as that induced by a slight breeze blowing
over an open expanse of shallow water . The 200-mesh sieve has been
commonly accepted as a somewhat arbitrary division between the tractional and suspended loads, and the studies in the Imperial Valley canals
appear to indicate that such a division is substantially correct, it having
been found, for instance, that with proper flashboard manipulation at the
canal heading fully go per cent of the matter in suspension which enters
the canal is below this size .
The application of these facts to the deposition of detrital matter
in the delta is that a broad distinction exists in the manner of distribution between that which is of tractional or bed-silt size and that which
may be classified as suspended . Accepting the arbitrary 200-mesh
division as correct, particles which would be retained thereon may be
considered as restricted in distribution to channels and other areas
reached by running water moving with some velocity, while below
that critical size they will be freely distributed by water which merely
flows in the manner of a general inundation or sheet flood .
WASTAGE OF FLOOD WATERS IN PALUDAL AREAS THROUGH SEEPAGE,
EVAPORATION, AND ABSORPTION BY VEGETATION

Swamp conditions in enclosed areas are generally maintained by the
inflow of slowly moving water, and in a region of prevailing low surface
relief and gentle gradients such as are found in this portion of the delta,
I

Samuel Fortier and H . F . Blaney : Silt in the Colorado River and Its Relation to Irrigation,

Dept . of Agric. Technical Bull. No . 67, Washington, 1928, PP. 46-49 .
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the periodical inundations-except along lines of natural drainage-are
usually featured by a gradual rise, maintenance for some time at or near
. Water which ultimately reaches
he crest level, and slow subsidence
tidewater by slow passage across flooded areas carries a certain amount
of the finer portion of its burden to the sea, although much is deposited
during the transit ; but such as fails to escape must deposit all .
Three main causes are recognized for the disappearance of flood
waters in paludal areas similar to those under discussion . Gradual
seepage into the underlying strata is perhaps the most important . It
should be remembered, however, that percolation through deposited
bodies of the excessively fine material, of which the residual deposition
from the Colorado water is composed, is exceedingly slow . Wastage
through evaporation from open water surfaces and from the surrounding
zones of moist soil is doubtless more rapid, in view of the prevailing
high temperatures and low humidity at the time of year at which the
swamps are most extensive .
The studies of Bigelow 2 in the Salton Sink in 1907-1908 indicated
that fully half an inch per diem might be evaporated from open water
surfaces in this region under optimum conditions of temperature and
air movement . A daily loss of half an inch over a water surface of one
square mile is equivalent to a constant inflow of approximately 16 secondfeet, and this may be accepted as a reasonable amount of wastage due to
this cause under summer conditions in the lower delta region, for each
square mile of impounded water . The solid matter in suspension in this
quantity of water is probably about 20,000 cubic feet, as computed upon
the basis of dried silt, so that this volume is available for deposition
through the process of evaporation alone, each twenty-four hours,
beneath each square mile of water surface from which evaporation is
taking place freely . The resultant deposited layer is something less than
1/100 of an inch in thickness, or 5 inches in the course of the year,
should the wastage from this cause proceed uninterruptedly .
The third cause of wastage is one to which comparatively little attention appears to have been paid until recently, in connection with problems
such as those we have presented with regard to the Colorado delta : this
is the absorbtion of water by massed vegetation in paludal areas and its
ultimate loss through transpiration from leaf surfaces . Recent researches
in the sudd regions of the upper Nile have focussed the attention of the
investigators of the Physical Department of the Egyptian Ministry of
Public Works 3 upon this process as being probably the chief cause of
the remarkable loss of water from the associated series of waterways
which unite to form the White Nile, while they are passing through
z F . H . Bigelow : Studies on the Rate of Evaporation at Reno, Nevada, and in the Salton
Sink, Natl . Gcogr. Mag ., Vol . 1g, 19o8, pp . 20-28 .
I H . E . Hurst : The Sudd Region of the Nile, Journ . Royal Soc . of Arts, Vol . 81, 1933 .
Pp . 721-734 ; reference on p . 731 .
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this zone of profuse vegetation . Although no very definite figures or
analyses of the actual causes of this loss are at present available, it appears
that between latitudes 5,° and 10° N . the Nile system loses as much water
through swamp wastage as it gains from its tributary streams-th e
round figures being approximately 27,000,000,000 cubic meters per
annum-and that this loss is largely due to passage through plant tissue .
Studies carried out by, or on behalf of the California Division of
Water Resources,' have indicated a direct water loss of as much as 41
inches per week as due to transpiration alone in paludal areas in southcentral California . The conditions of humidity and temperature and also
the character of the vegetation are in this instance very similar to those
found in the delta .
In the aggregate, and with the closest possible estimate of the paludal
areas appurtenant to the Vacanora channel, it seems necessary to account
for a continual surface loss of from 4 to 5 inches a day . This figure is
based upon actual estimates of the inflow towards, and the effluence from,
the region on several occasions and under circumstances which would
imply a more or less constant area of wastage ; and it may be accepted
as reasonably accurate . The equivalent total deposition of suspended
matter per week (the week being taken as a convenient unit of time) is
approximately half an inch, as computed for these enclosed drainage
areas into which everything is carried but nothing leaves except water
vapor and such water as penetrates the underlying stratum of deposited
mud and the waterlogged subsoil .
Ponded sections of channels in which through flow has ceased are of
course subject to the same wastage from seepage and evaporation as
equivalent bodies of water in strictly paludal areas . Transpiration,
however, will, except in cases of extremely narrow channels, seldom be
operative to the same extent, even if riparian seepage and the passage of
moisture by capillary action to adjacent root-masses and zones of vegetation be taken into account . As the through current ceases, further
movement of the tractional load will also cease and deposited matter
thereafter will consist wholly of such as is retained readily in suspension
at extremely low rates of water movement .
COMPLEXITY OF DELTA FORMATION PROCESS

The upbuilding of the delta body by the dispersal and deposition of
the detrital material furnished by the river is thus found to be a matter
of much complexity, even when activity is restricted, as it is at the present
time, to a limited area . Through the practical severance of direct communication between the river and the sea, the usual process of the free
passage of coarse and heavy bed material into tidewater has latterly
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been wholly arrested, and its total deposition has perforce taken place
within the zone in which the transporting water still retained sufficient
velocity to move it . It has thus appeared, after the subsidence of successive floods, either as extensive new topset beds upon the surface of
previous deposits or as innumerable invading tongues amidst the dense
vegetation which so quickly covers surface scars in this region .
Deposition of the finer, and suspended, matter has also been affected
by the recent developments . Extensive areas of indefinite drainage,
which have in some instances received steadily inflowing streams, have
retained their entire residual loads .
While these conditions appear to be the proximate and dominant ones
in determining distribution in the Vacanora dispersal area, there are
innumerable interacting influences, operative throughout the Colorado
drainage basin, which collectively regulate the quantity, character, and
periods of minimum or maximum movement of detrital matter towards
the delta .

E

CHAPTER XII
RETROSPECT AND OUTLOOK
Although our earliest historical information concerning the region
about the mouth of the Colorado River dates back nearly four hundred
years, it remained almost a terra incognita for fully two centuries thereafter . The fragmentary records left by the infrequent Spanish explorers
during that time merely afford us fleeting glimpses of an unattractive
land, traversed by a great river which was difficult of access, surrounded
by inhospitable deserts of unknown extent, and guarded from a sea
approach by great and violent tides .
EVIDENCES OF SHIFTING OF COLORADO RIVER CHANNEL
SINCE EARLY EXPLORATION

While much general information concerning the river was secured
during the succeeding hundred years, the region between the ColoradoGila junction and the sea still remained practically unknown . Certain
deductions can be made, however, from the meager accounts left by
explorers during the first two centuries and from the hardly more precise
information that has come to us from travelers who entered or crossed
the delta during the following century, which make it reasonably certain
that the portion of the river contained therein was then-as it has proved
to be since being subjected to closer scrutiny-an erratic stream, discharging into tidewater through different channels and doubtless in
response to the same influences that now govern its movements . Evidences of periods of diversion of the main stream to the western side of
the delta appear to be discernible in the accounts of Consag, Pattie, and
Hardy, while those of Alarcon, Diaz, and Kino all indicate that they
found it following the eastern margin .
During the sixth decade of the last century the lower river came
under direct and continuous observation and IN-as mapped twice, first
by Derby, as the result of a joint reconnaissance by Major Heintzelman
and himself in 1851, and again by Lieutenant Ives in 1858 . During the
intervening years commercial navigation had been developed between
the head of the Gulf and Fort Yuma, and this activity continued until
the mid-seventies, when the completion of the Southern Pacific Railroad
from the Pacific coast to the bank of the Colorado caused its abandonment .
Derby and Heintzelman had found that the main channel, which they
reported upon as being capable of navigation by light-draft vessels, was
apparently well established down the eastern margin of the delta . It
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maintained approximately the same alignment within the limits of a
meander zone some two or three miles in width for more than fifty years
thereafter .
Navigation was begun upon a very moderate scale and reached the
climax of its development about at the outbreak of the Civil War . At
that time a regular service of some considerable magnitude was maintained, with scheduled sea connections, between San Francisco and other
coast ports on the one hand and Fort Yuma on the other . Freight on the
river was handled both as deck-loads on the steamers and in towed barges .
A shipyard, capable of undertaking repairs to hulls and machinery, was
maintained by the Colorado Steam Navigation Company near the mouth
of the river, and this enterprise, although in Mexican territory, was allowed to operate without any interference by the Mexican authorities .
With the cessation of the river service this yard was dismantled and
abandoned, and the delta south of the international boundary almost
at once reverted to the condition of an untraveled wilderness . The river,
although continuing in the same general alignment, was undoubtedly
steadily raising both its bed and banks during the fifteen years following
upon the withdrawal of the river men and their vessels . It had plainly
reached a condition of instability in I89o . when the first examination
of the channel between Yuma and the Gulf was made in connection
with the investigation detailed in the foregoing pages . The entire river
system was still at that time practically unaffected by human enterprise,
so that conditions as observed in the delta region were those of purely
natural development .
THE GREAT WESTWARD DIVERSION AND ATTEMPTS TO CHECK IT

In the winter of 1890-I89I, and consequent upon a heavy flood from
the Gila, the river broke bounds towards the west, at the head of the
delta, the flood waters reaching the Salton depression and forming a .
temporary lake several square miles in extent . The breach in the bank
healed itself during the year, but it was the forerunner of many others
during the following years, at various points along the western bank at
which some temporary weakness existed .
In I9oI a canal was opened into the Salton depression-shortly afterwards to be known as the Imperial Valley . The intake proved to be unsuccessful and quickly silted up . A second and third were excavated
in I9o2 and 1904, respectively, but still failed to admit sufficient water
to fulfill the needs of the many settlers who were already flocking into
the valley . A fourth and more direct opening was therefore cut into the
head of the Alamo in the autumn of 1904. With the rise of the river in
the spring of I9o5, the opening began to enlarge, and by the middle of
August the entire river was flowing through the opening and into the
Salton Sink .
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Repeated efforts were made during the following year and a half to
close the opening, control the inflow to the valley, and return the river
to its former course . The efforts at closure were crowned with success
in February, 1907, and the abandoned channel was again occupied . The
reversion was not permanently successful, however, and the river persisted in escaping towards the west, first through the Paredones and
afterwards through the parallel channel of the Ahejas . Both these
diversions carried the water towards the Hardy . The decisive abandonment of the former navigable channel took place in 1909, and since
that time it has never been re-occupied by a running stream at any point
between the termination of the Arizona-Sonora international boundary
and tidewater and has, in fact, almost disappeared .
BUILDING OF SECONDARY DELTA FAN AT ENDS OF SUCCESSIVE
DIVERSION CHANNELS

The newly selected course of the river extended for fully 45 miles
in a southwesterly direction, approximately 65° to the right of its
previous alignment, and ended somewhat indefinitely in the region which
had formerly been occupied by an ephemeral sheet of water known as
Volcano Lake . Heavy deposition began almost at once, covering the
lake area and rapidly obliterating all former drainage channels in the
surrounding districts . No through and definite channel communication
ever developed with the lower Hardy and tidewater during the thirteen
years of river discharge in this direction, dispersion of water and debris
taking place over a more extended frontage as the deposit grew amidst
the scattering vegetation with which the region was normally covered .
The proximity of dangerous downward slopes towards the Imperial
Valley was the cause of increasing concern to the engineers of the
Imperial Irrigation District, and an effort at control was determined
upon . A cutting was excavated in 1921, beginning at a point in the south
bank of the Abejas channel some to miles west of the termination of the
Arizona-Sonora boundary and extending southwards into the drainage
basin of the Rio Pescadero, a confluent of the Hardy . The river was
clammed and diverted into this cutting early in 1922, but, notwithstanding
favorable downward slopes and the proximity of the Pescadero, widespread deposition once more took place along both banks and around
and beyond the termination of the new channel, without the development
of any definite connection with tidewater .
In the summer of 1929 a further major diversion of the river took
place . It broke into, and at once occupied, a newly excavated (Vacanora)
canal, some 17 miles in length, which headed a mile or two to the eastward
of the previous cutting and extended towards the south-southwest in a
direction roughly parallel to the old navigation channel . It has since continued to maintain the same approximate alignment through a single
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definite channel for a distance of about 14 miles below the diversion
point but has again been prevented from establishing free communication
with the sea by the growth of a great barrier fan of detritus, around
and across which the ponded water is forced to find an exit by means
of numerous minor distributaries . In the zone between the dispersion
area and the Hardy many of these small channels unite to form two
arterial waterways which carry the greater portion of the flow of the
river into tidewater . A certain quantity of flood water is also diverted
round the western side of the detrital deposits and finds its way into
the Hardy through the Pescadero-the rejected route towards which the
previous diversion of the river was directed .
The building up of this latest barrier has presented some features
not previously observed in the study of the development of the delta .
The rapidity of the accumulation of the central mass was very remarkable . It clearly resulted from two definite and readily identified sources
of detrital matter. The first was the result of the heavy scour of the
Vacanora channel itself, incidental to the passage of a flood of some
9o,ooo second-feet through a recently excavated and unconsolidated
channel in the summer of 1929 . The second, two and a half years later,
was the great and suddenly projected volume of detrital material which
could be traced, with almost absolute certainty, to an outrush of heavily
laden flood water which issued from Bill Williams Fork in the early
part of February, 1932. By the beginning of 1934 the total volume of
detrital material of the heavy, or " bed-silt," type which had been spread
over this great semi-cone, almost wholly submerging the heavy stand of
vegetation which has previously occupied the site, was estimated as being
substantially in excess of 1oo,ooo,ooo cubic yards .
Only moderate and gently rising floods had occurred during the summer of 1930, and 1931 was remarkable as passing without any summer
rise whatever, so that little was added to the deposit in the interval
between the primary scouring of the Vacanora channel and the rapid
accumulation of fresh material which was so noticeable immediately
after the sudden outrush from Bill Williams Fork.
Much of the surface of the area of recent deposition was left bare
and uneven as a result of the passage of the second flood, but during
the ensuing growing season the natural covering of luxuriant vegetation,
which is normal to this part of the delta, again sprang up, impeding or
blocking the free flow of flood water and being instrumental in causing
the formation of local swamps and various complexities of surface
drainage .
Later and detailed examinations of the region showed that a further
great increase in the volume and a real extent of the deposited mass took
place as the result of the long-sustained flood conditions during the late
summer of 1932, the material added being also mainly of the " bed-silt "
type . The extension in lateral dimensions was almost entirely in a
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general up-stream direction-to the north, northwest, and northeast .
This was doubtless due to the fact that the nucleus of the deposited body
has formed an effective barrier against which all additional material of
the heavier and less mobile types must necessarily come to rest .
The area of the deposit at the end of 1932 was estimated as being
ubstantially
in excess of 6o square miles .
s
As is usual during the formation of one of these great secondary
fans or semi-cones of detrital matter, minor distributary channels to a
total length of at least some hundreds of miles were formed, developed . overgrown, abandoned, and obliterated, as successive floods fought
for mastery with the impeding vegetation upon the uneven and shifting
surface .
PROSPECT OF A THROUGH OUTLET TO THE SEA

There are indications at the present time (August, 1935) that a
definite waterway is at last developing across the crest of the barrier and
opening a connection down its forward slope with one of the two main
gathering channels which empty into the ITardy . Active recessive cutting
and degradation is taking place in both of these in the manner which
has been long foreseen, in consideration of the difference between the
ponded level of the lower Vacanora channel and mean low water level
in the Hardy . Through the united activity of these two processes it
appears probable that communication between the river and tidewater
by means of a continuous channel may shortly be reestablished .
For the past twenty-five years practically all detrital material too
massive to be maintained in suspension in the sluggish currents of the
lower river has been retained upon the sub-aerial portion of the delta,
the greater part having been deposited upon and incorporated with the
three accumulations which have successively barred the way to the Gulf .
The opening of a channel of sufficient capacity and fall to establish
itself as the main outlet for the river system will again allow such
matter to pass freely into the estuary and sphere of tidal action and
terminate the present conditions of barrier building and general channel
instability .
EFFECT OF COMPLETION OF BOULDER DAM

In consequence of the recent completion of Boulder Dam and the
further construction of an impounding and diversion dam (Parker Dam)
across the river below the mouth of Bill Williams Fork for the Los Angeles Aqueduct, thus practically ending the movement of fresh detrital
matter of the coarser type down the main stream, it is improbable that the
development of another localized deposit at all comparable in size and
importance with the one which has recently accumulated about the lower
end of the Vacanora channel will ever again take place within the
delta area .
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Flood hazard along the lower Colorado, except for flash freshets
originating in the still uncontrolled confluents of the Gila, will be practically eliminated by the vast storage capacity behind the Boulder Darn,
and the controlled stream will undergo further settlement and additional
clarification 155 miles farther down behind Parker Dam . This dam has
an impounding capacity, according to the present tentative plans, of
approximately 717,000 acre-feet and an effective height, at full storage
level, of about 70 feet above the present stream bed .
Only 150 miles of channel remain between this barrage and the present
Laguna Dam, and 15 miles more from that point to the Colorado-Gila
junction and head of the delta . A certain amount of adjustment from
existing gradients in this section will undoubtedly take place to meet the
requirements of the clarified and controlled stream, and a considerable
volume of bed material is likely to be moved forwards while the adjustment is taking place, but for all practical purposes the closure of the
construction by-passes at the Boulder Dam, on February 1, 1 935, has
spelled the end of the growth of the delta body as a major phenomenon .
Minor developments resulting from the new order of hydrological
conditions along the lower course of the river have, however, already
made their appearance . The great beds of temporary deposited detritus
which form the channel bed between the dam and the dispersal areas
are now being subjected to processes of erosion, assorting, and redistribution which is resulting in the release of a body of extremely mobile
detritus which clogs irrigating canals and minor distributory channels
into which it gains entrance . The investigation of these conditions by
means of a series of mechanical analyses of the affected material has
constituted the basis of the continued study of the region by the writer
during 1934 and 1935 . The work has again been done under the aegis of
the Carnegie Institution .
SOME OTHER PROSPECTS

In conclusion, brief speculation may be indulged in as to the future
development of the region in other ways .
International agreements between the United States Government and
the Republic of Mexico regarding the division of the residual discharge
of the river are still incomplete, but it appears improbable that any great
surplus of the impounded and stored water will be available for the extension of the cultivated areas south of the international boundary if existing
and recognized water rights upon the American side are fully exercised .
De-silted flood water from the Colorado and such flash floods as may
issue from the lower Gila from time to time will in all probability pass
through a channel in which aggradation will have ceased and in which
degradation may have become active and capacity for the passage of all
ordinary flood ample .
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The present process of depletion by tidal action will continue in the
estuary . and the stoppage of further supplies- of detrital material from
the river may be instrumental in modifying the sub-aqueous contours
at the head of the Gulf .
Curtailment of the surface water supply and its restriction to the
cultivated areas and a narrow channel zone will eventually result in the
reversion to the condition of the surrounding deserts of much of the
region which is at present occupied by luxuriant vegetation .
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KING, EusERIo FRANCISCO. Favores celestiales
. experimentados en las nuevas conquistas y
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(ULLOA) A relation of the discovery, which
. the Fleete of the right noble Fernando
Cortez . . . made, . . . of which Fleece was Captaine the right worshipfull knight Francis
de Ulloa
. Taken out of the third volume of the voyages gathered by M . John Baptista
Ramusio . Reprinted from Hakluyt's " Principal Navigations" in Hakluyt Soc. Publs .,
Extra Series, Vol . 9, Glasgow, 1904, pp . 206-278 ; passage dealing with head of the Gulf
of California on pp. 214 .215 . [Translation of Preciado's account in Ramusio ; see next
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(ULLOA)
Relatione dello scoprimento the
. va a far l'armata dell ' illustrissimo Fernando Cortese . . . . della quale armata fu Capitano it Malta magnifico Caualliero Francesco di Ulloa . . . In Ramusio's " Navigationi et Viaggi ", first edition of Vol . 3,
Venice, 1556, leaves 339-354 .
[Account of Ulloa's voyage by Francisco Preciado, a
participant . From copy in library of American Geographical Society, New York .]
ULLOA, FRANCISCO DE . Record and narrative of the voyage and discovery which, in the name
of Our Lord, was made after this, your lordship's fleet, had left the Puerto de Acapulco,
July 8, 1539, as far as this, Isla de Cedros, where I now am, April 5, 1540 . In :
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